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Lo aprendido en esta tesis es que lo más importante tiene que ser el
investigador y no la investigación, que no se tiene que sacrificar para crear.

A toda persona que tenga pasión por algo: asegúrate que la estás
disfrutando.

Some humans would do anything to see if it was possible to do it.
If you put a large switch in some cave somewhere, with a sign on it saying

’End-of-the-World Switch. PLEASE DO NOT TOUCH’, the paint
wouldn’t even have time to dry.

Terry Pratchett
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General Introduction

Thesis scope
Membranes are present in all cells, in some viruses, and are involved in all kinds of
biological functions. The goal of this thesis is to expand our knowledge of this element,
in hope that this –on top of all the other knowledge of biology and physics– can help
someday improve people’s life.

With this aim, we studied how cells react when an external stimulus is applied or
big changes happen to them. This is due the fact that, while we know a lot of relaxed
cells, we do not as much of cells when they do things or things are done to them. This
is the drive behind the two different research paths written in this thesis: membranes
inside a fluid flow, and membranes during topological transitions and fluctuations.

Stream function membrane phase field model
For the first research path –on membranes inside a flow– while this is not a new topic we
wanted to start by making it more approachable. That has been achieved by introduc-
ing a new methodology to couple membranes and flows by using the stream function
and the vorticity to solve the Navier Stokes equation. This approach creates a model
derived straight from the hydrodynamic equations and grounded on the physics of the
system rather than other more complex approaches. This methodology also ensures
the incompressibility condition regardless of the accuracy of the numerical solver.

With this model we studied the effects of confinement for membranes inside a
Poiseuille flow. We mainly focused on replicating red blood cell shapes as it is a very
researched case and there is plenty of experimental data on them. First starting with
cells inside channels slightly bigger than their diameter, which is known to give a set of
shapes named parachutes and slippers. We use this knowledge to prove the validity of
our model, and with that we study different flows.

For very wide channels, the low confinement Poiseuille flows have shown a different
meta-stable shape which we named anti-parachute. We can use the vorticity and the
stream function to analyse the stability and the convergence to an stationary state of the
membrane. Moreover, tumbling can be produced by introducing a different viscosity
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for the cell fluid, higher than the surrounding fluid. In very narrow super-confined
channels we have a Poiseuille flow where the cell is much bigger than the channel.
This confinement gives very different shapes which are more sensitive to the reduced
volume of the cell. The results on this super-confinement show some agreement with
the experimental data available.

However, the model is capable of studying other flows rather than Poiseuille. Cou-
ette flow has been studied, where one can see a lift perpendicular to the flow that
depends on the reduced volume of the cell as well as the viscosity contrast. This lift is
different from the more well known Segré-Silberberg effect of inertia-induced lateral
migration, as these simulations do not include the inertial term for the flow.

The most important thing has been leaving behind a methodology ready for ex-
pansion to time-dependent flows, inertial flows, or to generalise to 3 dimensions. The
final aim was not only showing the model but sharing the code where we implement it
numerically through the world wide web.

Helfrich models and topological transitions

For the second research path –on topological transitions– we have implemented the
Gaussian curvature energy term to the membrane model, to allow study of fission and
fusion. To this end we do the computation in the complex space, as the denominator
of the Gaussian energy term diverges easily.

With this methodology we study fission of tubes with the use of the spontaneous
curvature, which deforms a membrane tube into a pearled tube. This pearled tube
formed by an array of spheres connected through membrane tethers undergoes fission
if the Gaussian rigidity is negative and high enough. A phase diagram of what happens
depending on the values of Gaussian and bending rigidity is obtained. This diagram
shows three distinct regimes: one in which the membrane develops holes, one in which
the tube undergoes fission of vesicles, and one in which the membrane tube do not
undergo topological transitions. We can see this explained as a competition between
the curvature energy and the Gaussian curvature energy.

Then we expand to study geometries less helpful for fission, such as a flat planar
membrane. To be able to induce fission in a flat membrane there is a new additional
quality to take into account. It will not matter how big is the spontaneous curvature
of the Gaussian rigidity, as a perfectly flat membrane is a meta-stable shape. This is
due the fact that to start the fission process we need an area with enough curvature so
that the spontaneous curvature can kick-off the membrane budding process. If budding
does not happen we will not have fission and the vesicle formation process. To solve
this, we added a white noise to mimic temperature. This noise makes each point of the
membrane position to fluctuate.
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The temperature, if high enough, will deform the membrane and promote the for-
mation of vesicles. There is a phase transition between a flat membrane that is not
undergoing fission and one that does. This phase transition can be induced by chang-
ing temperature, the spontaneous curvature of the membrane, or the ratio between the
Gaussian and bending rigidities. Additionally we see that a positive Gaussian rigidity
gives the membrane strong stability against very big noises. Finally, by plotting the
curvature and Gaussian energy terms we can see if the membrane will undergo fission
a moderate amount of time before the first fission event.

Lastly we also started to characterise the thermal fluctuations of our model. It
is known since the 19th century that the red blood cells membrane fluctuate, which
was named flickering. Nowadays we know that this flickering of the cell is due to the
combination between the soft mechanical properties of the red blood cell membrane
and temperature. How the membranes fluctuate and how the fluctuations relax has
been studied and is well known, and to characterise our fluctuating membrane model
we have studied the spectrum of the fluctuations. The results seem to vary from the
experimental data but to match other non-local diffuse interface models. All this is
expected to add up when introducing the fluid coupling to the system.
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Chapter 1

Biological Introduction

Cells are the smallest unit of life. They suffer a set of stochastic and seemingly chaotic
events and processes mashed together to form a living being. Kinetics of biological pro-
cesses at the intra-cellular level are stochastic [1] and therefore intrinsically interesting
to physicists. In a similar way to a person arising from the collective of all the cells that
form them, a cell emerges from the combination of all its random components tailored
in a specific way. So, to understand life and the human condition from the bottom up
we have to understand all the parts that make us, and therefore, that make our cells.

The cells being the smallest unit of life is based on disregarding the virus as a living
organism. After all, whether viruses are alive or not depends on the definition of what
is life and this definition is bound to be arbitrary [2].

In this thesis we will choose a single component of the cell, but one that is present
in all of them: the cellular membrane. The cellular membrane is what defines what
is "the cell", giving it individuality. So, studying this key element we aim to explain
several different phenomena using the same base model. However, before explaining
in what phenomena of the membrane are we interested, first we will have to explain
what is the cellular membrane.

1.1 The cellular membrane
The cellular membrane is maybe the only feature present in all cells. It is what defines
the boundary of what is a cell and what is the rest of the world. Even though this wall
does not give the metaphysical sense of self, without this wall there would be no self.

The cellular membrane is a dynamic, fluid structure which can expand for tens of
micrometers even when it is composed of a lipid double layer of about 5 nanome-
ters in thickness. Biological membranes are made out of a double lipid layer, also
called lipid bilayer. Within each of these monolayers the different lipid molecules can
flow through diffusion among its peers. The lipids that form the membrane exhibit
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1. BIOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION

special properties like spontaneous assembly into bilayers. This happens because of
a hydrophillic-hydrophobic polar structure of the lipid that makes the lipid molecule
amphiphilic.

1.1.1 Function

The main function of the cellular membrane is to contain all the parts of the cell pro-
tected and organised, and by organised we mean roughly close together. Without the
membrane we could not have cells and probably life as we understand would not be
possible, as the different organelles and mechanisms would simply float away. This
would not give the possibility of multiple mechanisms coming together and organizing
into a self-replicating system. However, aside of working as a wall defining the outside
world, the membrane has other functions for the cell.

Shape of the cell: The membrane deformation is key for many functions of the cell
like movement, division, obtaining nutrients, or disposal of waste. To be able to per-
form these actions and more the membrane will have to be very flexible. This flexibility
can be tuned by changing the composition of the membrane or by the introduction of
specialised membrane-bound proteins. But not only biological membranes have to be
flexible but also need to be robust. The shape of the cell is given in a lot of cases by a
cytoskeleton under the membrane that gives shape and rigidity to the cell. This shape
is also important for having proper internal structure, necessary in more complex cells.

Maintaining chemical balance: The chemical composition of the cytosol is of
great importance to the cell survival. It is the job of the membrane to maintain the
chemical composition of the cell, which usually is much different from the extracellular
environment. On top of that it also has to let nutrients or required ions to enter the
cell. It protects the cell by controlling what substances enter the cell and keeping
inside what must remain, this is referred to as selectively permeability. To give a scale
to the permeability we use the permeability coefficient as the number of molecules
per area and time divided by difference in molecule concentration between the two
sides of the membrane. Biological membranes have a high permeability coefficient
for water of around 10−3cm/s, a much lower coefficient for bigger molecules such as
glucose of around 10−7cm/s and extremely low for charged ions like Na+, K+ or Cl−

around 10−10cm/s up to 10−12cm/s [3]. The difference in orders of magnitude for this
coefficient between different molecular species show how the membrane is designed to
keep a chemical and specially an ionic balance between the inside and the outside.

Anchoring point for proteins and other structures: One of its most important
functions is as attachment point for different cellular structures and systems for differ-
ent cells, like the cytoskeleton, the cell wall, or any kind of membrane-bound protein.
In Figure 1.1 can be seen a sketch of a membrane with a wide variety of membrane
bound proteins are represented, which will add functions to the membrane and to the
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1.1 The cellular membrane

cell. The different proteins on the membrane surface specialise the membrane, from
being merely the walls of the cell to regulating ionic concentration, anchoring, com-
munication with other cells and a long etcetera. In the end most of the membrane
specific tasks ar performed by membrane proteins and end up defining the functional
properties of the membrane [4]. The number of possible extra functions of the cell
are all the possible membrane proteins functions, although the few mentioned are the
most prevalent ones.

Figure 1.1: Diagram of a cellular membrane. In red and orange we can see the amphi-
pathic molecules, usually phospholipids, that form the base of the membrane. Attatched
to this membrane we can see how all kinds of proteins can be adhered to the membrane.
Some only adhere to a monolayer, some to both, while others are anchored to the mem-
brane but extend out. Image by LadyofHats, Public domain, obtained via Wikimedia Com-
mons.

Signalling: An important job of the membrane is signalling, as when the environ-
ment changes the cell has to adapt and cells exchange information between them to
be able to better react to changes. This cell to cell communication relies on the mem-
brane having receptor proteins that are specialised in one kind of extracellular signal
molecule. The binding to a receptor protein then initiates a specific intracellular sig-
nalling pathways that will initiate a specific response to the signal. Typical signals that
eukaryotic animal cells receive include growth and division, cell differentiation into a
new type of cell, survival, or death also called apoptosis [4].

1.1.2 Composition and structure

The composition of the cellular membrane consists on a special kind of lipids called
amphipathic lipids, mainly phospholipids, glycolipids, and sterols. The lipid composi-
tions of the inner and outer monolayers can be different and for different cells with
different functions we will find variation in the composition of the lipids that form the
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membrane. These amphipathic lipids consists of an elongated lipid with a head and a
tail. The head is hydrophillic while the tail is hydrophobic and usually made up of fatty
acid tails. This structure while may not give special properties to a single phospho-
lipid molecule it does for a collective. When enough amphipathic lipids are present in
a water solution, due to their hydrophobic-hydrophillic structure, they spontaneously
assemble into structures like lipid bilayers or micelles [4].

Big part of the membrane composition depends on proteins, and the amount and
types of proteins are highly variable. From Alberts et al [4] we can see a few examples
of how much the proteins in the membrane composition can vary: from the the myelin
membrane, which serves as electrical insulation in axons, less than 25% of the mem-
brane mass is protein, to the the membrane of mitochondria and chloroplasts where
approximately 75% of the mass is protein. In general cellular membranes will have
about half of the membrane mass accounting for proteins. However this huge propor-
tion of mass by the proteins is caused because the lipids that form the membrane are
smaller and lighter than the proteins. So in number there will always be many more
lipids than proteins in the membrane.

As stated before, the lipids on the membrane can flow and diffuse on the mono-
layer they are located in. The fluidity and diffusion of the bilayer will depend in the
temperature and its composition, and in the event of a temperature change a cell can
change the composition of its membrane lipids to maintain its fluidity. If the tempera-
ture falls beyond the critical temperature –for that specific membrane composition– the
membrane will phase transition into a gel state, which is in general bad for any given
cell.

1.1.3 Self-Assembly

Self-assembly of the membrane is the process by which an organised structure, in this
case the membrane, is formed by simply having the components that form it together in
a thermal bath. This happens because the energy of the system when forming the final
structure is lower than the energy when all the components are individually floating in
water. The difference in the total energy between the dis-organised and self-assembled
state is what will drive the system to favour one of the two states. As the building
blocks move randomly, driven through thermal fluctuations, they will attach and stick
with the other building blocks when the combination lowers their total energy. Lipo-
somes, micelles, bilayers, Langmuir-monolayers are different structures that minimize
the energy of each amphipathic molecule by avoiding contact of the hydrophobic tails
with water and ensuring the heads are in contact with water. This in turn minimizes
the energy of the system, thus being energetically favorable state.

Different amphipathic lipid molecule shapes will assemble in different structure, an
example of this can be seen in Figure 1.2, and as can be seen represented the shape
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1.1 The cellular membrane

Figure 1.2: Two different self-assembled configurations for two different amphipathic lipid
molecules. The shape of the molecule will give two different equilibrium configurations
where the contact with water is maximised for the hydrophilic part and minimised for the
hydrophobic part of the molecule. Adapted from Alberts et al. [4].

of the lipid molecule can decide in which way the molecules self-assemble. Moreover,
even if two different kinds of lipids self-assemble both into bilayers, the shape of their
lipid molecule can give different inherent mechanical properties to the membrane.

1.1.4 Active membranes

Life is an out of equilibrium ongoing process, we will go back to equilibrium the day we
perish. This is reflected at the microscopic level by the cells spending energy to fulfil
their needs, and that is why they need food to survive. This spending of energy is what
characterises an out of equilibrium process.

The expense of energy is what categorises what is an active system, contrary to a
system which does not require this expenditure of energy i.e. a passive system. From a
thermodynamical point of view, active matter refers to a system where its constituents
convert stored or ambient free energy into movement or force. Most of the field studies
self-driven particles referred to as active particles. Each active particle consumes and
dissipates energy, generally leading to motion [5]. However in the biological active
matter field there is additional active systems that do not only consist of swimmers or
active particles. These are the active membranes, where a biological membrane can
exhibit also a consumption of energy to change its shape or properties [6, 7].

As stated before, cellular membranes can gain additional functions by adding pro-
teins to their surface. In some cases this proteins work passively and change the mem-
brane mechanics and behaviour just by being there. However, sometimes this proteins
can only carry their work in the presence of energy sources, in the form of ATP. Such
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"active" proteins give the name to the active membranes since J. Prost and R. Bruinsma
coined the term [6]. In this first work on active membranes Prost and Bruinsma studied
if the attaching and detaching of the cystoskeleton to the membrane could be adding
extra fluctuations to the membrane. Red blood cells are also believed to have an active
membrane along many other cells.

1.2 Red Blood Cells
Red blood cells are the cells that deliver oxygen in the vertebrate bodies through the
circulatory system. Healthy red blood cells have a very recognisable shape called bicon-
cave discocyte as can be seen in Figure 1.3. These cells are the ones that give blood its
characteristic red colour as they are the most numerous kind of blood cell. Red Blood
Cells (RBC) are the perfect cell to study the membrane thanks to its simple structure
that relies a lot on its membrane properties. This simplicity arises from the fact that the
human red blood cell, in contrast to the other cells, contains no organelles. Most cells
have multiple structures specialised in a variety of functions, like the mitochondria (the
powerhouse of the cell) or the Golgi apparatus (where proteins are collected and then
dispatched from). The human red blood cell lacks all organelles, its function being
oxygen delivery using the hemoglobin it carries inside. The flexibility characteristic to
the red blood cell is required to be able to go through small micro-capillars. The cells
and their membranes also have to be durable, as the cells need to survive 120 days in
circulation.

Figure 1.3: Red blood cells (or erythrocytes) with their normal biconcave discocyte shape,
sometimes called discoids. Annie Cavanagh, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons

Its cytoplasm contains hemoglobin, a type of metalloportein containing iron to
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which oxygen adheres by diffusion when the red blood cells pass through the lung
capillars. In the case of human red blood cell, having no nucleus and no cytoskeleton,
the cell function is to carry hemoglobin, which takes about 96% of the red blood cells
dry content (excluding water) [8].

Due the simplicity in its structure, human red blood cells have been extensively
used as models for the cellular membrane, and that is why this cell in particular will be
interesting. Before going into the mathematical modelling, there are a few more quirks
of the red blood cell that should be mentioned first.

1.2.1 Spectrin network

Red blood cells have a lattice of spring-like proteins attached to the membrane, the
spectrin network. This network has a hexagonal lattice order as can be seen in a dia-
gram in Figure 1.4 and it consists of actin filaments and spectrin. In real cells there is
gaps in the hexagonal network and usually is in a relaxed state, so the "springs" are not
stretched. The spectrin network is only relevant under in-plain shear stresses, as a way
to protect the integrity of the cell. The overall relevance of this spectrin network in the
membrane mechanics of the red blood cell is still discussed [9, 10].
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Figure 1.4: A red blood cell has a microscopic spectrin network attached to it that makes
an approximately hexagonal lattice. The spectrin network is connected to the membrane
at the vertices by proteins.

Experimental works for different values of cytoskeleton elasticity for healthy cells
exhibit a faster shape evolution at higher cytoskeleton elasticity [9]. However, there
seems to be no change in the final shape of the red blood cell, simply shorter time scales
in the shape evolution [9].
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1.2.2 Active nature of the red blood cell

It is also strongly believed that the red blood cell membrane spends energy, this is not
completely proven but there are many experimental data that strongly point in that
direction. In physics and in science, is hard to say that something is proven, however
that does not mean it is not widely accepted [11, 12]. Mostly the only thing left to
discover is which part of the membrane is the one expending this energy and for which
function it is doing so.

The red blood cell membrane uses energy in form of adenosyne triphosphate, also
known as ATP, for some kind of non-equilibrium process [12, 13]. It has been seen
in experiments that in absence of ATP the red blood cell membrane can have a harder
time maintaining its normal biconcave discoid shape [13]. Not all cells lose the shape
but more do than in presence of ATP. The activity could be stabilising the shape of the
membrane, or increasing its flexibility, deformability or other mechanical parameters.

The one thing most of the literature agrees, is that this non-equilibrium behaviour
of the red blood cell membrane is not dominant. For example most of the fluctuations
of the membrane seem to be of a passive thermal nature [10]. Therefore, there is no
need to add the active nature of the membrane to study the behaviour of this cell.

It should be emphasised that there is no intention here to downplay how fascinat-
ing this facet of the red blood cell is. The active matter field is thriving and of great
importance in condensed and soft matter, and special in biophysics. This field will be
of great importance for the biophysics field future.

1.2.3 Diseases and illnesses that affect the membrane shape

The interest on the red blood cell is not only generated by the fact that it has a simple
structure which makes it easy to model. On top of this, a number of illnesses and
diseases affect the red blood cell directly. Alterations on the red blood cell can be
studied from a physical standpoint as the function of this cell rely in its mechanical
properties. Some of these diseases are malaria, sickle cell anaemia, or spherocytosis.

Malaria

Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites called Plasmodium that are
transmitted to people through mosquitoes. The World Health Organisation estimates
that in 2019 there were around 229 million cases of malaria worldwide and caused an
estimated of 409 000 deaths in that year alone [14].

This parasite invades the red blood cell and eats the hemoglobyn that the cell carry.
As the red blood cell is devoid of internal organelles and lacks the ability to synthesise
proteins, in order to be able to survive and multiply inside the cell, the parasite needs to
make modifications to the infected cell [15]. The parasite will add to the red blood cell
membrane surface proteins that will enable the parasite to adhere to other cells [15].
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Plasmodium goes to a great extent to remodel the infected cell: it looses its smoothness,
becoming rough and the appearance of knobs on the erythrocyte membrane, as well as
increased rigidity is caused by the parasite.

This increment on the rigidity of the membrane will be what will end up becoming
deadly. As usually the red blood cells have to go through microcapillar smaller than
themselves and need great deformations go through. Taking this into account, increas-
ing the rigidity of the red blood cells can burst micro-capillars, which in the brain could
be deadly or induce cerebral damage [16].

Sickle cell disease

First discovered in 1910 [17] the sickle cell disease is named after the sickle-shape
it gives to the red blood cells. These sickle-cell diseases are different genotypes that
produce similar characteristic syndrome of sickle-shaped cells. The different sickle-cell
diseases are caused by a mutation in the β -globin gene, that makes haemoglobin. The
most common type is sickle-cell anaemia, which refers specifically to the variant form
of the gene known as β S [18].

The mutation changes the molecular structure of the haemoglobin molecule, that
is why this disease was coined as the first discovered molecular disease. The disease
results in binding two chains of the haemoglobin molecule that results in the chaining
of different haemoglobin molecules resulting in a kind of crystallization that generates
a long polymer that grows up to fill the entire red blood cell. This long and rigid
polymeric chain changes the final shape of the red blood cell, increasing the rigidity
of the cell and difficulting the red blood cell task. Moreover it also promotes cellular
dehydration, with physical and oxidative cellular stress [18]. The rigidity increase and
the sickle-shape influence can be studied from a biophysical point of view, making the
disease interesting to model.

Spherocytosis

Hereditary spherocytosis refers to a group of anaemias that are characterised by the
presence of spherocytes, red blood cells that have developed a spherical shape [19].
The source of the shape-change from bi-concave disk shaped to sphere arises from a
loss of cohesion between the lipid bilayer and spectrin network [20, 21]. This can
produce a destabilisation of the bilayer which leads to release of lipid vesicles which
in turn reduces the total membrane of a red blood cell. The loss of membrane is
associated with defects in several membrane proteins [19]. The spherical red blood
cells are mistaken by the spleen as old red blood cells and destroys them. This is how
spherocytosis makes the affected person anaemic. The disease is of genetic origin, that
is why it is an hereditary condition.

The spherical shape is less flexible compared to the biconcave discoid. The sphe-
rocytes are also more osmotically fragile, breaking easily with osmotic changes than
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regular red blood cells. As most blood diseases and conditions hereditary spherocytosis
ends up changing the membrane and the cell mechanical properties.

1.3 Dynamics of the membrane

A great deal of theoretical and experimental studies on membranes and cell shapes
have been on equilibrium shapes [22, 23, 24]. Some processes like tube pearling,
tubuling formation, shape morphology, etcetera can be studied with an static system.
However, there is a limit of information that we can obtain from an static membrane.
Static membranes can give only a limited set of information, mostly the surface, volume
enclosed, and the static equilibrium shape.

By dynamics we refer to changes in the membrane born from interactions with
the the external world or changes produced by itself that change the membrane com-
pletely. Adding an external field, division of membranes through fission, studying the
temperature effects, are some examples of what we refer to by membrane dynamics.

Introducing external stimulus and looking at their changes and evolution we can
obtain more information. The membrane could be stressed and poked directly using
optical tweezers or micro-pipettes [25, 26]. More indirect methods like using a fluid
flow as for example in a micro-channel [9] can be less invasive and used to see multiple
cells in a row instead of having to focus merely on one. The dynamics of other processes
like division can also tell us information of the membrane mechanical properties.

1.3.1 Deformation under shear flow

A basic way to induce stress and deformation to a single membrane without making
direct contact with it is to put it under a fluid flow. To observe single cells deforming
by a flow one would use a microfluidics channel and a microscope. An example of such
experiments can be seen in Figure 1.5, adapted from [9].

The fluid tries to flow as it would in the absence of cell, however the cell presence
will be an obstacle that will slow down the fluid advance. In the case of a rigid body
the fluid would simply carry the object with it, however the cell is not a rigid object.
In response to the obstacle the fluid will subject the cell to hydrodynamic forces, that
instead of simply moving the cell will also deforming the membrane. This changes the
cell shape as we can see in Figure 1.5, and the resulting shape will depend on the
membrane properties, the fluid speed, and viscosity.

Therefore, the properties of the membrane can be studied by putting it in a con-
trolled flow. How the membrane mechanical properties change can be studied by com-
parison of the different studied cells to cells with known properties or by mathematical
modelling of which shapes should be obtained under different flows.
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Figure 1.5: A variety of red blood cells moving through a micro-channel with the flow.
In a, b, and d parachute-like shapes are obtained after enough deformation. Instead in c
slipper-like shape is observed. Figure adapted from G Tomaiuolo and S Guido [9].

1.3.2 Topological transitions

Topology is the branch of mathematics that studies how mathematical functions (in our
case surfaces) maintain some properties after a continuous deformation, regardless of
how large this deformation is. When studying a surface and its shape one can define
what is called a continuous deformation as a deformation that does not require to cut
the surface, such as stretching, twisting, or bending. A topological transition then refers
to an event in which the studied surface undergoes a discontinuous deformation such
as opening or closing holes, tearing, gluing. For example, a deformation from a sphere
to a torus (or doughnut) like in Figure 1.6 requires a topological transition.

For cell membranes the most common topological transitions are fusion and fission.
Fusion and fission are key in many processes, from mitosis to the transport of residues
and proteins. There is no need to go from two spheres to one to have a membrane
fusion process, as an example of fusion can be seen in Figure 1.7. Fission of the cellular
membrane happens in organelle division and during endocytosis and it is necessary in
many physiological functions like the release of neurotransmitters in the synapses and
in muscle contraction [27]. Meanwhile, both fission and fusion are very important
in the endoplasmatic reticulum membranes [28]. In fact one recent Nobel prize in
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Figure 1.6: The change from a sphere to a torus requires a topological transition as we go
from a continuous surface with no holes to a surface with a hole.

biology has been given for the study of the transport system on the Golgi apparatus,
where vesicles are constantly incoming and outgoing. The Golgi apparatus, represented
in Figure 1.8, is specially active in this topological transitions and the description and
expansion of our understanding on this topic has been deemed deserving of a Nobel
prize.

Figure 1.7: In cells there are many methods and processes in which a membrane may
change its topology and genus. The pictured process is how tubules could give rise to
cisternal fenestrations. Adapted from Glickand Nakano [29].

There are recent works on the relevance of this subject as the Topical Review "The
2018 biomembrane curvature and remodeling roadmap" [30] trying to predict which
topics will be the most relevant on the research of biological membranes. In this article
we can find that a third of the topics addressed where on the subject of fission and
fusion.

1.3.3 Thermal fluctuations

While unmoving cells are usually referred to as having a static membrane, membranes
are so flexible and have such a low rigidity that they move simply by temperature. The
combination of the soft mechanical properties of the cellular membrane with its small
width generates a very dynamic structure that undergo constant shape fluctuations
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Figure 1.8: Topology transitions are constant in some systems like the Golgi apparatus. We
can see a scheme of this cell organelle, formed by a biological bilipidic membrane. Topo-
logical changes are constant in this membrane. By courtesy of Encyclopædia Britannica,
Inc., copyright 2018; used with permission.

mostly due to thermal noise. The random movement of the liquid molecules associated
by the thermal noise can make the membrane fluctuate. The movement and oscillations
of the membrane associated with temperature can also characterise the membrane
mechanical properties.

The experimental study of membrane fluctuations to study the cell characteristics
is typically done with red blood cells as its a simple cell without nucleus, which makes
easier to study just the membrane. Some experiments on red blood cell deformation
consist on using optical tweezers combined with the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem
[11, 12] or micro-pipette techniques [31]. But the red blood cell has also been studied
by observing its thermal fluctuations, either in flickering microscopy (also called video
microscopy) experiments [10, 32, 33, 34] where they use an optical microscope or with
more sophisticated Diffraction Phase Microscopy [13, 35, 36]. These last approaches
may have some restrictions in the information available to obtain but it also ensures
that the results obtained are intrinsic to the membrane, independent of the experimen-
tal method and not altered by scale-dependent effects of the cell. We can see in Figure
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1.9 an image of Diffraction Phase Microscopy of different red blood cells from [13].

Figure 1.9: Different shaped red blood cells studied using diffraction phase microscopy.
On top we have the shape of "top half" of the cell given by the membrane average position.
On the bottom we have the fluctuation of the membrane position from respect its average
position. Adapted from Y Park et al. [13].

In the end, temperature influences to a degree all events for the membrane: from
its shape to its dynamics; and can promote or prevent a variety of processes. In some
cases to reach a true equilibrium state you might need a little kick to start the evolution
towards equilibrium. Sometimes even if a process might be energetically favourable it
might be lost due to the noise that the temperature introduces. To top it all, one cannot
simply avoid temperature effects by lowering it, as living beings need a comfortable
temperature to be able to survive. And of course, studying living organisms is also
limiting also how high the temperature can be so that the cell and membrane does not
denature and break down.
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Chapter 2

Membrane modelling

In this chapter we will explain the basis that will be used through all of the thesis.
We want to model biological membranes and first of all we will start with a static
membrane without external stimuli. Then using this model we will study different
dynamics and phenomena by constructing on top of it.

2.1 Elasticity theory
Physical systems can be described by their energetics, as the forces acting in the system
will point towards lowering its total energy. This can be easily done for point-like or
hard bodies, defining the forces and energetics on its center of mass. However, for
softer bodies we have to define the forces that happen at each point of the object.

The energetics of a surface that can deform will depend on all the points of the
surface and its geometrical properties like area and volume. For example, a small water
droplet is dominated by a surface tension which will try to minimise the droplet surface
area. Depending on the surface tension coefficient between the water and the air and
the surface tension between the water and the solid that contains it the final droplet
shape will be different, as represented in Figure 2.1. Highly hydrophobic surfaces will
give a round droplet as it tries to minimise its contact with the surface, meanwhile a
highly hydrophilic surface will give a flat droplet.

2.1.1 Defining a surface

A membrane is at its core a surface that divides two different spaces. So, to properly
define a membrane one needs an accurate explanation of a surface, its position, and
its shape. These surfaces can be described with two different mathematical methods.
Firstly by using an implicit form where we have a function F(x,y,z) = 0 which for the
points (x,y,z) where the membrane is located the function is equal to zero. Secondly
one can use the parametric form where one will have three different functions x =

f (u,v), y = g(u,v), and z = h(u,v) which determine a vector position~r(u,v). Commonly
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Figure 2.1: Wettability of water is defined by the surface tension coefficient between a
material and water. The top (a) is a highly hydrophillic surface while the bottom (c) is a
highly hydrophobic one. Adapted from Latthe et al. [37].

the parametric form is used by using (x,y) as the free parameters and then the function
z = h(x,y) as the height function of the surface. This makes so that one can work by
simply using one function that gives the distance of the surface with respect to a (x,y)
plane. This is the so-called Monge parameterisation which can only be used for surfaces
that differentiable and are mostly flat and therefore are not multi-valued at any point
of space. Reaching the final expression for this Monge parameterisation

~r = (u,v,h(u,v)) = (x,y,h(x,y)). (2.1)

2.1.2 Bending energy

Not all interfaces are characterised by the surface tension. One can define the ener-
getics of a surface in function of the position h of such surface. Lets start by defining
a energy functional f as function depending on the position of the surface h and its
derivatives

f = F
(

h(~r),∇h(~r),∇2h(~r)
)
. (2.2)

The term h(~r) corresponds to the position of the membrane, the term ∇h(~r) to its possi-
ble rotational orientation and ∇2h(~r) to the curvature of the surface. The representation
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of these deformations can be seen in Figure 2.2 where translation bending and rotation
are represented for a surface.

Figure 2.2: The terms in the expansion of the height function take a flat patch of the
bottom reference plane and map it onto a patch of the deformed membrane. Adapted
from [3].

The curvature at a given point of the surface can be defined by two circles that
cross over each other at the given point like in Figure 2.3. However, as one can change
arbitrarily the orientation of the plane where the circle is defined, there will be an infi-
nite amounts of sets of two circles that can match the curvature at the point. However,
there is only one set of two circles that will take two extreme values, one high and one
low. Thus to define the curvature at a given point in the surface what one uses are
the two orthogonal planes that give these two values. These are the so called principal
curvatures

C1 =
1

R1
, C2 =

1
R2

. (2.3)

Which are the eigenvalues of the curvature tensor Q. The curvature tensor is a 3× 3
matrix but has rank 2, and thus it only has 2 nonzero eigenvalues. It is written as

Qi j =−n̂∂i j~r, (2.4)

where n̂ is the normal vector, ~r corresponds to the three dimensional position, and ∂i j

is used as an abreviation for two derivations respect to i and j where i, j can take x,y,z.
This tensor Q can be written in the Monge parametrisation by taking equation (2.1)
which defines a surface position as ~r = (x,y,h(x,y)) leaving us with a curvature tensor
Q as a 2×2 matrix that reads

Qi j =
∂ 2h(x,y)
∂xi∂x j

, (2.5)

where x1 = x x2 = y.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of a the two principal curvatures of a surface and the two correspond-
ing radii of curvature that characterises it. Adapted from Hale [38].

Looking back at Figure 2.2, it would make no sense for the energetics of the surface
to depend on position in space if we are not applying heterogeneous external fields.
The same with the orientation as one expects that a surface can be rotated without any
energy cost. Therefore from equation (2.2) the curvature term ∇2h(~r) is the only one
left, which represent all the curvature terms

f = aC1 +bC2 + cC2
1 +dC2

2 + eC1C2 +O(C3
i ).

However, having an energy like this would imply that the energy cost of curving the
surface in one direction is different than the other. For an homogeneous surface with
no preferred direction it makes no sense. Therefore a = b = 0 and one is left with only
the superior order terms, leading to

f =C2
1 +C2

2 +C1C2 +O(C3
i ).

Therefore, the energy of the surface in the case of a constant surface area will depend
on the curvature term squared and the crossed curvature terms. These, are the total
and Gaussian curvatures respectively.

In the 70s Canham and Helfrich proposed the total curvature of a surface to model
the biological membrane [22, 39] in combination with physical constraints. This total
curvature C can be defined at any point of a surface by two radii of curvature like in
Figure 2.3 which is written as

C =
1

R1
+

1
R2

. (2.6)
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There is always the chance to work with the mean curvature H, which is proportional

to the total curvature, and is written like

H =
1
2

( 1
R1

+
1

R2

)
. (2.7)

With this expression we can compute the total curvature of any point on a surface, for

any continuous surface can have its curvature at any point described by two radii of

curvature, in our case named R1 and R2. An diagram representing the curvature of a

point using two radii of curvature can be seen in Figure 2.3. Sometimes in the literature

the bending energy is described using the mean curvature H. Although there is only a

difference of a 1/2 term it must be taken into account that these two expressions of the

curvature are different.

There is a second curvature term that plays a role in the bending energy, and that

is the Gaussian curvature, which is written as

K =
1

R1
· 1

R2
. (2.8)

This term is sometimes disregarded because, as the Gauss-Bonnet theorem states, its

integral over a surface is constant and a topological invariant. Therefore this term will

be taken into account only in cases where one membrane will either fission into two

membranes or two are undergoing fusion into one.

We can write both of these curvature terms using the Monge parametrization. For

a surface defined by z = h(x,y) one needs to only define the total curvature C and the

Gaussian curvature in terms of h, x and y. So, if hi represents the derivative of h respect

the parameter i where i can be either x or y, the total curvature is written as

C =
(1+h2

x)hyy +(1+h2
y)hxx−2hxhyhxy√

(1+h2
x +h2

y)
3

, (2.9)

and the Gaussian curvature as

K =
hxxhyy−h2

xy

(1+h2
x +h2

y)
2 . (2.10)

Both of these equations can be simplified for a nearly flat surface [40]. Under this

condition hx� 1 and hy� 1, and then the Gaussian and total curvature can be approx-

imated to

C ≈ hxx +hyy, (2.11)
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and
K ≈ hxxhyy−h2

xy. (2.12)

Finally, using the curvature of a surface at any given point one can write the bending
energy. This free energy depends on the squared curvature, giving no single sign of the
curvature preference. For a surface Ω the bending energy is written as follows

FB =
∫

Ω

(
κ

2
(C−C0)

2 +κG K
)

dS =
∫

Ω

(
2κ(H−C0

2
)2 +κG K

)
dS, (2.13)

where C0 is the spontaneous curvature, K the Gaussian curvature, κ the bending modu-
lus, and κG the Gaussian (or saddle-splay) modulus. Both moduli represent the energy
cost of changing the curvature term they accompany. The spontaneous curvature which
refers to a possible intrinsic curvature of the surface. This can happen due to the molec-
ular composition of the membrane lipids or due to attached proteins or other objects on
the membrane surface that generate an intrinsic curvature. The spontaneous curvature
can be written as the inverse of the spontaneous radius of curvature

C0 =
1

R0
, (2.14)

where the spontaneous radius of curvature R0 is the preferred radius of curvature that
the membrane would take where it possible to do.

Usually, for interfaces, the bending term is of second order importance due to the
surface tension. However, for biological membranes the surface area of the system
cannot easily change and this practically eliminates the relevance of the surface ten-
sion. The bending energy is the base for the membrane energy, but the nature and
composition of the membrane gives rise to additional physical constrains.

2.1.2.1 More on Gaussian curvature

The Gaussian curvature can be defined by a wide variety of ways. In this thesis will be
defined by either by the radius of curvatures R1 and R2 (as seen in the previous section),
the principal curvatures C1 and C2, or by the curvature tensor Q. The curvature tensor
can be seen in equation (2.5) and the principal curvatures in equation (2.3). The
principal curvatures also match with the maximum normal curvature and the minimum
normal curvature [41] and can also be obtained from the curvature tensor Q.

As stated in the previous section, the curvature tensor Q is a rank 2, 3× 3 matrix
with three eigenvalues. One of the eigenvalues is zero and also has a determinant
equal to zero [40]. The previously presented principal curvatures of the surface C1 and
C2 will be the non-zero remaining eigenvalues. The Gaussian curvature then can be
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written either as function of the principal curvatures like

K =C1C2 (2.15)

or as a function of the curvature tensor Q like

K = ∑
i, j

[(
QiiQ j j−Q2

i j
) 1−δi j

2

]
, (2.16)

where i and j are the either x, y or z.
The intuitive idea of what the Gaussian curvature is has to be taken from what it

tells us about a point on a surface S. While the curvature and mean curvature tells how
is the local expansion of the surface near a given point, the Gaussian curvature talks
about the overall shape of a region.

Given a point on a surface S the value of the Gaussian curvature will give four
different types of points [41]:

• Elliptic if K > 0.

• Hyperbolic if K < 0.

• Parabolic if K = 0 with one of the principal curvatures that satisfy Ci 6= 0.

• Planar if K = 0 where both curvatures satisfy Ci = 0.

For an elliptic point both principal curvatures have the same sign, therefore all the
curves that pass this point have a normal vector pointing towards the same side of the
surface. This happens for example on all the points of a sphere.

For a hyperbolic point the curvatures are non-zero but have different signs. This
means that there are curves whose normal vector points toward a different side of the
surface. This happens on the saddle-splay points.

For a parabolic point there is one of the two principal curvatures that is zero, but
the other one is not. This happens on a cylinder, as the principal curvature related to
the circle is non-zero but the principal curvature that goes along the tube is flat and
has curvature zero.

Finally for a planar point the Gaussian curvature is zero but both principal curva-
tures C1 and C2 will be zero. Obviously this is satisfied by a plane surface.

2.1.3 Gauss-Bonnet theorem

The Gauss-Bonnet theorem, as previously mentioned, states that the Gaussian curva-
ture K of a given surface Ω has a constant sum if there is no topological transition. To
be more precise, the sum is ∫

Ω

K dS = 2πχ(Ω), (2.17)
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where χ(Ω) is the Euler characteristic of the surface Ω. This characteristic is a num-
ber that describes a given system –in this case one or multiple closed surfaces– by its
number of holes and objects, which can be expressed as

χ(Ω) = 2(N−g), (2.18)

where N is the number of objects and g its genus. Meanwhile the genus g describes
the number of holes or handles. For example, a tea cup or a doughnut has g = 1
while a football or sphere, which has no holes, has g = 0. The Euler characteristic χ is
different than the topological genus g in the sense that while the genus only describes
the number of holes or handles, the Euler characteristic also takes into account the
number of objects. This makes the characteristic χ more useful for studying fission and
fusion of membranes.

From the theorem it can also be concluded that in the case that there is no topo-
logical transition, one could omit the Gaussian curvature term from the free energy. In
this topologically invariant case the Gaussian term only gives a constant offset to the
energy, and this will not change the shape or dynamics of the membrane. The only
exception to this could be systems where the membrane gets very close to a topological
transition, even if it does not finally occur.

2.1.4 Additional physical constrains

From the physical properties of the components that make the membrane two geomet-
rical constrains arise that must be full-filled. One constrain affects the surface area of
the membrane and the other affects the volume enclosed by the membrane. The addi-
tion of these two constraints will be what differentiates the bending energy from the
complete energy that describes a basic cellular membrane.

2.1.4.1 Surface area

For other interfacial systems, like a droplet of oil in water, you can simply stretch the
interface because you get molecules inside of the volume that will go to the newly
stretched surface. However, in biological membranes we have a constant number of
amphiphilic lipids, as the two bulks of fluid in either side of the membrane are water-
based. Most cells can synthesise new amphiphilic lipids for the membrane, there are
some exceptions like the red blood cell. The process for generating amphiphilic lipids
takes a long time and is only useful in cases where a permanent change in surface area
is necessary, like in cellular division (mitosis). However, if you take a membrane and
suddenly deform it, the membrane will have no way to vary its number of lipids.

As a consequence to this, the amphiphilic molecules of the lipid bilayer have a rather
constant distance among themselves, which is usually referred as the preferred area
per lipid. We cannot compress them further because of the size of the lipid molecules
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and we cannot stretch the membrane without having water molecules getting closer
to the hydrophobic tails. Therefore this preferred area per lipid arises from the inter-
play between the lipid volume and the hydrophobicity of the amphiphilic tails. When
stretching the membrane water can get closer to the hydrophobic tails, so it has a
big energetic cost. This results in a huge elastic area compressibility modulus for the
membrane [42].

Therefore, in the absence of amphiphilic molecules formation, it is very difficult
for the total surface area of the cell membrane to change over time. As it also has
a huge compressibility modulus the membrane can be treated as a two-dimensional
in-compressible material. Both of this things in tandem give rise to the first physical
constraint: the need of the membrane to maintain its surface area.

2.1.4.2 Enclosed volume

As explained in the first chapter, the membrane is well-known for its selective perme-
ability. In normal conditions, water can pass through a cellular membrane having a
coefficient permeability of around 10−3cm/s but its mostly impermeable to ions with a
permeability around 10−11cm/s [3]. This ion impermeability usually is used to main-
tain a difference in ion concentration between the inside of the cell and the surrounding
environment. The ionic imbalance generates an osmotic pressure between the cell and
its exterior. Therefore, this osmotic pressure will tend to maintain the volume enclosed
in the cell constant.

Thus, any water that enters the membrane must be compensated by water leaving
the membrane at another point, making impossible to have a net flux of water leaving
or entering the cell. This will be the second physical constraint that a closed biological
membrane membrane will have to maintain: the conservation of the enclosed volume.

2.1.5 Complete membrane energy

Now, combining the bending energy equation and the physical constrains, the complete
membrane energy can be written. First we will start with the topologically invariant
case, taking into account the Gauss-Bonnet theorem we can forgo the Gaussian curva-
ture term K and therefore end with

FM =
∫

A

(
κ

2
(C−C0)

2 + γA

)
dS +

∫
V

∆pdV , (2.19)

where γA is a term similar to surface tension that will ensure the conservation of surface
area, while ∆p is the osmotic pressure term that will ensure the conservation of volume.

With this equation we can obtain the equilibrium shape of a membrane for a given
surface area and enclosed volume. This can be measured with the surface-volume
ratio, also called reduced volume. This reduced volume can be defined as the volume
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enclosed by the membrane divided by the volume of a sphere with the same surface
area as the membrane area

Vr =
V

4
3 π( A

4π
)3/2

, (2.20)

where V is the membrane volume and A the area. Minimising the energy for a given
reduced volume we can obtain the shape of the membrane as can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.4 adapted from Canham [39]. For static membranes, the obtained equilibrium

Figure 2.4: Bending energy ratio (cell/sphere) plotted against B, a parameter regarding
the integrated membrane curvature. Adapted from Canham et al. [39].

shape depends entirely on this reduced volume. Different reduced volume values give
different-shaped cells, however for a reduced volume close to a sphere the equilibrium
shape ends up being very similar to a spheroid. The most interesting membrane shapes
are found for reduced volume where we have a high surface area for a small enclosed
volume.

If we are interested in studying topological transitions, we just have to add the
Gaussian curvature term

FM K =
∫

A

(
κ

2
(C−C0)

2 +κGK + γA

)
dS +

∫
V

∆pdV . (2.21)

This free energy can be used to describe the shape of cells and vesicles. However, while
equations (2.19) and (2.21) work with all vesicles, it can not describe the shape of cells
that have a rigid skeleton attached.

To obtain a stable film we will need a positive bending modulus κ > 0 as a negative
bending modulus would imply that infinite curvature would be the most energetically
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favourable state. The infinite curvature would mean the complete breakdown of the
interface, so the bending modulus must always be positive. Meanwhile, the sign of
the Gaussian (or saddle-splay) modulus can be either positive or negative. Membranes
with equilibrium isotropic shapes such as spheres or planes have κG < 0, while films
that result in saddle shapes will have a positive κG > 0 modulus [40].

Now, before starting to study cell equilibrium shapes or adding dynamics, is neces-
sary a reliable and easy way to solve this system numerically. To this end we will be
using a phase field methodology adapted to cellular membranes.

2.2 Phase field methodology
Born from the Ginzburg-Landau methodology phase field models are phenomenolog-
ical continuum field models used to describe systems with phase separation, i.e. in-
terfaces. Phase field modelization has already been extensively used for modelling of
liquid-solid, liquid-liquid, and solid-solid interfaces. The method is mainly applied for
phase transitions, like solidification [43, 44, 45] or order phase transitions in poly-
cristalline materials [46, 47]. These methods have also been used to study other phe-
nomenology than phase transitions like viscous fingering [48] or brittle fracture on
solids [49]. Phase field methods are specially useful for computing systems with mov-
ing boundaries, as computing the explicit position of the boundary over time present
difficulties that the phase field methodology circumvents.

More recently, in the past 20 years, it has also been used to study the cellular
membrane [24, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. The methodology has been applied to study
pearling instability [57], polymer induced tubulation [58], the deformation of a red
blood cell inside a micro-channel flow [59, 60], or to study multi-component vesicles
[61]. The phase field method can reproduce very accurately membrane morphology
and dynamics of a cellular membrane. For these phase field models the membrane
is taken as the boundary between two liquid phases, the intra-cellular and the extra-
cellular liquid.

The phase field models consist on defining an order parameter which defines the
phase in a point of space. In the case of the membrane phase field the order parameter
φ defines which phase the point (x, t) belongs to, either extra-cellular (φ =−1) or intra-
cellular (φ = +1). What we are interested in is the membrane that will be defined by
the diffuse interface, transition between the bulks φ =±1, that take values in the range
φ ⊂ (−1,+1).

2.2.1 Diffuse interface

The interface of phase field models is explicitly chosen to have a diffusive behaviour.
The advantages of this are that there is no need to explicitly track the exact position
of the interface over time, which is a numerical problem not only hard to solve but
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also computational consuming. However, to avoid tracking the position we will need
to ensure that all the integrals over the membrane surface can be written as volumetric
integrals over all the space. This will be the ultimate aim of defining the interface as a
diffuse interface.

To this end, a hyperbolic tangent profile is chosen for the interface between two bulk
phases of φ a representation can be seen in Figure 2.5. This function has been chosen

- 2 - 1 1 2

- 1.0

- 0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

x(ϵ)

φ(
x)

Intra-cellular

Extra-cellular

Membrane

Figure 2.5: One dimensional behaviour of φ at a interface between two different fluids
defined by φ =−1 and φ =+1. Each ±1 phase corresponds to the bulk fluid at either side
of the membrane.

because of a couple requirements that needed to be satisfied: i) the interface had to be
a smooth transition (diffuse) ii) outside of the interface (in the bulk phases) the order
parameter φ has to reach the values φ = ±1 when x→ ±∞ for the one-dimensional
case. Both of these requirements are meet by the hyperbolic tangent.

Now that we know which shape we want φ to have at an interface, we can start
defining the phase-field framework, and with that rewriting the free energy using φ .

2.2.2 Numerical definitions using phase field

In this section we will go over how can you use the order parameter φ(x) to define basic
numerical parameters that we will use to write a free energy, this can be seen more in
depth in [24, 62].

If we want to define the diffuse interface as an hyperbolic tangent we can use
the distance to the interface d(x) as the parameter for this hyperbolic function. We
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parametrize the width of the diffuse interface with ε and we end like with

φ(x) = tanh
(d(x)√

2ε

)
, (2.22)

where
√

2ε is the width of the interface. Meanwhile the expression of the distance to

the interface d(x) is

∂
2
i jd =

√
2ε

1−φ 2 (∂
2
i jφ +

2φ

1−φ 2∂iφ∂ jφ
) = Qi j. (2.23)

Now using this distance d(x) we can define many geometrical properties with a bit of

creativity. As such, the normal vector to the surface can be expressed as

n̂ = ∇d(x). (2.24)

Having the surface normal vector n̂ one can define then the curvature tensor

Qi j = ∇i n j, (2.25)

as how the normal vector changes along the surface is directly related to the curvature

of such a surface. For example for a flat surface, which has zero curvature, we have

a constant n̂ that does not change while moving through the surface. This equation

(2.25) then expresses how the curvature reflects how is the local expansion of the

surface near a given point.

Now, using the curvature tensor Q we can write the curvature C and the Gaussian

curvature K. The determinant of the curvature tensor Q is always zero [62], but using

its trace we can write the curvature [62]

C = tr[Q] = tr[∇2
i jdi j]. (2.26)

The Gaussian curvature from equation (2.16) is a bit more complex being

K = ∑
i, j

[(
QiiQ j j−Q2

i j

)1−δi j

2

]
.

The expression is focused on the non-diagonal elements of the tensor because it is

related to the overall shape that the surface takes around a point and whether is plane,

curved, or presents a saddle-splay shape.

One then can now go back to the definition of φ(x) as function of d(x) and use that
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to rewrite the curvatures with the phase field order parameter. The result is

C[φ ] =

√
2

ε(1−φ 2)

(
−φ +φ

3− ε
2
∇

2
φ

)
, (2.27)

and

K[φ ] =
ε2

(1−φ 2)2

(
T1 +

2φ

1−φ 2 T2

)
. (2.28)

The terms T1 and T2 can be obtained from [62] and are computed from various deriva-
tives of φ written for simplicity as φi where i is either x y z

T1 = φxxφyy +φxxφzz +φyyφzz− (φxy)
2− (φxz)

2− (φyz)
2, (2.29)

and

T2 = φxx(φy)
2+φxx(φz)

2 +φyy(φx)
2 +φyy(φz)

2 +φzz(φx)
2 +φzz(φy)

2

−2φxφyφxy−2φxφzφxz−2φyφzφyz. (2.30)

The goal with the phase field is re-writing the bending energy as a volumetric inte-
gral rather than a integral over the membrane surface. To do this we can write the area
differential as a volume differential by using a Dirac delta

dS = δ (d(x))dV. (2.31)

Now we need to write the Dirac delta using the phase field. We can use the delta
expression

δ (d(x)) = lim
ε→0

( 3
4
√

2ε
sech4

(d(x)
ε
√

2

))
, (2.32)

using the derivative f ′(d(x)) of the phase field respect to d(x) from [62] which is

f ′(
d(x)
ε
√

2
) = sech2

(d(x)
ε
√

2

)
. (2.33)

With the definition of the Dirac delta we can finally end with the surface differential
expressed as a volume differential in the phase field

dS =
3

4
√

2ε

(
1−φ

2
)2

dV. (2.34)

Now we can use equations (2.27), (2.28), and (2.34) to write the Canham-Helfrich
energy using the phase field order parameter φ .
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2.3 Membrane phase field formulation

Starting of with a membrane that does not undergo topological transitions in tandem
with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, one can start by skipping the Gaussian curvature term.
The Canham-Helfrich free energy depends on the squared curvature, trying to minimise
C−C0 where C is the total curvature and C0 the spontaneous curvature

FC0 =
∫

A

(
κ

2
(C−C0)

2
)

dS, (2.35)

where κ is the bending modulus. In addition to the curvature term, the terms propor-
tional to γA and ∆p guarantee area and enclosed volume conservation, respectively. Let
start with the free energy (2.35) with an spontaneous curvature C0 = 0 as the most
simple case of a bending energy

FB =
∫

A

κ

2
C2dS. (2.36)

To avoid tracking the interface, we will rewrite the energy (2.36) from a surface
integral to a volume integral using (2.34). In addition, we will be substituting the
expressions for the curvature C (2.27) obtained in the previous section. Using all this,
we can write the bending energy as

FB[φ ] =
∫

V

(3
√

2κ

8ε3

[
−φ +φ

3− ε
2
∇

2
φ
]2)dV , (2.37)

for C0 = 0 and without the Gaussian curvature term. This first representation is quite
simple, but as adding more things will make it more complex lets now define

Φ[φ ] =−φ +φ
3− ε

2
∇

2
φ , (2.38)

to ease writing the following free energies.

The case with a non-zero spontaneous curvature C0 is slightly longer

FC0 [φ ] =
∫

V

3
√

2κ

8ε3

(
Φ[φ ]−ε C0

(
1−φ

2))2
dV . (2.39)

With this expression we can compute a membrane that at its energy minimum is curved
shape. The parameter C0 has dimensions of length−1 and can take negative or positive
values and as explained before is the inverse of the spontaneous radius R0. Depending
on the sign the preferred curvature will be in one direction or the other. Moreover C0

cannot take a value of C0 = 1 as the phase field would break down. However that is
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an extremely large curvature with a spontaneous radius of R0 = 1/C0 = 1 which would

imply a curvature of the membrane thickness length scale, which is extreme.

All in all, the complete membrane energy requires the conservation of area and

volume and thus we have to add the Lagrange multipliers to reach a final energy of

FM[φ ] =
∫

V

3
√

2κ

8ε3

(
Φ[φ ]−ε C0

(
1−φ

2)+ γA|∇φ |2 +βV φ

)2
dV . (2.40)

2.3.1 Bending energy with Gaussian curvature

Lets now do the same without removing the Gaussian curvature term. We can write the

bending energy as two separate energies, the term with the square curvature and an

energy term of the Gaussian curvature. Combining equation (2.39) with the following

Gaussian energy term

FK =
∫

Ω

κG KdS,

the complete energy as a phase field can be obtained. To reach this one simply has to

substitute dS for its volumetric expression as well as the phase field expression of K

FK [φ ] =
∫

V
κG

(
ε2

(1−φ 2)2

(
T1 +

2φ

1−φ 2 T2

))
dV, (2.41)

where the terms T1 and T2 have been presented in the previous section.

So finally with this term the complete energy equation in terms of the phase field

can be written by combining equation (2.39) and equation (2.41) for a complete bend-

ing energy

FCK [φ ] = FC0 [φ ]+FK [φ ]. (2.42)

Although, as has been mentioned before, there will be no need yo use this final ex-

pression for systems that will not present topological transitions. See the Gauss-Bonnet

theorem for details.

2.3.2 Temporal evolution

To compute the temporal evolution of the system, as we have a diffuse interface and

two fluids, we will write the dynamic equation using the Fick law [63] writing the

temporal evolution of the system as the gradient of a flux

∂φ

∂ t
= ∇~J, (2.43)
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where our flux ~J will be the gradient of the chemical potential µ so we have

~J = ∇µ = ∇
δF [φ ]

δφ
. (2.44)

The chemical potential is computed from the adimensionalised free energy by a func-

tional derivative defined in [64] as

µ =
δF [φ ]

δφ
=

∂F
∂φ
−∇ · ∂F

∂ (∇φ)
+∇

2 ∂F
∂ (∇2φ)

, (2.45)

which when computed for the case without the Gaussian curvature contribution gives

us
δFM[φ ]

δφ
=

3
√

2κ

8ε3

(
(3φ

2−1)Φ[φ ]− ε
2
∇

2
Φ[φ ]

)
− γA∇

2
φ +βV . (2.46)

Here we have a κ adimensionalised, as the phase field dynamic equation requires a

dimension-less free energy for the dynamic equation. Here we already have the La-

grange multipliers for area γA and volume βV introduced. How will we compute these

multipliers and why are they introduced this way will be explained in the following

section.

For now however, we can use this to write the dynamic equation as a phase field.

The final dynamic equation is ends up being diffusive in nature as ends up being written

as a Laplacian of the chemical potential µ, also known as a model B [65],

∂φ(x, t)
∂ t

= M∇
2

µ = M∇
2 δFM[φ ]

δφ
, (2.47)

where M the mobility coefficient of the phase field.

The mobility of the phase field M will work as the time-scale necessary for the

formation and relaxation of the interface. This term will not be critical while we only

work with the bending energy without additional external fields or influences. After

we add external fields that affect the membrane we will have to ensure that the phase

field dynamics do not alter the results.

The diffusive formulation of the dynamic equation enhances the conservation of vol-

ume. This kind of formulation where the dynamic equation has the functional deriva-

tive of the energy inside a Laplacian what Hohenberg and Halperin called a model B

[65]. As there are no source or sink terms in the phase field dynamic equation (2.47)

(which would have to be additive, outside the Laplacian) the initial order parameter φ

phase field will be conserved.
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2.3.3 Physical constraints and Lagrange multipliers

Just like in the real world, the computed cells will be required to conserve area and
volume. To this end, Lagrange multipliers will be used. However, there are different
methods to define and compute the Lagrange multipliers, and the different methods
have different advantages.

First of all the expressions for the membrane surface area and enclosed volume
using the phase field will have to be defined. The volume is the most straight-forward
expression, as simply by integrating the φ parameter over the whole volume one obtains
the difference of intracellular volume (φ = +1) minus extracellular volume (φ = −1).
Therefore the volume to can be expressed as

Vφ =
∫

Ω

φ(x)dV. (2.48)

One could also compute explicitly only the cell volume but, if the size of the system is
constant over time, the difference between extracellular volume and the cell volume is
also a constant.

The case of surface area is a bit more complex, as there is two different ways to
define the area. First expression for the surface area is using the ∇φ , as the only
place where ∇φ 6= 0 is in the interface. However we have to take into account that at
different points of the interface we will have either positive or negative ∇φ . Taking this
into account, as the positive and negative contributions would cancel each other out,
we will use the absolute value |∇φ |. Using the phase field an area expression can be
built as

Aφ1 =
∫

Ω

3
4
√

2ε
|∇φ |2dV, (2.49)

which is adimensional, like most parameters computed from φ .
The second expression for the surface area of the membrane uses the term (1−φ 2),

as it is zero at the bulks where φ = ±1 and is non-zero only in the interface. This can
be exploited to compute the area with a second expression

Aφ2 =
∫

Ω

3
8
√

2ε3
(1−φ

2)2dV. (2.50)

This two expressions Aφ1 and Aφ2 are equals for the sharp-interface limit, where the
width of the membrane tends to zero ε→ 0. This limit is where the Helfrich free energy
perfectly equal to the free energy written as a membrane phase field. However, our
numerical simulations will not be computed with a sharp interface, but with a diffuse
one. Therefore we will have to be careful with both area expressions and ensure we
have no problem with both of them. Moreover, we can use either Aφ1, Aφ2, or both to
apply the area conservation.
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Before computing the value of the Lagrange multiplier, we need to know how to
add it to the dynamic equation of the phase field. In the complete free energy of the
membrane obtained in equation (2.21) we simply had∫

γAdS+
∫

∆pdV.

So we shall translate this into the phase field energy and into our dynamic equation.
As stated, thanks to the diffusive formulation we can usually do without the Lagrange
multiplier for volume. Moreover, in cases where we do not study a whole membrane
we will omit these multipliers for both area and volume. When we study a patch
of membrane we will have a membrane that reaches up to the walls of the system,
whether we use Periodic Boundary Conditions or not we can turn off the Lagrange
multipliers because the rest of the membrane and the cell can be taken as a reservoir of
area and volume. We can simply take for granted that any variation in area or volume
in our system would be compensated at another point of the cell membrane.

2.3.3.1 Explicit integral

The most strict method is using the dynamic equation to obtain the variation of area
over time ∂tA and setting it to zero [66]. We start first from the expression of the
dynamic equation written as

∂φ

∂ t
= M∇

2
(

δFB[φ ]

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
. (2.51)

We want to ensure the area does not change, so we must satisfy ∂tA = 0. To obtain
∂tA from equation (2.51) we will be using the area expression Aφ1 ≈

∫
Ω
|∇φ |2dV . So by

using (2.51) we can obtain the equation of ∂tA by doing a bit of work. First we will
start by the derivation of both sides of the equation

∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

)
= ∇D∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
,

followed by multiplying it all with ∇φ

∇φ

(
∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

))
= ∇φD∇∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
.

Now, as area can be computed by integrating over the volume we have to integrate
both sides of equation∫

∇φ

(
∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

))
dV = D

∫
∇φ

(
∇∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

))
dV.
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If time t is independent of space, which it is, we can do a permutation to move the
∇ inside the temporal derivative, and the left hand-side of the last expression can then
be rewritten as ∫ (

∂ (∇φ)2

∂ t

)
dV =

∂A
∂ t

,

and taking into account that we must satisfy ∂tA = 0 we end up with

0 =
∫

∇φ

(
∇∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

))
dV. (2.52)

Finally we can solve for a constant γA and obtain an explicit Lagrange multiplier for the
area conservation

γA =−
∫

∇φ ·∇(∇2 δFB
δφ

)dV∫
∇φ ·∇[∇2(∇2φ)]dV

. (2.53)

We can compute this Lagrange multiplier at each time step and use it on the dynamic
equation to maintain the surface area. This Lagrange multiplier is the best one we
can get, however the multiple Laplacians and derivatives to compute make it a bit
time-consuming. Therefore we shall decide during the testing phase of coding a new
system we shall study how the surface area behaves over time. We can start with a
more simple method to compute the multiplier, but if the system seems to strain the
Lagrange multiplier too much we will switch to the explicit integral computation.

2.3.3.2 Penalty approach

One method to compute the Lagrange multiplier is the penalty approach. For this
method we use a reference value to the variable we are trying to maintain constant,
for example the area, and we penalise changes to the parameter we want to maintain
constant. To do this we use a simple equation, for the area A(t) at a given time t and a
reference value for the area A0 we have

γ = α(A(t)−A0), (2.54)

where α is a constant of positive value which defines how hard this conservation con-
dition is enforced. We want to be able to use the maximum value of α that does not
break down the numerical computation.

The penalty approach is a simple and fast method to compute the Lagrange multi-
plier. Is less precise than an explicit method however, in cases with no extreme defor-
mations, the penalty approach can be more than enough while offering faster computa-
tion times. Also in the case of using multiple Lagrange multipliers the penalty approach
simple and fast computation is ever more necessary when extra firepower is necessary
but you do not want to slow too much the simulations.
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2.3 Membrane phase field formulation

2.3.3.3 Volume Conservation

The volume conservation usually is maintained by the diffusive formulation of the dy-
namic equation. With this formulation, if there is no big noise source or any intense
interaction between the phase-field and another field, there is no need to use a La-
grange multiplier to conserve the volume. The volume is computed using equation
(2.48) and to ensure that the volume is being conserved throughout the simulation its
evolution over time will be computed.

However, for high strain cases the simulation will need extra help. For those cases
we will add to the dynamic equation the following [50]

∂φ

∂ t
= M∇

2(
δFB

δφ
+β ). (2.55)

Similar to the area case we can use a penalty approach, just that in this case the La-
grange multiplier β is weighted with φ . This Lagrange multiplier β is adding φ to
all the points in the system equally. This contribution is trying to compensate for any
global change in volume by summing a small contribution to all points in space. This
small contribution is expected to then diffuse and reach the region where the leaking
of volume is happening.

The added contribution will be either positive or negative depending on whether the
initial value of equation (2.48) decreases or increases. The only method we used when
we have introduced a volume Lagrange multiplier is the penalty approach. Therefore by
computing the value of volume at each time-step we can compute the volume Lagrange
multiplier with the difference between the volume at a given point of time V (t) and the
volume at the start of the simulation V0

β =Cβ (V (t)−V0). (2.56)

The constant Cβ is, as for the area case, a constant that defines how hard are we
enforcing the conservation, and if taken too high the simulation will diverge.

2.3.3.4 Choosing the method to be used

Choosing which method and how many Lagrange multipliers to use will be dictated
by testing the limits of each new model. Moreover, to ensure that the chosen method
is good enough we track the area and volume of all simulations to ensure that no big
variations happen. Variations of less than 5% are taken as good enough if they plateau,
although minimising this deviations to the lowest possible value is of great importance.

For each method that we present in this thesis there will be a brief discussion on
the method used to compute the Lagrange multipliers. The grade of difficulty to main-
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2. MEMBRANE MODELLING

tain the geometrical constraints during those simulations will also be addressed and
explained.

2.4 Computing stationary membranes

2.4.1 Shape evolution

The dynamic equation of the membrane can be used to obtain the equilibrium shape
of a membrane under no external influences. To do this, we start with a starting shape
that has a given surface area A and volume V . This area and volume have a particular
ratio of A/V that will have to be maintain constant through the simulation. So, as there
are different shapes that have the same ratio A/V the simulation over time will go from
the initial shape to the equilibrium one over time. This can be done in 2D and 3D, with
or without spontaneous curvature, and taking into account the Gaussian curvature if
we desire.

The first shape that one studies is usually the most simple one, which in the case of
a closed surface would be a sphere. Starting with an spheroid we get little evolution.
This happens because the sphere is the maximisation of enclosed volume V for a given
area A and there are no other shapes that can comply this constraint as all other shapes
would require either to reduce the volume or increase the area. We can see in Figure
2.6 how over time there is no change for a spheroid either in 3D or 2D simulations.
In the top images of the Figure 2.6 how the diffuse interface is formed from the hard
step profile at the start. It can also be seen in the bottom images of 3D simulations
how the sphere also starts very rough, because of the space resolution of the simulated
3D lattice, but evolves to a very smooth surface. This smoothness comes also from
the formation of the diffuse interface, which can give the interface a better resolution
than the defined Cartesian lattice. So to study shape transformations produced by the
minimisation of the surface curvature it will be necessary to start with bodies that are
not spherical.

In the case of working with an ellipsoid this changes. The ellipsoid changes to a
final shape depending on its area-volume ratio. This ratio in the end depends on the
ratio between the two ellipsoid semi-axis. For a regime the ellipsoids evolve into a
biconcave discoid shape, same shape as the red blood cell. We can see the evolution of
a 2D and 3D ellipsoid to a biconcave discoid in Figure 2.7.

The first interfaces studied between two fluid bodies were of in-miscible fluid droplets,
which usually exhibit a surface tension dominated energy. Our results end up differing
a lot from what you obtain for surface tension surfaces. For droplets one would always
expect to obtain a spherical shape, as area does not have to be maintained constant
and the energy is minimised by minimising this surface area. Therefore, all the results
we can see here when using the bending and membrane energy as in Figure 2.7 are
very different that what you would expect for a case dominated by the surface tension.
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Figure 2.6: Spheroidal cell evolution. On the left we have the initial conditions and on
the right we have the final stationary shape. First two images are the colormap of φ where
red indicates φ = +1 and blue φ = −1. The 3D representation interpolates and plots the
surface where φ = 0.

Most equilibrium shapes change with the introduction of the spontaneous curvature
C0. With this term the bending energy will minimise so that the total curvature is
as close to C0 as possible. This is obvious when looking at the bending energy from
equation (2.19) where, to minimise the total energy the curvature term

κ(C−C0)
2

pushes the membrane curvature to get as close to C =C0 as the constraints allow. The
spontaneous curvature in general arises from imbalances between the two layers of
the lipid bilayer. This can happen due to one of the surfaces being charged, or having
dipolar molecules attached to it, or simply by having proteins that push one side of the
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Figure 2.7: Top: Biconcave discoid shape obtained from an starting ellipsoid in 3D. Bot-
tom: biconcave discoid shape in 2D the colormap refers to the value that the order param-
eter φ takes. The result is like taking a radial slice from the 3D cell shape.

membrane [6].

2.4.2 Parameters evolution

The temporal evolution of the phase field, and therefore of the membrane shape, is
driven with the minimisation of the membrane free energy. Therefore changes in shape
can be explained by the change of the bending energy, as the membrane changes to
try to minimise the sum of the curvature squared. We can see how the bending energy
of a membrane changes over a simulation in Figure 2.8. The bending energy goes
down as the initial shape deforms into a final less curved shape, while maintaining the
geometrical constraints.

We also have to track the evolution of the area and volume to ensure it maintains a
rather constant value over time. An example can be seen in the bottom of Figure 2.8.
The first big change in area and energy comes from the formation the formation of the
interface, which at the start was a step-function and had to evolve to a smooth diffuse
interface. From there, we can see how the change in area is minimum. Meanwhile the
volume barely fluctuates around the starting value of the simulation, as the formation
of the diffuse interface does not have anything to do with the total volume of the order
parameter.
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2.5 Formulation with physical units

Figure 2.8: Bending energy, the two Area representations from equations (2.49) and
(2.50) and the volume from equation (2.48) over time for a simulation of a simple static
cell going from ellipsoidal to discoid shape.

In the end there will always be a variation from the initial volume and area, the
point is that we try to make this variation as close to the numerical fluctuations as
possible. Also, with the cells reaching equilibrium shape we expect a plateau in both of
these parameters if the Lagrange multipliers are working as intended. There will be a
competition between the force produced by the bending energy, the force produced by
the Lagrange multipliers, and any other interaction added to the system.

All in all, a thorough study of stationary shapes of cells and vesicles has been already
studied using a membrane phase field [24, 57, 58, 62]. This section has been just an
introduction to what can be done with static membranes, but to look for more in-
depth research one should go to the literature. In this thesis following chapters we
will expand on this model and study dynamics in various ways: fluid flow, topological
transitions, fluctuations, and combinations of all these dynamics.

2.5 Formulation with physical units
Before starting this section we have to point out a couple of facts of using phase field
models. First of all, we start from a normal free energy written as the integral of a
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2. MEMBRANE MODELLING

energy density. This equation for the free energy is translated to a phase field formalism
without any other change than to write it as a volume integral like in equation (2.40).
This formulation as a volume integral is done to avoid having to track the interface
position.

From that phase field free energy we then write the dynamic equation like equation
(2.47). To compute this dynamic equation we use the functional derivative of the free
energy δF/∆φ . However if we look at the units of equation (2.47)

∂φ(x, t)
∂ t

= M∇
2 δF [φ ]

δφ
,

one can clearly see that, as φ has no units, therefore δF/∆φ must also have no units.
We have adimensionalized the energy modulus κ that goes into the dynamic equation
(2.47). This is the standard procedure for a phase field model, however we know that
in the end φ is representing a concentration and that we could have the whole system
with consistent units. Whether they are real units or internal units for the simulation.
So in this section we shall introduce back the units to the equations that we are using
and see how to work with an order parameter that has units.

2.5.1 Energy derivative with units

We mostly work with a dimensionless order parameter φ . While this works perfectly
and can be used to explain the cellular membrane and other systems, if we look at
some parameters defined through φ we start to see that they are not what we would
expect. All that is lacking is simply a couple of scaling constants, which do not change
any results but nonetheless we will look into it for completitude.

To understand the implications of using a dimensionless order parameter (the one
we are calling φ) lets look at some of the parameters we compute with it. First of all, if
we look at the energy of the membrane in equation (2.39) we can see that, given the
dimensions of all the constants, the energy has the expected units of energy given by
the bending modulus κ. However lets look at at the chemical potential. The traditional
definition of the chemical potential in thermodynamics is that it represents how much
energy you need to add or subtract particles from the system. This would have units
of J/Np where Np is the number of particles. However, if we compute the chemical
potential of using φ we have

δFM

δφ
=

3
√

2κ

8ε3

[
(3φ

2−1)(φ −φ
3 + ε

2
∇

2
φ)− ε

2
∇

2(φ −φ
3 + ε

2
∇

2
φ)
]
. (2.57)

Instead what we get is units of pressure, as the only units with dimensions are κ and ε
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we end up with [
µ[φ ]

]
=
[

δFM

δφ

]
=

[κ]

[ε3]
=

J
m3 = Pa. (2.58)

However some thermodynamical consistency is maintained, as we can see that the
Gibbs-Duhem relation still has consistent units

d p = dµ dφ , (2.59)

which has units of
[p] = [µφ ] = Pa.

The goal is not to cast doubt on models that use dimensionless order parameters,
but to understand where this mismatches between the expected and the actual result
arise from. In the end we will keep on working with the dimensionless φ , but here we
will have a guide to follow in case we are interested on rewriting a model to include a
dimensional order parameter.

2.5.2 Giving dimensions to the order parameter

Usually with phase field you work with adimensional order parameter, energy, etcetera.
However, here we will check how do you give the proper dimensions to all the parame-
ters and variables with cohesion. First step will be defining a new order parameter with
dimensions, which we will name ψ. The dimensions of ψ will be of a concentration of
particles

[ψ] =
Np

V
=

Np

m3 , (2.60)

where Np refers to number of particles and m to meters (or length in general). So with
this dimensions we can define an energy functional

F [ψ] =
3
√

2κ

8ε3

∫ (
−Rψ +Uψ

3− ε
2K∇

2
ψ

)2
dV, (2.61)

where R, U , and K are three phenomenological constants that ensure Cn× φ n have
the same dimensions for each power of n. These constants will have the units so that
the product Cn× φ n gives Joules as a result. Therefore we know they must have the
following units

[R] =
m3

Np
, [U ] =

m9

N3
p
, and [K] =

m3

Np
. (2.62)

We will also take that these constants can be written as function of the others and we
will use R as the variable

U = f (R3) K = f (R), (2.63)
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however, this will only be used to simplify a couple proves. We can mostly go with R U
and K without any complication.

The energy written as either F [ψ] or F [φ ] have the same dimensions of Joules,
however the matching when using either parameter ends when computing the chemical
potential. Now that we defined how to write the energy using ψ we compute chemical
potential using this new order parameter

µψ =
δF [ψ]

δψ
=

3
√

2κ

8ε3

[
Ψ
(
−R+3Uψ

2)− ε
2K∇

2
Ψ

]
, (2.64)

where
Ψ =−Rψ +Uψ

3− ε
2K∇

2
ψ, (2.65)

taking into account R, U , and K units from equation (2.62), we can clearly see how the
order parameter we have a dimensional term proportional to R, one to Uψ2, and to K
which all give the same units of m3/Np. Then when using ψ we get a chemical potential
with the expected units of [

µψ

]
=

[κ][R]
[ε3]

=
J

Np
. (2.66)

We can see with this how if we define the order parameter as a concentration and work
with additional phenomenological constants R, U , and K we can write a thermodynam-
ically consistent phase field model. This adds extra work that does not give new insight
on the physics but nonetheless can be written. Gibbs-Duhem is fulfilled by this order
parameter as

d p = ψdµ (2.67)

if we take the proposed units [ψ] =
Np
V this thermodynamic relation also gives us the

correct units for µψ

[µψ ] =
Pa
[ψ]

=
Pam3

Np
=

J
Np

. (2.68)

Moreover, if we approximate the dimensionless order parameter to φ ≈ Rψ we can
get the same unit-wise correct chemical potential using the chain rule

δF [ψ]

δψ
=

δF [φ ]

δφ

∂φ

∂ψ
=

δF [φ ]

δφ
R. (2.69)
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Chapter 3

Stream function formulation

3.1 Membrane deformation in a flow
The biological membrane is specially known to be flexible and deformable. This pro-
duces a body shape very responsive to external forces, and specifically the forces pro-
duced by a fluid flow.

Outside of the turbulent flow, a fluid flow in absence of any obstacle has a very
particular profile depending on the characteristics of the system. A moving wall in
contact with a fluid induces the fluid to move with it, faster for the fluid closer to
the wall, which is known as Couette flow. A pressure gradient can push fluid down a
channel, faster in the centre and slower as you approach the channel walls, known as
Poiseuille flow. When an obstacle is introduced to a flow like this however, the flow
is disturbed and the flow will react to this disturbance by generating a force on the
obstacle. For an immovable obstacle the disturbance on the flow is very high and the
forces generated on the obstacle are high too. But not all obstacles have to be neither
rigid nor immovable. That is where the case of a biological membrane on a flow enters
the stage.

The biological membrane in contrast to an immovable obstacle can be pushed and
moved, and is very easy to deform. In this case the membrane is still an obstacle, but
will be a free and elastic obstacle. It will perturb the flow to a much lesser degree,
but as the membrane is very flexible and deformable the forces that the fluid exerts on
the membrane will be enough to generate huge deformations and shape changes. This
can be a great tool to study biological membranes, as the flow characteristics like flow
speed are easily controlled with good precision. Therefore it can be a great tool with
very high reproducibility, that can be used to compare different membranes and cells
under the same conditions.

Specifically, red blood cells are of great interest because by understanding better
its mechanical properties can improve diagnosis or treatment of blood-related diseases
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[67, 68, 69]. There are many experimental works on the deformations of red blood
cells in micro-fluidic conditions [70, 71, 72]. The goal is to model the red blood cells
so that under the same conditions the simulations replicate the experimental data.
There is interest in modelling these experiments, as being able to perfectly replicate
them can give insight into how to diagnose illnesses or characterise membranes.

Previous works on this topic have been based on Lattice Boltzmann Methods [60,
73, 74] which are difficult and complex to implement. Other models are particle-
based methods like Smoothed Dissipative Particle Dynamics [75, 76] which simplify
the membrane and fluid with mesoscale particles much bigger than the molecules that
actually form them. Lastly, there are also models based on use of the Green function
or Dirac delta like immersed boundary method [77] or the boundary integral method
[78, 79, 80]. All of these have their pros and cons, but in search for a simpler method
a new one will be introduced.

3.1.1 Navier-Stokes equation

The Navier-Stokes equations will be the ones used to model the fluid hydrodynamics.
The Navier-Stokes equations are based on the balance between the momentum conser-
vation and mass conservation of a Newtonian fluid (a fluid with viscosity independent
of shear). The equation in question can be expressed by applying Newton second law
to fluid motion, with the assumption that the stress in the fluid is the sum of a diffusing
viscous term and a pressure term

ρ (∂t~v+~v ·∇ ·~v) = −∇P+η∇
2~v+ f , (3.1)

where ρ is the density, P is the pressure, η is the viscosity of the fluid, and f is a
volumetric force. On the left handside in equation (3.1) we have the convective accel-
eration term ∂t~v+~v ·∇ ·~v, also known as the inertial term. On the right hand-side we
have the diffusion term η∇2~v, the pressure gradient ∇P, and the external volumetric
forces f . The complete Navier-Stokes equation (3.1) works for both liquid and gaseous
fluids. To differentiate between both kind of fluids we take the liquid incompressibility
condition that can be expressed in terms of the velocity as

∇ ·~v = 0. (3.2)

The condition in equation (3.2) equates to a fluid that has a constant value of density
along all the volume. This is what is expected of normal liquids in most day to day
situations and even more so in biological conditions that will be studied here.

Although the Navier-Stokes equations are well-known and extensively used, how-
ever there is no easy solution to this differential equations. The Navier-Stokes equation
is no simple equation, as it comprises one of the Clay Mathematics Institute millennium
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problem [81]. The prove of existence and smoothness of Navier–Stokes solutions or the
breakdown of Navier–Stokes solutions on 3D carry a prize of 1 million US$ prize for a
solution or a counterexample. This is so because the Navier-Stokes equations are never
completely integrable.

3.1.2 Reynolds number

To characterise the behaviour of a liquid flow the Reynolds number is usually used,
which is an adimensional number comprised by the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces. This is an adimensional parameter with the following expression

Re =
ρvL
η

, (3.3)

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ its density, v the flow speed, and L the
characteristic length of the system.

For high values values of the Reynolds number the inertia dominates and we have
a turbulent flow. This flow will be chaotic, with vortex and extreme vorticities. This is
how the wind usually flows, or how smoke moves, or how the water at a river flows.
For lower Reynolds numbers viscous forces dominate and we have what its called a
laminar flow. This kind of flow is characterised by its more smooth and less erratic
behaviour.

But what value is a big or small Reynolds number? For high Reynolds number the
turbulent regime starts at around 103−104 depending on the system. Meanwhile, low
Reynolds regime is usually considered from Re = 0.1 downwards.

Blood may exhibit different Reynolds numbers. In an artery we have a very wide
channel which may even behave as a turbulent flow, while for the much smaller micro-
capillars we have a low Reynolds flow. In these cases the characteristic length L that
defines our Reynolds would be the diameter of the blood veins.

As we are interested in the behaviour of cells inside a micro-channel, which have a
very small section, we will be interested in the low Reynolds limit.

3.2 Stream function phase field
As presented in Chapter 2 phase-field methodology models successfully vesicles and
simple cells like red blood cells [24, 50, 51, 52, 54, 57, 58, 61]. This phase-field
methodology has been expanded to model membranes coupled to a fluid flow in the
past. The phase-field method reproduces accurately the membrane morphology and
dynamics under a flow in combination with the Lattice-Boltzmann method [55, 60, 73,
74]. Previous work has focused on giving exhaustive phase diagrams of red blood cells
morphologies both in 2D [79, 80] and in 3D [75, 82] where aside from deformation,
other dynamics like tumbling are studied.
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The dimensionality of the study is also relevant, as a vesicle and a red blood cell are
indistinguishable in 2D. In 3D the cytoskeleton made by a spectrin-network attached
to the red blood cell membrane gives the membrane resistance to in-plane shear. This
can be very important in some health disorders like hereditary spherocitosis [20, 21].
The dimensional difference, although might not be important for the membrane shape
under normal conditions, can be of great importance for the results of some parameters
or scalings. While lacking the in-plane shear can make it challenging to give quantita-
tive results with 2D simulations, extensive previous qualitative research on healthy red
blood cell in a micro-channel has been proven successful. This is even more obvious
when comparing with experimental results for different values of cytoskeleton elasticity
for healthy cells [9] where the same shapes as in 2D simulations [60] are obtained.

In this section a methodology in 2 dimensions to simulate membranes coupled to
a flow will be presented, where the approach relies directly upon basic fluid mechan-
ics equations. Consequently, this methodology is ideal to further extensions such as
including more sophisticated constitutive equations for instance, Maxwell or Oldroyd
viscoelasticity. This is far from straightforward using, for example, Lattice-Boltzmann
method. Some possible extensions for this model will be time-dependent flows, inertial
flows and even a 3D formulation of this same methodology.

To avoid some difficulties of solving the Navier-Stokes equations one can use instead
the vorticity and the stream function. An additional benefit of this will be fulfilling the
incompressibility condition regardless of the accuracy of the solving method.

3.2.1 Stokes equation coupled to the phase field

As explained in the previous section, the flow of fluids, both liquid and gas, can be
explained using the the Navier-Stokes Equation (3.1). This equation is based on the
conservation of momentum for a substance that, under a pressure and/or volumetric
force responds by adopting a velocity profile with a given distribution ~v. Usually the
volumetric force is gravity, but in this model this term will be ignored because at the
length-scale of a cell inside a micro-channel gravity should not play an important role.

This equation has to be coupled to the membrane, so the fluid flow is deformed by
the membrane presence using a phase field. To that end we introduce a term depending
on the membrane chemical potential µ and the phase field φ [83]

ρ (∂t~v+~v ·∇ ·~v) = −∇P+η∇
2~v−φ∇µ. (3.4)

This term φ∇µ is a force density which will couple the energetics of the membrane
represented by µ with the fluid flow that is characterised by P and ~v. There is some
discussion on the literature [84] on whether this term should be written as φ∇µ or
µ∇φ , however there seems to be no big effect on the results and no conclusion has
been reached.
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However this equation is for a generalised fluid, and we are interested in liquids,
the most big difference between gas and liquid is the incompressibility condition, which
requires ∇ ·~v = 0. Also, at the low Reynolds limit as the viscous forces dominate over
inertia thus the inertial term ρδt~v will be negligible. Taking both of these things into
the Navier-Stokes equation (3.1) one ends up with the so-called Stokes equation,

0 = −∇P+η∇
2~v−φ∇µ, (3.5)

which in this case is also coupled to the membrane phase-field through the φ∇µ term.

3.2.2 Stream function formulation

This model will couple the previous membrane phase field model to the fluid equa-
tion. Similar to previous chapters, we start from the Helfrich free energy, which for
convenience will be rewritten

F =
∫

A

(
κ

2
C2 + γA

)
dA +

∫
V

∆pdV , (3.6)

where C is the total curvature [22, 39] which has an associated energy scale that is the
bending modulus κ. In addition to the curvature term one has the Lagrange multipliers
γA and ∆p that will guarantee area and enclosed volume conservation, respectively.

We can write the energy in terms of the phase field order parameter φ as seen in
Chapter 2. For the case of a fluid flow, we will introduce two Lagrange multipliers for
area, as the fluid stretches the membrane and it is harder to conserve area. We then
have the following free energy for the membrane written as a phase field,

F [φ ] =
∫

V

(
κ

2
[
−φ +φ

3− ε
2
∇

2
φ
]2
+ γ1ε

2(∇φ)2 + γ2(1−φ
2)2 +βφ

)
dV , (3.7)

where γi are two Lagrange multipliers to ensure area conservation and β is the Lagrange
multiplier to ensure volume conservation, which have been discussed in Chapter 2.

As stated in the previous chapter, with this formulation, we can write an equation
for time evolution of the phase field

∂tφ(x̄, t̄) = M∇
2
µ, (3.8)

where M the mobility coefficient of the phase field and ∂t denotes the partial derivative
with respect of time and

µ =
δF [φ ]

δφ
(3.9)

is the chemical potential written as a functional derivative [64] of the energy equation
(3.7).
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3. STREAM FUNCTION FORMULATION

Equation (3.8) minimizes the Canham-Helfrich energy in absence of fluid, so we
need to couple the latter equation with the velocity field. As the fluid drags the cell we
have

∂tφ = M∇
2
µ−~v ·∇φ , (3.10)

where the velocity field~v is affecting directly the membrane where it is present ∇φ . The
bulks of φ will be unaffected as ∇φ is only different than zero at the membrane. This
equation coupled with equation (3.5) will be the two necessary equations to represent
a cell moving in a flow, with the cell presence distorting the fluid flow.

We should not forget that the hydrodynamics in 2D is noticeably different from 3D
due to its even longer range. However, this is not a problem in our study because the
behaviour of the Oseen tensor in our system is dominated by the characteristic finite
size of our micro-channel.

Generally the most obvious method to compute equation (3.10) would be to solve
the fluid velocity ~v. This is not trivial as the velocity is different at each point of space,
and is influenced by the obstacle that the membrane is. Moreover, it is also necessary
to compute the pressure P at each point in space. As solving neither of this is easy,
instead of brute-forcing our way through ~v and P we rephrase Equation (3.5) in terms
of the vorticity ~ω and the stream function ~ξ , defined respectively as

~ω = ∇×~v, ∇×~ξ =~v. (3.11)

In 2 dimensions the vectors vorticity ~ω and stream function ~ξ have only one non-zero
component thus we define ~ω = (0,0,ω) and ~ξ = (0,0,ξ ) so, hereafter, we will work
only with their unique non zero scalar component. With these two relations between
ξ , ω, and the velocity v, we can find the relation between ω and ξ by using the vector
identity

∇× (∇~A) = ∇(∇ ·~A)−∇
2~A (3.12)

giving the Poisson equation
∇

2
ξ =−ω. (3.13)

With this equation we can relate the vorticity with the stream function. Now we need
a relation between one of these two and the phase field. If we take the curl of Equation
(3.5), we find

0 =−∇× (∇P)+µ∇× (∇2~v)−∇× (φ∇µ),

using again Equation (3.12) and the vector identities

∇× (∇P) = 0 and ∇× (φ∇µ) = (∇φ)× (∇µ), (3.14)
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3.2 Stream function phase field

we find another Poisson equation to explain the vorticity behaviour

∇
2
ω =

1
η
(∇φ ×∇µ) =

1
η
(∂yµ ∂xφ −∂xµ ∂yφ) . (3.15)

This equation connects the flow behaviour with the membrane by the presence of the
terms ∇φ and µ. Now, we have the vorticity ω and stream function ξ connected,
and the vorticity connected to the membrane influence. The last thing we need is to
connect the membrane to the fluid, as we explained before we can change the dynamic
equation. The evolution of the phase field φ from equation (3.10) can be written using
the stream function ξ by using its definition from the velocity~v. So writing the dynamic
equation of the phase field in terms of ξ and with the two Poisson equations to solve ξ

and ω we end up with a system of the three equations,

∂tφ = M∇
2
µ− (∂yξ ∂xφ −∂xξ ∂yφ),

∇
2
ω =

1
η
(∂yµ ∂xφ −∂xµ ∂yφ) ,

∇
2
ξ =−ω.

(3.16)

With these three equations we can compute numerically the evolution of a membrane
inside a fluid flow. The simplicity of the model stems from the coupling of an equation
for the membrane and an alternative description of the fluid based on integrating the
two Poisson equations for the stream function ξ and the vorticity ω. Moreover, this
system of equations fulfils the incompressibility condition regardless of the accuracy of
the solving method.

3.2.3 Bending and phase-field time-scales

We add a new time-scale, the hydrodynamic one, which is much faster than the bending
one, we need to make sure that the phase field does not create artefacts when interact-
ing with the fluid flow. The formulation is written in a way that we expect the diffuse
interfase to have a proper shape at all times. Initially the interfase has an hyperbollic
tangent shape, when the flow starts this shape will be altered as we are taking it out
of equilibrium. However, we need it to not completely lose shape due to the applied
external dynamics. We need a mobility M that guarantees that the relaxation do not
alter the simulation results. Quantitatively, the value of M is such that the membrane
deformation time-scale τκ = η l3/κ is 105 times slower than the phase field time-scale
τφ = ε2/M.

3.2.4 Heterogeneous Viscosity and viscosity contrast

Up until now we have considered the viscosity as a constant parameter, but this method-
ology does not require to restrict the viscosity to a simple constant. Using the order
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3. STREAM FUNCTION FORMULATION

parameter of the phase field we can compute a heterogeneous viscosity that depends
on the liquid phase.

For a simple viscosity modelling we can introduce two viscosities, one for the outer
fluid and one for the internal fluid (with respect to the membrane). To do this one can
use the following expression

η(x) =
ηliq(1−φ(x))

2
+

ηcell(1+φ(x))
2

, (3.17)

where ηliq would be the viscosity for the bulk that we will take as external fluid φ =−1
and similarly for the liquid inside the cell we will have the viscosity ηcell that will be
applied to φ =+1.

If there is interest on working with membrane viscosity one could go and use the
following expression

η(x) =
ηliq(1−φ(x))

2
+

ηcell(1+φ(x))
2

+(ηmem−
ηliq

2
− ηcell

2
)(1−φ(x)2), (3.18)

however research on this topic is scarce and this third viscosity ηmem will not be used
in this thesis. Still we could use the last viscosity representation but using ηmem =

(ηcell +ηliq)/2 to study a system with different viscosities for only the liquid phases.

Now on the topic of having two different viscosities for the intracellular and extra-
cellular liquid, usually in the bibliography one refers to this as the viscosity contrast
[85]. The viscosity contrast is simply the ratio between the viscosity of the cytosol and
the viscosity of the surrounding fluid ζ = ηcell/ηliq. The most basic model will work
with a viscosity contrast ζ = 1, that is simply a homogeneous viscosity taking the same
value for the cell and for the liquid. With this model we can work with any viscosity
contrast, but for starters we will be working with ζ = 1. If no mention of which viscosity
contrast was used for any results then one can assume that ζ = 1 was taken.

3.2.5 Boundary conditions for the equations

The system of equations is fixed, and will not change whether we want to simulate a
Couette flow, a Poiseuille flow or any kind of flow at all. So for all the types of flows
we have to solve the same system of equations (3.16). Therefore, the difference in the
resulting flow pattern will not arise from the system of equations we are solving but
from the boundary conditions of the equations. To be more specific it will depend on
the value that the vorticity and stream function take at the walls of the channel. Here
we will show which values this boundary conditions have to take for Poiseuille and
Couette flow.
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3.2 Stream function phase field

Poiseuille Flow

The Poiseuille flow is produced inside a channel or pipe where we have a pressure drop

between the ends of the channel. The fluid will flow from high to low pressure, and

the velocity will be proportional to the pressure gradient. We can see the characteristic

Poiseuille flow velocity profile in Figure 3.1 (a).

Figure 3.1: Profile for the velocity of (a) a Poiseuille flow and (b) a Couette flow.

For a Poiseuille flow, we use the analytical velocity profile to obtain the expressions

for the vorticity and the stream function in absence of a cell. With these equations we

can obtain the boundary condition of these equations at the walls of the channel:

vx(y) =−
dP
dx

1
2η

y(h− y)⇒


ξ (h) =−dP

dx
h3

6η

ξ (0) = 0
ω(h) =−dP

dx
h
η

ω(0) = dP
dx

h
η

, (3.19)

where h is the channel height and dP
dx as the pressure gradient.

Couette Flow

Taking the no-slip condition, one takes the fluid in contact with a wall to be stuck to the

wall. Thus if the wall moves the fluid will move with it and if the wall is not moving the

fluid in contact with the wall will not move. For fluid between two walls separated by

a distance h where the top wall is moving at a velocity vwall, one obtains the so-called

Couette flow. The Couette flow velocity profile and is represented in Figure 3.1 (b).

Due to the no-slip condition for the velocity boundary condition with both walls,

we know that the top fluid will be moving at speed vwall while the bottom fluid will be

stationary. Solving this brings us the velocity expression vx(y) = vwall
y
h which we can
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3. STREAM FUNCTION FORMULATION

use to compute both ξ and ω and then compute their values at the walls

vx(y) = vwall
y
h
⇒


ξ (h) = hvwall/2
ξ (0) = 0
ω(h) =−vwall/h
ω(0) =−vwall/h

. (3.20)

3.2.6 Lagrange multiplier with fluid flow

In Chapter 2 we introduced the Lagrange multipliers and how to compute them, and
the idea that there are two different expressions for the area when working with a
phase field model

A1 =
∫ 3

4
√

2ε
|∇φ |2dV and A2 =

∫ 3
4
√

2ε
(1−φ

2)2dV,

which are equal at the ε ⇒ 0 limit. However, the explicit Lagrange multiplier showed
was computed from a dynamic equation that did not account for the term~v∇φ .

Following the same procedure to obtain the explicit Lagrange multiplier of Chapter
2 we can obtain the explicit Lagrange multiplier for a dynamic equation that has a
convective term added. Starting from a dynamic equation with a flow term, using FB

from equation (2.37), we have

∂φ

∂ t
= ∇

2
(

δFB[φ ]

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
−~v ·∇φ , (3.21)

one has to ensure the area does not change, so the Lagrange multiplier must satisfy
δtA = 0. As in Chapter 2 to obtain δtA from equation (2.51) one needs to use the
area expression Aφ1 ≈

∫
Ω
|∇φ |2dV . So from equation (3.21) one needs to arrive to the

expression δtA. Starting with the derivation of both sides of the equation one obtains

∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

)
= ∇

(
M∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
−~v ·∇φ

)
,

that has to be multiplied on both sides of the equation by ∇φ to obtain

∇φ

(
∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

))
= ∇φ∇

[
M∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
−~v ·∇φ

]
.

Now, as area can be computed by integrating over the volume we have to integrate
both sides of equation∫

∇φ

(
∇

(
∂φ

∂ t

))
dV =

∫
∇φ

(
∇

[
M∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
−~v ·∇φ

])
dV,
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3.2 Stream function phase field

which is the same expression obtained in Chapter 2 with the addition of the term~v ·∇φ

If time t is independent of space, which it is, we can do a permutation to move the ∇

inside the temporal derivative. With that the left hand-side of the last expression can
then be rewritten as ∫ (

∂ (∇φ)2

∂ t

)
dV =

∂A
∂ t

,

and taking into account that we must satisfy δtA = 0 we end up with

0 =
∫

∇φ

(
∇

[
M∇

2
(

δFB

δφ
+ γA∇

2
φ

)
−~v ·∇φ

])
dV. (3.22)

Finally we can solve for a constant γ1 and obtain an explicit Lagrange multiplier for the
area conservation where µ = δFBending/δφ

γ1 =

∫
(−∇φ ·∇(v ·∇φ) + M∇φ ·∇∇2µ)dV

M
∫

∇φ ·∇∇4φ dV
. (3.23)

The final expression while similar to the one obtained in Chapter 2 shows an additional
parameter dependent on the term~v ·∇φ . This multiplier is enough to conserve the area
for zero or low speed simulations but to explore the high velocity flows further precision
was necessary.

Following Qiang Du, et al. [50] we have extended the Lagrange multiplier for the
area and added one for the volume. This approach is accurate in the range of low to
moderate velocities used in our work. As the first Lagrange multiplier is obtained for
the first area expression we add a second Lagrange multiplier for the other expression
and implement it with a simpler penalty approach. This second area multiplier does
not need to be as accurate as the first as it just only gives additional support to the area
conservation

γ2 =Cγ(A(t)−A0),

where Cγ is the weight given to this penalty for the area.
Finally a Lagrange multiplier for the volume conservation is also added with a

penalty approach
β =Cβ

(
V (t)−V0

)
,

where Cβ is the weight given to this penalty.

3.2.7 Characterisation

With the present model we can compute a simulation where a biological membrane
will flow and deform accordingly to the type of flow and its characteristics. However
the aim is to go deeper, not only obtaining shapes of cells but to quantify and analyse
the results as best as possible.
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3. STREAM FUNCTION FORMULATION

To this end we use the information in the results to compute additional parameters.

The first thing we do is study the influence of the cell on the channel flow. To do

this we compute the difference between the vorticity ω and the stream function ξ of a

simulation respect to ω0 and ξ0, which are analytical vorticity and the stream function

in absence of a cell. We call this the deviations of the stream function ξ − ξ0 and

deviations of the vorticity ω−ω0.

These parameters show the influence of the cell on the flow and how far away it

goes. Moreover we can also see if the changes on the flow are symmetric or not. It is

possible to even get some insight on the stability of the current shape from looking at

these deviations. However one can go further beyond this by computing their squared

integral, computing two observables

W=
∫

channel
(ω−ω0)

2dV, (3.24)

X=
∫

channel
(ξ −ξ0)

2dV, (3.25)

that allow tracking of the deformation history of the membrane. The theory behind this

is based on Wu [86] who showed that the vorticity integrated throughout the channel

is conserved in two-dimensional incompressible flows. This even hold in the presence

of immersed solid bodies. Therefore, we know that while W and X are not conserved

the membrane is being deformed and when these observables stay constant the cell is

already at its equilibrium shape and behaves as a solid rigid from the fluid perspective.

We integrate the square as we are not interested in the sign of the deviation.

More parameters to characterise the membrane can be computed from the model.

Other more traditional parameters as the shear stress tensor and the membrane influ-

ence on pressure can be computed. The shear stress tensor can be computed using the

flow velocity as, [56]

σi j ≡ ∇iv j−∇ jvi. (3.26)

The pressure field is obtained from the Gibbs–Duhem relation for constant temper-

ature [60]

dP = φdµ. (3.27)

This relation does not give us the complete pressure field but we can use µ to compute

the influence of the cell on the pressure. We find what is traditionally seen in solid

obstacles on flows: that the pressure is bigger behind the cell and lower in front of it

(taking as the flow as moving forwards with respect to the cell).
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3.3 Numerical implementation

3.3 Numerical implementation

We have defined then a model that can compute the evolution of a biological membrane
in a fluid flow. Now, how do we implement it? We will be working in a 2-Dimensional
space, and we will define this space as a grid like in the Figure 3.2. The grid points
are separated by the spatial resolution ∆x, which we always take as equal in both
dimensions x and y. Usually we will use ∆x = 1 and chose a cell size to have enough
resolution to describe deformations of the membrane.

i,j

i,j+1

i+1,ji-1,j

i,j-1i-1,j-1

i-1,j+1 i+1,j+1

i+1,j-1

∆x

Figure 3.2: Sketch of the grid for a simulation. Each field φ , ω, and ξ have a value
assigned at each point of the grid.

In this space we will have three different fields to compute which interact with each
other. So at each point in space we will have the information of the phase field φi, j, the
vorticity ωi, j, and the stream function ξi, j. We will have to compute the evolution of
each of these fields. The final code used for solving these can be seen in Appendix A
and also in the GitHub repository we share [87] where we solve iteratively the system
of equations (3.16).

We start all the simulations with an ellipsoid which has the reduced volume of a
discocyte shape. This initial shape will evolve to a discocyte and will flow due the
interaction with the stream function field.

3.3.1 Centre of mass

Computing the centre of mass and corrections for the stream function model is easy
under normal conditions. We can use the definition of centre of mass changing the
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density for the order parameter φ

rCM =
1∫

V dV φ(x)

∫
V

dV φ(x) ·x. (3.28)

This consists of a simple integral over all the system volume of the product between φ

and its position x and normalising using the volume integral over φ alone. This method
is what will be used in most computations of the centre of mass that can be seen in this
thesis. It is the most simple and under normal conditions reliable, for static or low
velocity simulations it works perfectly, however this is not always the case.

As has be seen in equation (3.16) the influence of the membrane on the fluid is
computed using gradients of φ . However, the influence of the membrane on the flow
extends from the membrane location further away. This happens because the mem-
brane in φ leaves a infinitesimal "shadow" and the bulk right behind the cell is not
exactly φ = −1 but something like φ = −0.999. This shadow is what transmits the in-
fluence of the cell to the liquid, but even if it is small in intensity it can be big under
fast flows. That is why to get the best estimation for the centre of mass position we will
be computing equation (3.28) only for values of φ > 0.95.

3.3.2 Choosing Membrane width

The width of the membrane is defined in our model by the parameter ε and if possible
we will take always the smallest value that gives good results, usually ε = 1. However,
with the fluid-coupled system ε = 1 sometimes lacks good resolution in the vorticity
and stream function fields. In this cases we are using ε = 2 and increasing the overall
size of the system to ensure that the width of the membrane does not affect the phe-
nomenology. This is very important because in real life the membrane width is orders
of magnitude smaller than in simulations. Therefore, we have to be careful not to work
with systems which membrane width is comparable to any other characteristic length
of the cell.

3.4 Generalisation of the model

An advantage of the presented model is the ease to add or modify the flow. Here we
will see a couple of expansions to different hydrodynamic behaviours and dimensions.

3.4.1 Inertial flow

The low Reynolds flow has been taken because that is the conditions found in a micro-
channel and in most of cellular biology. However, that is not a requirement for this
kind of formulation. There are some situations like blood flow in arteries or small
inertial effects that would require to add the inertial contribution to the flow. We can
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study medium and high Reynolds numbers by adding the flow inertial term. Instead of
working with the Stokes equation we shall work with the Navier-Stokes equation.

Starting again from the Navier-Stokes equation for an incompressible flow (∇ ·~v= 0)

ρ∂t~v = −∇P+η∇
2~v−φ∇µ, (3.29)

where again we couple the fluid flow to the membrane presence with the term φ∇µ.
This fluid will be coupled to the membrane by adding to the dynamic equation the fluid
velocity field~v

∂tφ = M∇
2
µ−~v ·∇φ , (3.30)

this equation remains unchanged from the low-Reynolds modelling. Again we will be
using the vorticity ω and the stream function ξ

~ω = ∇×~v, ∇×~ξ =~v.

This two vectors in a 2D system have only a non-zero component, ~ω = (0,0,ω) and
~ξ = (0,0,ξ ) and they can be related through the velocity and the identity

∇× (∇~A) = ∇(∇ ·~A)−∇
2~A

giving the same Poisson equation as for the low Reynolds case

∇
2
ξ =−ω. (3.31)

Thus the first two equations of the system of equations will have no change. The only
remaining equation to be obtained is the one for the vorticity, which will be the one to
carry the influence of the inertia.

To get this last equation we start as before by doing the curl of equation (3.29) in
which

∇× (∇P) = 0 and ∇× (φ∇µ) = (∇φ)× (∇µ),

thus leaves us with

∇× (ρ∂t~v)−∇× (∇2~v) =
1
η
(∇φ ×∇µ) . (3.32)

We can permute the curl operators to obtain

ρ∂t(∇×~v)−∇
2(∇×~v) = 1

η
(∇φ ×∇µ) , (3.33)

with ∇×~v = ~ω and the fact that we have only a non-zero component for the vorticity
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~ω = (0,0,ω) we reach the final equation

ρ

η
∂tω−∇

2
ω =− 1

η
(∇φ ×∇µ) . (3.34)

The only change we find in the final system of equations is in the vorticity equation,
which instead of being a Poisson equation, one reaches the thermal conduction equa-
tion.

With this equation for the vorticity, one can then compute a high Reynolds flow as
instead of solving the Stokes equation this equation encompasses the whole Navier-
Stokes equation. This is the only equation that changes in the system, thus if we want
to compute high-Reynolds fluid or work with visco-elasticity one can use the following
system of equations

∂tφ = M∇
2
µ− (∂yξ ∂xφ −∂xξ ∂yφ),

ρ

η
∂tω−∇

2
ω =− 1

η
(∇φ)× (∇µ),

∇
2
ξ =−ω.

(3.35)

We can see how in this case one obtains the kinematic viscosity, which is defined as
ν = η/ρ. This parameter is sometimes used in fluid dynamics as the fraction η/ρ

appears frequently. Thus it is no surprise for this to appear in our inertial system of
equations.

3.4.2 Temporal-dependent flow

Using the stream function formulation one can easily adapt the fluid flow to any flow
profile that has an analytical expression. One possibility is to use a flow velocity profile
that is time-dependent. For example from a flow that gets faster or slower over time to
even a oscillating flow.

First of all there is no need to change the phase field equations, as these are un-
coupled of the fluid except in the dynamic equation where one has the ~v∇φ term. So,
if we change the computation of the fluid velocity field properly, the membrane will
experience its effects and nothing will need to be changed. Therefore, one needs to
update only the two remaining parameters, the vorticity ω and the stream function ξ .

However, the final system of equations (3.16) needs no change, what we have to
change are the boundary conditions. This time-dependent flows can be used in tandem
with other model expansions like the inertial flow from the system of equations (3.35).
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3.4.2.1 Oscillating Boundary conditions

Having the analytical expression of the velocity profile that one wants to simulate, as
stated before to obtain such boundary conditions one simply needs to compute its curl
(for the vorticity) and integral (for the stream function).

The case of an oscillating or time-dependent flow is no different. As an example for
a sinusoidal flow that changes its flow direction for a frequency w one can compute the
boundary conditions for both a Poiseuille and a Couette flow.

Poiseuille Flow

vx(y, t) = sin(wt)
[
− dP

dx
1

2η
y(h− y)

]
⇒


ξ (y = h) =−sin(wt)dP

dx
h3

6η

ξ (y = 0) = 0
ω(y = h) =−sin(wt)dP

dx
h
η

ω(y = 0) = sin(wt)dP
dx

h
η

, (3.36)

Couette Flow

vx(y, t) = sin(wt)
[
vwall

y
h

]
⇒


ξ (y = h) = sin(wt)hvwall/2
ξ (y = 0) = 0
ω(y = h) =−sin(wt)vwall/h
ω(y = 0) =−sin(wt)vwall/h

. (3.37)

3.4.2.2 Different temporal-dependent flows

If other kind of temporal-dependence is required one would have to simply follow the
same procedure: at the time-dependant function to the flow velocity equation and
simply derive again the boundary conditions. For example, one could have a Poiseuille
flow that starts slow but accelerates up to a certain speed at a time t = 2T

vx(y, t) = tanh(t/T )
[
− dP

dx
1

2η
y(h− y)

]
⇒


ξ (y = h) =− tanh(t/T )dP

dx
h3

6η

ξ (y = 0) = 0
ω(y = h) =− tanh(t/T )dP

dx
h
η

ω(y = 0) = tanh(t/T )dP
dx

h
η

,

or a flow that suddenly doubles in velocity but just momentarily between the times T1

and T2 where H(t) is the Heaviside step function

vx(y, t) =
(
1+H(t−T1)−H(t−T2)

)[
− dP

dx
1

2η
y(h− y)

]
⇒

⇒


ξ (y = h) =−

(
1+H(t−T1)−H(t−T2)

)dP
dx

h3

6η

ξ (y = 0) = 0
ω(y = h) =−

(
1+H(t−T1)−H(t−T2)

)dP
dx

h
η

ω(y = 0) =
(
1+H(t−T1)−H(t−T2)

)dP
dx

h
η

.
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3. STREAM FUNCTION FORMULATION

As the boundary conditions are only dependant on space derivatives we simply need
to multiply the Boundary conditions by the temporal dependence we want to simulate.
Therefore adapting this model to use temporal-dependent flows is trivial work and very
easy to numerically implement.

3.4.3 Generalisation to 3D

The proposed model has been exclusively written for a 2D system, however an expan-
sion to three dimensions is possible. Although is usually understood that the stream
function only works for a 2D system, that is not accurate. It is true that in 2D the
stream function formalism is straightforward, however that does not mean that expan-
sion to 3D is impossible. In the literature there are various works that deal with this
[88, 89, 90].

In the end we have one more degree of freedom, and the 3rd dimension makes
so that the vorticity ~ω and the vector stream function ~ξ cannot be said to have only
one non-zero component. Solving the Navier stokes equation by the use of a vector
potential, which we can call stream function is still possible. The most difficult part of
all would be to define the proper Boundary Conditions for this new stream function,
which will not be as straightforward as in 2D. Therefore, the final system will be similar
to the system of equations (3.16), but working with vectorial fields instead of scalar
ones

∂tφ = M∇
2
µ− (∇×~ξ )(∇φ),

∇
2~ω =

1
η
(∇φ)× (∇µ),

∇
2~ξ =−~ω.

(3.38)

This system of equations is very similar to the 2D one, and as such all the expansions
to the 2D model can be applied to the 3D case. Obtaining the Boundary Conditions will
be less trivial than for the 2D case but nonetheless one can work with time-dependent
flows and inertial flows in 3D.
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Chapter 4

Membranes in a Poiseuille flow

4.1 Poiseuille flow in a narrow channel

The Poiseuille flow occurs when a pressure gradient is applied between the two ends
of a pipe or a channel. This is the flow best used to describe the fluid flow inside a
micro-channel or a micro-capillar of our circulatory system, which we aim to do in this
section. The circulatory system ranges from centimetres radius arteries to capillars and
micro-capillars. Inside micro-capillars we get a low Reynolds flow, or a Stokes flow, as
the presented model in this channel.

The red blood cell morphology is very well known inside channels that are slightly
bigger than the cell, both from experiments [91, 92] and simulations [60, 73] alike.
This particular confinement gives varying shape regimes for different flow speeds. Ex-
ample of experiments on red blood cells in this conditions can be seen in Figure 4.1
and the aim in this section is to replicate and explain this membrane morphologies.

Figure 4.1: Experimental results adapted from Guido et al. [91]. Images of red blood cells
flowing in micro-channels of diameter 10 µm at different velocities.

For this particular confinement, solving the presented model results for a red blood
shaped cell can be seen in Figure 4.2 for a variety of flow speeds. For this given
confinement and viscosity contrast ζ , the shape deformation of the cell induced by the
fluid depends entirely on the flow speed. In Figure 4.2 we can see how with changing
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4. MEMBRANES IN A POISEUILLE FLOW

velocity the cell exhibit different shape regimes which are known as normal discocytes,
slippers, and parachutes.
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Figure 4.2: Cell morphologies in confined channels. A-D: Different flow speeds from
slower to faster with b/a = 1.5 where b is the channel height and a the cell size.

For very slow flows we have that the discocyte shape is maintained like in Figure
4.2A. In this case the cell mostly flows along very slowly without any apparent defor-
mation caused by the flow. When the speed is starting to increase we have a change in
the shape regime to what is called the slipper shape (Figure 4.2B-C). This slipper shape
is characterised for an asymmetry respect to the centre of the channel, and one half of
the cell getting bigger than the other. The final shape regime for red blood cells is the
highest velocity regime where the cells develop the so-called parachute morphology, as
seen in Figure 4.2D. In this regime the bending energy becomes subdominant and the
velocity field in the channel is the dominant mechanism of deformation. The different
regimes span a wide array of velocities, involving 2 orders of magnitude to go from the
slowest to the fastest.

All this shapes have been obtained and studied previously and that is why they are
the perfect way to prove the accuracy of a new model. In particular the results match
pretty well with previous phase field models of membranes in a flow [60, 73, 74]
in which a Helfrich model for the membrane was coupled with a lattice-Boltzmann
description of the flow. This helps support the path taken to solve the hydrodynamics
of the system.
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4.1 Poiseuille flow in a narrow channel

We can get a rough approximation of the real values of the different parameters
that characterise the simulation. In Table 4.1 we can see the values that these param-
eters take for simulations where the cell is approximately a = 65∆x long. These are
approximate values to what the internal units of the numerical results take. One has to
take into account that even if the internal units for time are ∆t the simulations them-
selves advance much less time at each temporal iteration. Usually each time step in the
simulation advances 0.01∆t, this changes for simulations with higher rigidity where we
have to decrease the time increment. Moreover changing the cell size in a simulation
would require re-scaling of these units.

x,y t κ η

Internal Units ∆x ∆t 1 EU 1 EU ·∆t/(∆x)3

Real Units 0.1µm 10−5s 2.8 ·10−19J 2.8 ·10−3Pa·s

Table 4.1: Units translation for a simulation with a cell of size a = 65∆x and the bending
rigidity of a red blood cell, EU refers to Energy Units. Depending on the resolution of the
simulation the conversion changes.

To obtain the real life scale of the simulations we have to decide a target size of
membrane to be simulated, in this case we take the red blood cell membrane as our
goal. The scaling parameters are then taken by fixing the space and energy modulus to
values that correspond to one real red blood cell. In this case we are taking the value
reported by Timo Betz et al. [12].

Then, using those fixed parameters and comparing with the velocities that parachutes,
slipper, and discoids take in a micro-channel, we can obtain the velocity and with that
∆t. After obtaining the time scale, energy scale, and length scale we can simply obtain
the viscosity as shown at the table. This is the enslaved parameter that will depend on
all the decisions that have been taken up until this point. This approach on obtaining
the real units would be difficult to implement for flows with little or no experimental
data, as comparison with experiments is crucial to obtain the time-scale ∆t. However,
this does not mean that we have to re-calculate the units when changing the channel
size.

The units from Table 4.1 can be used for any simulation of a Poiseuille flow where
the red blood cell measures a = 65∆x regardless of the value that any other parameter
take.

4.1.1 Hydrodynamic characterisation

The computed system of equations (3.16) consist of the phase field φ the vorticity ω

and the stream function ξ . To study the influence of the cell on the flow and vice-
versa we represent all this parameters in Figure 4.3 where a parachute shaped cell is
obtained. If we look at the cell influence on the flow, when looking at the flow velocity
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4. MEMBRANES IN A POISEUILLE FLOW

in Figure 4.3 C where the velocity vector field is plotted, we see almost no change from
what we would expect for a Poiseuille flow. Even in the region where the membrane is
present there seems to be no change on that region for neither the velocity nor ξ . This
lack of change reflects that the cell is mostly flowing along with the liquid, influencing
the actual flow only barely. That is why to get to see the influence of the cell on the
flow one studies the deviations of ξ respect to an ideal Poiseuille without any obstacles
in Figure 4.3 D.
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Figure 4.3: Poiseuille flow with slight confinement exhibiting parachute morphology. (A)
Order parameter; (B) Vorticity; (C) Stream function and velocity field; and (D) Deviations
of the stream function ξ with respect to an empty channel ξ0. Simulation of a channel
sized 400×121∆x and a flow speed of 0.5∆x/∆t.

The plot ξ −ξ0 does not only shows us that there is in fact influence of the cell on
the flow but also shows us the spatial reach of this influence. This information will
be useful to ensure that the simulations are big enough to avoid self-interaction of the
membrane with itself through the hydrodynamics combined with periodic boundaries
in the direction of the flow.

The deviations of the stream function ξ−ξ0 shown in Figure 4.3 are for a symmetric
parachute but many equilibrium shapes are asymmetric. For an asymmetric shape,
as can be seen in Figure 4.4 A, the stream function deviations change slightly and
lose their symmetry. Even after losing symmetry the spatial reach of the influence of
the cell (seen through ξ − ξ0) does not seem to increase. Here in Figure 4.4 B the
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4.1 Poiseuille flow in a narrow channel

vorticity deviations ω −ω0 can also be seen, which have been not shown until now.
The cause is –as can be seen in Figure 4.4 B– that while the influence of the cell on the
stream function seems to have a long spatial reach, this is not the case for the vorticity
deviations. Instead, the deviations ω−ω0 seem to be focused in areas with the larges
curvature of the membrane and do not travel very far in space. So even if the vorticity
deviations ω −ω0 are present, when interested in ensuring no cell self-interaction, it
seems more important to look at the stream function deviations ξ −ξ0.
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Figure 4.4: Asymmetric parachutes. Cell-induced (A) stream function and (B) vorticity de-
viations. Note how the stream function deviations are significant at distances comparable
to the cell size. Flow speed v = 0.5∆x/∆t and size of channel 200×101.

However, as has been explained in Chapter 3, ξ and ω deviations are not the only
hydrodynamic parameters that we can compute. In Figure 4.5 we can see the influence
of a parachute shaped cell on the velocity and pressure, and the shear stress tensor. In
comparison to an ideal Poiseuille flow we can see how the fluid velocity in the centre of
the channel slows down because of the cell presence. As the fluid is incompressible and
due to the fact that far from the cell the flow rate is the same, if the fluid in the centre of
the channel where the cell is located is slowing down it will have to find another way.
That is why the fluid has to go around the cell and therefore why the velocity close
to the wall is higher than for a Poiseuille in absence of cell. The vertical component
of the flow velocity vy− vy0 agrees with the previous description of what the liquid is
doing, circling around the cell with a more complex swirl around the cell edges where
the vorticity is highest.

The patterns in vx−vx0 of Figure 4.5 also can be explained using the pressure field.
As the pressure behind the cell increases because of the fluid slow down produced by
the cell the pressure in front of the cell will decrease. The patterns on velocity influence
by the cell can be understood more clearly by looking at the pressure. As there is a high
and a low pressure regions inside the fluid, there will appear a flow going from high
pressures to low pressures. After developing the parachute shape, the cell remains
symmetric and travels rigidly with the fluid, consistent with previous simulations [59].
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4. MEMBRANES IN A POISEUILLE FLOW
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Figure 4.5: Symmetric parachute. (A) Deviations of the horizontal velocity with respect to
ideal Poiseuille; (B) Deviations of the vertical velocity; (C) pressure variation by the cell;
(D) Shear stress. Same simulation parameters as in Fig. 4.3.

Finally, it is also possible to see the shear stress produced on the cell membrane
using the transverse component of the shear stress tensor σxy. The absolute value of
stress it is maximum at the cell tips, as the membrane presence diverting fluid towards
the tips (Figure 4.5A) to go around the cell. This also the reason for the increases of
the vorticity at the parachute tips that can be seen in Figure 4.3. All in all looking
at the stress and its direction we can see how the cell tips are being pressed towards
the centre of the channel, that is why the top side has a negative value for σxy and the
bottom side of the cell a positive value. When comparing the stress and pressure plot
it can be observed that regions with large pressure correspond to regions with a lower
shear stress.

For slipper-shaped cells, or any kind of non-symmetric cell shape, the results vary
qualitatively. As can be seen in Figure 4.6 a slipper shaped cell tends to align towards
one half of the channel, this in turn changes how the fluid adapts to the presence of
the cell. While looking at the velocity one can see that the cell is still slowing down
the fluid at the centre of the channel in this case the fluid is having a preferred side
in which to circle around the cell. Most flow changes then will happen in the side at
which the cell is tilted towards. As a consequence, at the front (right side) of the cell,
both the pressure and the shear stress are large.
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4.1 Poiseuille flow in a narrow channel
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Figure 4.6: Slippers. (A) Deviations of the horizontal velocity with respect to an empty
channel; (B) Deviations of the vertical velocity with respect to an empty channel; (C) Fluid
pressure; and (D) Shear stress. Simulation of a channel sized 400×121∆x and a flow speed
of 0.05∆x/∆t and a viscosity of η = 1.

4.1.2 Stability analysis

How a simulation reaches the stationary solution can be studied with W=
∫
(ω−ω0)

2dV

and X =
∫
(ξ − ξ0)

2dV which are equations (3.24) and (3.25) respectively. These ob-

servables allow us to track the deformation history of the cell. In Figure 4.7 the square

of vorticity and stream function deviations evolution over time can be observed. In this

Figure both W and X have very similar behaviours. At the start of the simulation one

can see a big decrease in both parameters, when the changes on the cell membrane

shape are faster and more dramatic and a slow down to a plateau as the cell membrane

reaches its final equilibrium shape. Thus, we can use W and X as measurse of the elas-

tic deformation of the cell and the dissipation caused by friction between the cell and

the flow.

For now these parameters seem to only point the characteristic time to reach the

stationary solution, but we could use it for systems with time dependence or where

shapes are not completely stationary. In an oscillating flow with an inertial flow, the

variation of these parameters could give insight to the visco-elasticity of the membrane.
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4. MEMBRANES IN A POISEUILLE FLOW
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of the integrated squared cell-induced stream function X and
vorticity W deviations with respect to an empty channel. These observables capture quan-
titatively the effect of the cell shape on the flow until the system reaches the steady state.
Same simulation parameters as in Fig.4.4.

4.2 Poiseuille in wide channels: anti-parachute and tumbling

In this section, we present results for channels whose width is several times larger than
the size of the cell. For very wide channels we have that the central region of the
channel is more akin to a constant flow velocity than a varying one when looking at
the cell length-scales. This happens because the velocity profile of a Poiseuille flow is a
parabola, and this parabolic profile flattens at the centre of the channel.

In the case of a parachute we have a channel of similar size to the cell. For a
parachute shape we have a cell which has a very different fluid velocity at each point
of its volume. However this does not happen when the channel becomes several times
the size of the cell. We see how at the centre of the channel we have a region of ap-
proximately constant speed and, consequently, lower shear stress and higher Reynolds
number.

4.2.1 Anti-parachute shape

This lower level of confinement brings many changes respect to the previous results.
First, we find that when starting with a cell centred in the channel the cell evolves a
shape we called "anti-parachute" shape, which can be seen in Figure 4.8. This shape is
meta-stable, depending on the parameters of the simulation we can find a perpetually
stable anti-parachute or we can find it becoming unstable and evolving into a slipper
shaped cell. In Figure 4.8 AB we see an anti-parachute shaped cell and the final result
of a simulation in which the shape became unstable and changed shape. This anti-
parachute is unstable for medium-width channels or for very high speeds.
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Figure 4.8: Anti-parachutes. A-B Snapshot of a cell in a fast flow inside a wide channel.
Cell-induced (C) stream function and (D) vorticity deviations (flow speed of v = 0.5∆x/∆t).
Channel sizes: A 600×800 B,C,D 500×400. Width-cell ratios: A b/a = 12, B, C, D b/a = 6
where b is the channel height and a the cell size.

In Figure 4.8 C-D we can see how different is the deviation of the stream function
and the vorticity in comparison to a more confined channel. In this case the influence
on the stream function reaches much further but has a lower gradient, decreasing
slowly. However the deviation of the vorticity is much more similar to a more confined
channel.

To understand the anti-parachute shape first we have to look at what happens for
a normal parachute shaped cell. The parachute has a very different fluid velocity at
each point of its membrane, and the cell ends up getting the shape of the velocity
profile. Thus, the parachute ends up having an approximately parabolic shape due
to the flow velocity profile along the channel. This is in part due to the rather large
variation of fluid velocity along the cell, as the channel is almost the same size as the
cell. Thus the velocity gradient is rather high at all points of the membrane for this
channel confinement.

However, for very wide channels the velocity gradient is much lower. The fluid
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Figure 4.9: The anti-parachute hydrodynamic influence on the flow. Channel sizes: 500×
400. Width-cell ratio: b/a = 6 where b is the channel height and a the cell size. Speed =
0.5 ∆x/∆t.

velocity change through the cell membrane happening much more slowly, for wide
enough channels we could even approximate it to constant. In that constant-speed
region the deformation on the membrane is different because here we have a flat ob-
stacle that is feeling the same flow speed at all points of the membrane. In these wide
channels as centre is a constant-speed region if the membrane were to deform in a way
to have the same shape as the velocity profile it would remain flat. Instead, as the fluid
is circling around the membrane to avoid the obstacle that ends pressing the edges of
the cell inwards, giving it the anti-parachute shape. The cell edges are pressed towards
the flow direction similar to what can be seen in Figure 4.9 on the velocity changes
vy−vy0. This force bends the cell in the opposite direction of a normal parachute shape
resulting in the shape displayed in Figure 4.8A. The cell is generating a resistance pro-
portional to its cross-section so it is normal for the flow to deform the obstacle in a
way that reduces this cross-section as represented in Figure 4.10. However, this is only
happening because the flow speed is approximately equal across the cross-section of
the membrane.

In this special case the bending contribution becomes subdominant and the only two
players in the interface shape are the hydro-dynamical forces and the area conservation.
While the area conservation is forced by the membrane properties, the flow is trying
to minimise the parameter vy− vy0 seen in Figure 4.9. And to this end decreases the
cross-section of the cell while maintaining the area.

4.2.2 Stability analysis

The anti-parachute shape is a meta-stable shape, meaning that under certain conditions
the shape is eventually lost. This happens at channels that are not wide enough or
for very high flow velocities. The anti-parachute starts to oscillate in the centre of
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4.2 Poiseuille in wide channels: anti-parachute and tumbling

Figure 4.10: Sketch of how the fluid circles around a cell. We can see by comparing the
two shapes how the anti-parachute shape has a lower cross-section and produce a lower
drag.

the channel and eventually in one of the oscillations it slips and leaves the centre. It

then evolves into a slipper-shape like in Figure 4.8 B and travels back to the centre

of the channel. This behaviour can be studied using the integrated squared vorticity

deviations W from equation (3.24) which reads

W=
∫

channel
(ω−ω0)

2dV.

As shown in Figure 4.11 W starts dropping fast but finds a temporary plateau, however

this simulation being at a very high flow speed the shape is lost until it finds a second

and last plateau with the final stable shape. The longer the membrane maintains anti-

parachute shape the longer the plateau becomes, matching the longevity of the shape.

Using the model we have obtained simulations where the anti-parachute is quickly

lost like in Figure 4.11 and other simulations where the anti-parachute survived the

entire computation and seemed to be able to survive indefinitely. Following the result

of Ref. [86], we conclude that the the anti-parachute morphology behaves as a solid

object (conserved vorticity) during that transient time.

Usually the final result after losing the meta-stable shape of the anti-parachute in-

cludes a slipper shape parallel to the flow like in Figure 4.8 B. However in Figure 4.11

a tilt with respect to the channel direction can be observed. It should be pointed out

that the results display variability and the presentation of the results tries to reflect

that. On the one hand, the cell is close to the centre but still tilted with respect to the

centre. Also, simply due to the evolution of that particular simulation, finding the final

equilibrium position takes much longer than the others.
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Figure 4.11: The sum of the squared deviation of the vorticity ω over time. Each plateau
corresponds to a given membrane shape that is also represented. Inset of the initial con-
ditions, shaped as an ellipsoid with the reduced volume of a discocyte with a white line
showing the centre of the channel. Size of the channel 500×400 and b/a = 12 where b is
the channel height and a the cell size.

4.2.3 Non-centred cells on a wide channel

The results shown are based on cells that are very close to the centre of the channel
when the flow starts. The initial conditions were not perfectly centred, to avoid possible
computational meta-stability of the results, and thus the cell was displaced 1∆x from the
centre. However, one could argue that this would not be the average starting position
of a cell inside a wide channel in an experiment. So, study on what happens when you
start away from the centre has to be done.

This exactly is what is represented in Figure 4.12. The first panel A represents
the y position of the centre of mass of the cell over time and the shape of the cell at
different points of time. It can be seen how the cell develops an elongated shape and
travels with a rather constant speed to the centre of the channel, where it develops a
slipper shape. When looking at the parameter W in Figure 4.12 B one can see that is
very different from other previous Figures. In this case the change on this parameter
is slowly changing over time, as the cell shape changes continuously from the initial
elongated slipper-ish shape to the final one, while it approaches the centre.

4.2.4 Tumbling

So far, we have studied the case with a viscosity contrast ζ = 1 however, the observed
behaviour can be lost at high viscosity contrasts. In 2D simulations for high viscosity
contrasts, the so-called tumbling dynamics can be obtained [80, 82]. In Figure 4.13
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4.2 Poiseuille in wide channels: anti-parachute and tumbling

Figure 4.12: Time evolution of the centre of mass of a cell located initially displaced
with respect to the centre of the channel. The orientation as well as the location change
continuously with time. Size of channel 400×400. Width-cell ratio b/a = 6 where b is the
channel height and a the cell size.

we reproduce this sort of behaviour using a viscosity contrast of ζ = 6. We choose
this viscosity contrast because it is similar to the contrast between a red blood cell
cytosol and the blood plasma/water. With this viscosity contrast and an un-centred
initial conditions for the cell we can see the tumbling effect. The initial position for the
membrane is displaced from the centre so the symmetry is broken and the tumbling
mechanism can operate right away. If we started centred we would have to wait for
the anti-parachute state to break before seeing tumbling.
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Figure 4.13: Cell evolution over time, from left to right there is represented different
snapshots advancing time. There is a black solid line indicating the centre of the channel.
Simulation of 301×350 with a width-cell ratio b/a = 4.5 where b is the channel height and
a the cell size.

The perpendicular position of the centre of mass can also be seen in Figure 4.13 as
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4. MEMBRANES IN A POISEUILLE FLOW

a function of time, where we see big changes and swings from one half of the channel
to the other one. As reference on how big this displacements from one side of the
channel to the other are, we have to take into account that the cell has a size of about
65∆x. Taking this cell size into account and looking at Figure 4.13 we can see that the
displacements go around 100-150 ∆x thus the displacements of the tumbling dynamics
are big in comparison with the cell.

The tumbling effect can also be seen using W and X which are represented in
Figure 4.14. When the cell tumbles its shape changes greatly, and between tumbling
and tumbling sometimes there is a short amount of time where the cell looks rather
stable before restarting the tumbling. This is reflected in Figure 4.14 on both W and
X where we can see peaks at each tumbling motion and valleys and plateaus when the
cell travels without further deformation.

�������������������

Figure 4.14: W and X over time t for a simulation with tumbling present.

Studying this phenomenology it is easier to get more insight on the parameters
W and X and their differences. Between both variables X looks more reactive, firing
sometimes even when little to no change happens, however it also represents that
something is happening before W does. That is why X can be more useful for real-time
tracking of when events are going to happen while W is more stable and can be better
to simply analize and compute statistics about the state of the system.

4.3 Poiseuille super-confined

We have studied the confinement level where the channel is bigger than the cell. So
now lets see a higher confinement level with a channel whose section much smaller
than the cell. In Figure 4.15 we can see the results for a cell double the size of the
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4.3 Poiseuille super-confined

channel, thus a channel width to cell ratio of b/a = 0.5. Here we can see how the
stream function and the vorticity behave with this highly confined case.
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Figure 4.15: Super confined cell takes a squid-like shape under some parameters. Simu-
lation parameters: cell size 120∆x channel size 60×300 Poiseuille speed =0.20∆x/∆t.

The resulting shape of the membrane still depends on the velocity of the fluid, how-
ever the results obtained differ greatly from the shapes obtained for a wider channel.
We can see how the cell shape change with varying velocity in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Super-confined simulations at varying speeds. Simulation parameters: cell
size 120∆x channel size 60×300.

There are experimental results with which we can compare our results. We can see
that the simulations show similar results when compared to the experimental results of
Guido and Tomaiuolo [91] as numerical results from Freund [93] in Figure 4.17. The
results only partially match the experimental ones, however we expect a better match
when simulating a cell with the reduced volume closer to those cells in the experiment.
The confinement level will also be very important to obtain the same membrane shape.
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Figure 4.17: Left: Experimental results adapted from [91] for Red Blood Cells in small
microchannels. Images of RBCs flowing in vitro in microcapillaries of diameter 4.7 and 6.6
µm at different velocities. Right: Simulation of a super-confined red blood cell, adapted
from Freund [93].

4.3.1 Hydrodynamic characterisation

The hydrodynamic parameters computed for the super confined case in Figure 4.18 are
quite similar to the parachute case in Figure 4.5. In the super-confined case the results,
as expected, are more compressed together but share similarities with the parachute
results. The membrane shape from Figure 4.18, match very well with previous simu-
lations by Freud. If one looks at the profile that one gets from cutting in half the cell
simulation in Figure 4.17. The indentation coming from the backside of the cell is less
accentuated, hinting towards being a lower flow speed than Freud results.

Size of the cell is highly important in simulations of this kind, as the little tentacles
seen in 2D that the membrane is producing are close in size to the width of the interface.
If we go for a cell that is too small we will not be able to see this shapes properly as we
can lose some crucial details.

All in all, the confinement level changes completely the diagram shape of a biologi-
cal membrane when compared with the previous section. We had already a membrane
cell under confinement, but increasing this confinement changes the final result im-
mensely.

4.3.2 Channel size effect

The change from confined to super-confined is gradual as can be seen in Figure 4.19.
There one can see the colormap of the velocity changes produced by the cell in the
direction of the flow. The results for the less confined channels (the bigger ones) show
a more or less homogeneous slow down of the fluid inside the cell in the centre of the
channel. However, as we decrease the channel height the decrease of the flow speed
stops being homogeneous inside the cell, and is maximum at the front and the back.
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Figure 4.18: Super confined cell. (A) Deviations of the horizontal velocity with respect to
an empty channel; (B) Deviations of the vertical velocity with respect to an empty channel;
(C) Fluid pressure; and (D) Shear stress. Simulation of a channel sized 300×81∆x and a
flow speed of 0.25∆x/∆t and a viscosity of η = 1 and consisted of 4 ·107 iterations.

For the most confined cases like H = 80 from Figure 4.19 it can be clearly seen that the
slow down of the fluid is concentrated at the front and the back, but the fluid picks up
speed while inside the cell.

Moreover, the parachute shape is lost also gradually with the change in channel
height. Seems that the super-confinement accentuates asymmetry in the equilibrium
cell shape.

In these simulations the interaction between the wall and the membrane is not
treated specially. Because of the diffuse interface, we see that the membrane will not
approach the channel wall as it would require to squezee and tighten the width of the
interface. Therefore we cannot have the cell approach the channel walls to more than
2ε, which in this simulations where ε = 2∆x that the most the membrane will approach
the wall.

4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we prove the validity of the newly introduced mathematical formulation
for two-dimensional deformable cells flowing in a channel. This model is based on low-
Reynolds flow by the use of the Stokes equation combined with the well-known mem-
brane phase-field models. The simplicity of this model its one of its biggest strengths
and arises from the coupling of the membrane phase field with the liquid flow through
the stream function ξ and the vorticity ω. To numerically compute the evolution of the
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Figure 4.19: Velocity deviation vx−vx0 colormap for a constant velocity but different chan-
nel sizes. The shape of the cell membrane is also plotted.

system, aside from solving the previously presented membrane phase field, one needs
to simply solve two Poisson equations to compute the liquid behaviour.

There are some well-known shapes that red blood cells take inside a confined micro-
channel that have been studied thoroughly in the literature: the parachute, the slipper,
and the discoid shapes. To prove the validity of the model this shapes have been the first
to be replicated, by simulating red blood shaped cells inside a micro-channel slightly
bigger than the cells itself.

Then the cells have been studied aside from their final shape, by exploiting the
hydrodynamic parameters that we introduced to solve the flow, the stream function
ξ and the vorticity ω. By studying the deviations of these parameters with respect a
channel with an ideal Poiseuille flow without any obstacle inside one can study the
flow deformation and the stability of the cell. One of the most important results is the
ability to study the convergence and stability of a cell shape and position by studying
the squared integral of the deviations for the stream function and vorticity X and W.

After ensuring the veracity of the results the model and the methodology have
been applied to study different confinement levels: the super-confinement of a channel
smaller than the cell inside and the very low confinement of a channel around ten times
the size of the cell.

For the very wide channels a novel meta-stable shape has been obtained: the anti-
parachute. This shape is only obtained because for a very wide channel (in comparison
to the size of the cell) the Poiseuille flow gets an approximately constant velocity at
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the centre of the channel. Although under specific conditions this shape is maintained
forever, this shape however is lost after a time for simulations where the channel is
medium-sized or the velocity is too high. The anti-parachute shape should be able to
be obtained experimentally, although it requires a very centred cell and a very ideal
flow, so it might be very hard to achieve. With the viscosity contrast, which measures
the ratio of the inner and outer viscosities, tumbling has also been achieved, replicating
known results for 2D cell simulations where tumbling is obtained at high viscosity
contrast [80, 82].

Finally, cells in a super-confined channel have been studied, where the channel was
smaller than the cell size. In this case, the shapes obtained are very different from
all the previous shapes, and more or less agree with previous experiments [91] and
simulations [93]. However it seems that for these confinement levels, the model is not
as lenient when not exactly matching the reduced volume and the confinement levels
of the experiments. This is apparent when slightly changing the size of the cell, its
reduced volume, or the confinement, leading to very big changes in final shape of the
cell.
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Chapter 5

Membranes in a Couette flow

5.1 Couette flow
When one has a fluid contained between two walls and one of this walls moves one
gets a Couette flow, sometimes called a simple shear flow [94]. The fluid in contact
with the walls is stuck to them, this is called the no-slip boundary condition. In the
Poiseuille flow the consequence of this is that the fluid at the walls is not moving, as
the walls are usually still. However, in the case of having a moving wall, due to the no-
slip boundary condition, the fluid in contact with the wall moves with the wall at the
same speed. This fluid moving with the walls generates the Couette flow, where one
can find a linear velocity profile where the velocity value decreases from the moving
wall with distance. As the expression of the velocity profile for a Couette flow is known,
one can implement it to a simulation with the model presented in Chapter 3. Using the
boundary conditions shown in Chapter 3 one obtains the flow as seen in Figure 5.1.

Such flow is a good approximation to what a red blood cell experiences inside a
rheometer. For example a plate rheometer consists of two parallel discs, one of which
rotates, and the space between the two discs is filled with liquid. The rheometer then
measures the torque required to rotate the disc. Because of the friction with the fluid
requires an amount of energy to rotate the disc and how difficult it is to do so is pro-
portional to the fluid viscosity. This is the motivation behind studying the effects of a
Couette flow for a red blood cell.

There are only 2 parameters of the Couette flow that characterise the flow locally:
the flow velocity at that given point and the velocity slope or velocity gradient ∇v. We
refer as velocity slope to how rapid the velocity changes with distance to the wall. For
a Couette flow moving towards the x axis the velocity slope is the derivative in the per-
pendicular direction to the flow ∂vx/∂y = vwall/H. Then, we will not only characterise
the cell deformation and movement in a Couette flow based on the velocity of the flow
at the centre of mass, but also by this velocity slope. In conclusion, for two cells inside
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Figure 5.1: Velocity vector field and stream function colormap for a Couette flow. For a
top wall moving we can see how the velocity increases from the bottom wall up to the top
one, where the fluid reached v = vwall .

two different Couette flows, even if they are located in a point where the velocity is the
same, their response will not be equal due to the difference in the gradient ∂vx/∂y.

5.2 Membrane stationary shape
We can see in Figure 5.2 some simulations where, for a channel of the same height,
we change the flow speed and therefore velocity slope. A red blood cell in a constant
Couette flow seems to always align in the same direction regardless of the flow velocity.
However, it seems like the angle of inclination of the cell respect to the flow direction
changes for different flows. This can be seen in Figure 5.2 when changing the vwall

of a cell for a constant system size thus changing the velocity slope. Another thing
that changes greatly is how much it deviates from a normal discocyte shape to a more
squished disc.

Additionally one can change the velocity gradient. For various simulations where
the parameter vwall is the same but the height of the channel differs one can see slight
differences in the final cell shape. For simulations with a constant wall velocity of
vwall = 0.6 but where the size of the channel H is changed, like in Figure 5.3, one can
see differences in the final cell shape.

In general we know that the higher the flow speed the higher the hydrodynamic
stress on the membrane caused by the flow. In the Couette flow case this hydrodynamic
stress appears as a stretching of the cell, an elongation of the cell and the disappearance
of the discoid valley in the centre of the cell. From what can be seen in Figure 5.3, it
seems that the velocity gradient vwall/H also increases the stresses on the membrane,
as the cell original discoid shape is lost. Moreover, there seems to be a dependence
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Figure 5.2: Cell morphologies for Couette flow with the top wall of the channel moving.
Shapes for different flow speeds from slower to faster changes only slightly for a given
channel height H = 140.
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Figure 5.3: Different cell shapes in a Couette flow by changing the velocity gradient to-
wards the wall ∂vx/∂y. This is done by changing the channel height H.

between this velocity gradient and the tilt of the angle that the cell takes with respect
the flow direction.

5.3 Stationary position and lateral migration
Depending on the starting position of the cell or vesicle, for Couette simulations there
seems to appear a net displacement perpendicular to the flow direction, a lateral mi-
gration produced by a lift force, as can be seen in Figure 5.4. We can observe for
different simulations that, for cells starting far away from the moving wall, the cell
moves perpendicularly to a specific stationary vertical position. After the initial rota-
tion and deformation at the start of the simulation, that can see in the top plots of
Figure 5.4, the membrane starts going up. When approaching to its stationary position
it can be seen Figure 5.4 that the perpendicular velocity slows down to a stop. During
this process the cell membrane does not deform nor change shape greatly. Seeing this
behaviour repeatedly for any starting position, it can be said that there is an stationary
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position for any given Couette flow.

Center of the channel

CM

CM

Figure 5.4: Cell rotates and then moves upwards. Top-left the cell just after starting the
simulation and at the right the cell after rotating due to the Couette flow. Bottom plots are
the position and speed of the cell centre of mass for a simulation of channel height 139∆x
and velocity vwall = 0.2∆x/∆t. Initial downward displacement corresponds to the rotation
of the cell up to the final alignment.

This perpendicular displacement (or lateral migration) is not only found in simu-
lations that have a constant Couette flow, but is also observed for oscillating Couette
flow where the flow changes direction over time as a sinusoidal function. An example
of an oscillating simulation can be seen in Figure 5.5. Therefore, this perpendicular
displacement is not a time-reversible process but an irreversible one.

We can see the lift for a
From literature we know that a lift force is known to appear for neutrally buoyant

rigid bodies in both Poiseuille and Couette flows which is called inertial lift or Segré-
Silberberg effect [94]. This is studied for low Reynolds numbers and they start with
the Stokes equation, similarly to our simulations here, but the resulting lift force only
appears when doing a perturbation expansion. Their first-order correction takes inertia
into account [94] thus explaining why in a low-Reynolds flow they obtain this iner-
tial lift. So even at very low Reynolds one would need to be computing the inertial
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Figure 5.5: Oscillating simulation with a Couette flow that behaves sinusoidal over time.
We can see from left to right how the simulation going to the right stops and changes
direction and goes to the left. The intensity of the velocity is proportional to the value of
the stream function ξ so the value of the colorbar can be used as a guide.

contribution to obtain the inertial lift, thus the effect that we are seeing here has a
different source. This different effect is related to the shape that the cell takes and
has been studied by Olla [95]. There is a non-inertial lift force that seems to depend
on the distance to the wall, the orientation and length of the particle and the viscosity
contrast. After Olla, there was more research on the lateral migration of vesicles and
this non-inertial lift. This lift force has been referred to by Lorz et al. as "anomalous lift
force" [96]. This force has different expressions at different distances from the wall,
depending on whether the cell or membrane is very close to the wall, at an interme-
diate distance, or at a long distance. We will see a couple of these expressions in the
following subsections.

5.3.1 Dependence on the reduced volume

In this chapter, up until now, we have only seen results for cells that have the same
reduced volume as a red blood cell, giving it red blood cell shape when no flow is
applied. But, one could question if changing this reduced volume to more spherical
values can change the results of the stationary position in a Couette flow. We can
refresh the expression for the reduced volume that we introduced in equation (2.20)

Vr =
V

4
3 π( A

4π
)3/2

, (5.1)

where V is the membrane volume and A the area.
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Figure 5.6: Vertical component of the position and velocity of the centre of mass of the
cell. This vertical component is referred to the one perpendicular to the fluid flow. Different
reduced volume vr cells. Channel walls are represented as thick black lines, the thin black
line represents the centre of the channel.

We can see the results of this in Figure 5.6 where we are increasing the reduced
volume by increasing the enclosed volume but maintaining the same surface area while
maintaining the rest of the parameters constant. Thus, we are not changing neither the
velocity vwall nor the velocity gradient. The dependence of this displacement with the
reduced volume is apparent in both the velocity of the cell and the stationary posi-
tion. While the stationary position change in Figure 5.6 is small for the two cells of
lower reduced volume, small enough that one could say its purely numerical, the more
spherical cell show that this trend seems to depend on the reduced volume.

For the velocity plot of Figure 5.6 it seems that the closer the reduced volume gets
to one of a sphere we get the faster the cell moves to its stationary position. This could
be because the starting position for the spheroid is farther away than for the other
cases.

This results go in line with the literature, as Abkarian et al. [97] report a lift force
for a Couette flow that depends on the viscosity of the fluid η , the radius R of the
vesicle, the distance h from the substrate, and a monotonous decreasing function f (1−
Vr) of the reduced volume

FL = ηγ̇
R3

h
f (1−Vr). (5.2)

This expression uses the shear rate γ̇ instead of the wall speed vwall, but in the end both
are proportional to the other. This force is studied for vesicles that are closely spherical
and start adhered to the bottom wall of the channel.

At intermediate distances between the wall and the vesicle the lift force seems to
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behave differently [98]

FL ∝ ηγ̇
R4

h2 , (5.3)

which has also been observed in numerical simulations of 2D vesicles by Meßlinger et
al. [99].

5.3.2 Viscosity contrast

This stationary position of the cell not only changes with the reduced volume vr but
also changes with its mechanical properties, like the viscosity contrast. Thus the next
step we have taken is to introduce a difference between the viscosity of the cell fluid
and the channel fluid. This is represented with the viscosity contrast ζ which, as seen
previously, takes an expression of

ζ =
ηcell

ηliquid
. (5.4)

The distance with the wall at the stationary position changes with the viscosity contrast
ζ as seen in Figure 5.7. For a viscosity contrast of ζ = 1 we find that the cell mostly
flows towards the centre of the channel and stays there. The stationary position is
not exactly the centre of the channel, but is around the centre with a slight variation.
However, this behaviour will change a lot with the viscosity contrast ζ . With increasing
ζ we find an increasing stationary position, up to having the cell reaching the top wall
of the channel in some cases, this behaviour can be seen in Figure 5.7.

Top wall

Centre of channel

Figure 5.7: Vertical component of the position and velocity of the centre of mass of the
cell. This vertical component is referred to the one perpendicular to the fluid flow. Plots
are the same reduced volume vr but different contrasts ζ . Channel walls are represented
as thick black lines, the thin black line represents the centre of the channel.
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For many of the lower contrasts values like all lower than ζ = 1 and some even for
ζ a bit higher than 1, one can see their stationary positions to be around the centre
of the channel. Meanwhile for increasing contrast ζ the stationary position of the cell
quickly jumps close to the moving wall, with the cell even reaching a physical contact
with the wall. For the simulations of Figure 5.7, for the simulation where the centre
of mass reaches values around 100, the cell cannot move more vertically as the cell
is already touching the wall. The cell represented in the plot is there to show how at
that height of the centre of mass the cell is in contact with the horizontal line on top,
which corresponds to the top wall of the channel. There seems however to be a force
depending on the viscous contrast as with higher contrast the cell still gets a bit further
up.

The dependence of viscous contrast ζ with what looks like a hydrodynamic force
can be also be observed in the right plot of Figure 5.7 which shows the perpendicular
velocity vy of the cell centre of mass. This velocity has a peak which depends strongly
on the contrast ζ , and in this case the dependence between the result and the viscosity
contrast is more apparent, as the lowest viscosity contrast of ζ = 0.2 has the lowest
value while the highest contrast the higher speed. However, it is not clear if the velocity
dependence arises purely from the viscosity contrast. There is the chance that it has
something to do with the fact that the faster cells also are the cells that start farther
away from their stationary position.

5.4 Tumbling
We can sometimes observe tumbling in a Couette flow for viscosity contrasts higher
than ζ = 1. while the position of the centre of mass over time in Figure 5.2 show
continuous approximately straight lines, sometimes we find that for high ζ tumbling is
observed. In Couette this is not as easy to induce as in Poiseuille. In the latter by simply
having a big channel with high contrast one can observe tumbling by breaking the flow
symmetry by positioning the cell outside of the centre of the channel. However, there is
not this kind of central symmetry in Couette, and there is no obvious method to induce
tumbling even if the viscous contrast is high enough to produce it.

In Figure 5.8 one can see a plot of the y position of the centre of mass over time.
At each jump in the plot, there is a tumbling event for that particular simulation, which
sketch of how it goes can be seen as an inset on the plot. Even if the tumbling seems
less frequent for a cell inside a Couette flow, it seems that once it starts tumbling the
cell does not stabilise again and just keeps tumbling for a long time.

5.5 Conclusions
The previously presented stream function membrane phase field model is shown to
simulate properly a Couette type of flow. A channel with a Couette flow will be charac-
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Tumbling events

Figure 5.8: A simulation with a viscosity contrast ζ = 2 and a channel height H = 140∆x
where the cell tumbles as well as displacing upwards. Each sudden peak in the vertical
component of the cells position indicates a tumble of the cell.

terised by two parameters: i) the velocity of the moving wall vwall ii) the rate at which
the velocity increases when approaching the wall. This last term will be the velocity
derivative in the perpendicular direction to the flow which, for a Couette flow, has a
value of ∂vx/∂y = vwall/H.

At first sight it seems that the cells in a Couette flow simply align in a very specific
way, which looks dependant on the flow characteristics. However if one looks closely
and for long enough, it can be seen that the cells seem to display a lift. This lift has
a different source to other lateral migration effects in Couette flow like the Segré-
Silberberg effect, also known as inertial lift. For the Segré-Silberberg case one needs
the inertial contribution of the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain the lift, even at low
Reynolds numbers. Therefore, as the simulations in this chapter do not contain the
inertial term, we can say that the source of this lift is different than the Segré-Silberberg
effect. The lift seems to behave as the lift proposed by Olla and others [95, 98] where
the force depends with the distance to the wall, the fluid viscosity, the cell size, and the
reduced volume.

This lift does not lasts forever, as cells in a Couette flow display an stationary posi-
tion (or distance) with respect to the walls. The final stationary position and the speed
at which the cell moves perpendicularly depend on both the reduced volume of the cell
and the viscosity contrast. In fact, for high viscosity contrasts one finds that the cell
will go up towards the top moving wall until it cannot move more vertically as the cell
is already touching the wall.
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Moreover, the viscosity contrast also induces sometimes a tumbling regime to the
cell, although it seems to be less frequent than for Poiseuille flows. The reason might
be the fact that tumbling in Poiseuille flows the rate of change in the flow velocity
along the channel is parabolic. This change is faster and more sudden when moving
perpendicular to the the channel. As the velocity profile of a Couette flow is linear, and
therefore its derivative constant taking a value of ∂vx/∂y = vwall/H, the cell might be in
a more stable shape at all positions inside the channel.
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Chapter 6

Gaussian curvature and fission

6.1 Membrane fission in cells

There is a fair amount of research on cellular membrane deformation and morphology.
However in comparison, there is little understanding on topological transitions of bi-
ological membranes [23, 30, 100]. In these topology-dependent events the Gaussian
curvature plays a great role.

Usually, by using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (seen in Chapter 2) one can avoid the
Gaussian curvature contribution to the bending energy. This theorem states that the
integral of the Gaussian curvature over a surface is proportional to the surface Euler
characteristic [101]. For a surface Ω the Gauss-Bonnet theorem states that∫

Ω

K dS = 2πχ(Ω), (6.1)

where χ(Ω) is the Euler characteristic as we have already seen in Chapter 2 and is a
topological invariant. Therefore, the energy contribution of the Gaussian curvature is a
constant unless the topology of the system changes. The Euler characteristic describes
the system by the number of holes g and objects N like

χ(Ω) = 2(N−g), (6.2)

so we will need either a change on the number of closed membranes or the number
of holes to change the Gaussian contribution. However, topological transitions are
necessary in biology and happen constantly in some systems. For example many viruses
are enveloped by a lipid membrane which mediates the fusion of the virus with the host
cell membrane; like the HIV-1, herpesviruses, the Ebola virus [102], and coronaviruses
[103] like SARS-CoV-2. Life requires the cellular division or the formation of vesicles
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to either transport food or waste. Therefore we have a big motivation to study fusion
and fission.

Fission and fusion have both different mechanics and requirements to happen,
therefore it would be better to focus the study on one of the two. Here we will fo-
cus on membrane fission, and the most common fission event being the formation of
vesicles. For membrane fission a requirement across the board is a big curvature on the
area that is going to fission. This big curvature can arise with a wide variety of meth-
ods, from hard rods pushing the membrane to ion imbalance between the two sides of
the membrane to curvature inducing membrane proteins. For all the cases where we
do not have an actual object or structure pushing the membrane, we can model this
curvature generation using the spontaneous curvature.

On top of the necessity of inducing a local curvature in the area where the mem-
brane will undergo fission, the final fission is often mediated by very specific proteins,
although this is not always the case. In some cases instead of having specific pro-
teins to produce the fission a large spontaneous curvature can suffice to produce fis-
sion [104, 105, 106]. This can be accomplished by interactions among membrane-
bound proteins [104] or by a osmotically induced pearling instability [105]. Protein-
mediated fission has been extensively researched. For example the dynamin super-
family [30, 107, 108, 109] or the ESCRT machinery [102, 110, 111] are two different
sets of proteins that mediate in budding and fission. In mitochondrial division a major
component is the dynamin Drp1 while other dynamins are considered helpful or be
necessary for some fission processes.

Thus, due to its biological relevance, there is more than enough motivation to pur-
sue the study of topological transitions in membranes. Even if we addressed the Gaus-
sian curvature in the Canhan-Helfrich model in Chapter 2 we shall do a brief overview
before going into the numerical implementation and results.

6.1.1 Vesicle formation

Vesicle formation –or vesiculation– is the process with which vesicles are created from
a former and bigger membrane. As we have seen in previous chapters a vesicle is a
structure consisting of a lipid membrane enclosing liquid or cytoplasm. We can find
vesicles inside or outside cells, as it is how cells dump waste outside of the cell by
secretion process also called by exocytosis. Vesicle formation is a fundamental process
in many biological systems. Some examples of systems that rely on the formation
of vesicles are the Golgi apparatus [112, 113], the synaptic system [114, 115], or
enveloped viruses [102, 116].

For example in the synaptic nerve terminals we have neurons generating neuro-
transmitter and enclosed inside vesicles. These vesicles are released by exocytosis in
the synaptic nerve terminals [114]. In the Golgi apparatus there is a constant release of
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transport vesicles filled with proteins that are carried to their destinations inside the cell
where they are required. Vesicles, like the cell membrane, can be further functionalised
or signalised by using membrane proteins attached to their lipid bilayer.

The 2013 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to James Rothman,
Randy Schekman and Thomas Südhof for expanding on the role and function of cell
vesicles, especially in yeasts and in humans, and overall their discoveries on machinery
regulating vesicle traffic [117]. So we can say with confidence that the mechanisms of
vesicle formations are relevant in the cells life and in research.

6.2 Modelling the Gaussian contribution

As we have seen in previous chapters, phase-field approaches are suitable to model the
dynamics of membranes. The Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic property of the sur-
faces, however thanks to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem we could go on without giving it
too much attention. No matter the dimensionality the Gaussian curvature has an in-
fluence on the membrane shape and dynamics [118]. Remembering the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem, it states that the energy contribution of the Gaussian curvature is a topolog-
ical invariant. Therefore, if the Euler characteristic from equation (6.2) of the system
(the number of holes and objects) does not change, we can ignore this contribution.
The Gaussian curvature is quite complex to compute numerically, and there is not as
much research as for membranes that do not undergo topological transitions. For a
phase field model the Gaussian curvature has not been computed up until now. How-
ever, it is necessary to study fusion and fission so we will be computing the Gaussian
contribution to study topological transitions.

In Chapter 2 we already introduced the bending and membrane energy, the total
and Gaussian curvatures, and how to write them all as a phase field, lets do a quick
overview of the Gaussian part. We start from the complete bending energy for the total
curvature C (related to the mean curvature by H =C/2) and the Gaussian curvature K
we have

F =
κ̄

2

∫
Γ

(C−C0)
2ds+ κ̄G

∫
Γ

Kds, (6.3)

where κ̄ and κ̄G are the bending modulus and Gaussian modulus, C0 is the spontaneous
curvature and the integral is calculated over the whole membrane surface Γ.

Let us expand on the Gaussian curvature term. This term can be defined using the
curvature tensor Qαβ of the surface as

K = ∑
α,β

[(
QααQββ −Q2

αβ

) 1−δαβ

2

]
, (6.4)
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more on this Gaussian curvature has been addressed in Chapter 2. The curvature tensor

can be defined using the vector normal to the surface normal vector n̂ as

Qαβ = ∇α nβ . (6.5)

This tensor represents changes in the orientation of the normal vector along the surface.

These changes are directly related to the curvature of such a surface. This curvature

tensor in turn can be defined in terms of the gradients of the order parameter φ as [62],

Qαβ =

√
2ε

1−φ 2

[
∂αβ φ +

2φ

1−φ 2 ∂αφ∂β φ

]
, (6.6)

where ∂α = ∂/∂xα , and ∂αβ = ∂ 2/∂xα∂xβ .

Now, similarly as in the second chapter, we can write the bending free energy as

a sum of the bending energy term and the Gaussian energy term. The resulting free

energy will be F = F = FSC +FG, where FSC is a bending free energy for a spontaneous

curvature C0 written as a phase field, as seen in previous chapters is

FSC = κ

∫
Ω

(
(φ − εC0)(φ

2−1)− ε
2
∇

2
φ
)2

dV, (6.7)

where κ = 3
√

2κ̄/16ε3 and C0 = c0/
√

2. Meanwhile, the energy density for the Gaussian

curvature contribution will end up looking like

FG =
κG

2ε2

∫
Ω

K̃dV =
κG

2ε2

∫
Ω

K(1−φ
2)2dV

=
κG

2ε2

∫
Ω

∑
α<β

(1−φ
2)2
[
QααQββ −Q2

αβ

]
dV,

(6.8)

where κG = 3
√

2εκ̄G/4.

Both energy terms determine the complete bending energy of the system. The time

evolution of the phase-field is set according to the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics, also known

as model B, since the volume is supposed to be locally conserved [24, 56, 57, 58, 119,

120]. The variations of the free energy with respect to φ must then be subjected to

diffusion, yielding a dynamic equation for the phase-field governed by [24],

∂φ

∂ t
= ∇

2
(

δFSC

δφ
+

δFG

δφ

)
. (6.9)

This dynamic equation can be written explicitly in terms of the phase field order
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parameter φ which results in

∂φ

∂ t
= κ∇

2 ((3φ
2−1−2φεC0)Φ− ε

2
∇

2
Φ+σ [φ ]∇2

φ
)

−κG∇
2
(

12φ

1−φ 2 FK1 +
2(3φ 2 +1)
(1−φ 2)2 FK2

)
,

(6.10)

where, as in previous chapters, Φ = (φ − εC0)(φ
2−1)− ε2∇2φ . In this final expression

for the dynamic equation the bending and the Gaussian contributions can be differenti-
ated by their energy moduli κ and κG respectively. The terms FKi represent the Gaussian
curvature effect and are

FK1 = ∂ααφ∂ββ φ − (∂αβ φ)2,

and

FK2 = ∂ααφ(∂β φ)2 +∂ββ φ(∂αφ)2−2∂αβ φ∂αφ∂β φ .

This is the model we derived in the article [121]. The final dynamic equation
(6.10) should be looked at closely. We can see the first term, the bending contribution,
is the same that we obtain in Chapter 2. Meanwhile the new term is the Gaussian
contribution, which is proportional to the Gaussian bending modulus κG and many
derivatives of φ . In the denominator of the Gaussian contribution we have a couple of
terms (1−φ 2) which will go to zero at the bulks. This can make tricky to compute the
Gaussian contribution, but not impossible. To do this we will use Residue Theorem,
but we will go more into detail in the following section.

6.2.1 The Gaussian modulus

The energy contribution of the Gaussian curvature to the membrane energetics is medi-
ated, similarly to the bending modulus κ for the curvature, by the Gaussian (or saddle-
splay) modulus κG

FB =
∫

Γ

κ̄

2
(C−C0)

2ds+ κ̄G

∫
Γ

Kds. (6.11)

This modulus will define whether it will be energetically favourable for a membrane
to fission or not. Lipid bilayers, depending on the values of the Gaussian and bending
moduli, exhibit different stable configurations. The biological membrane could either
be (i) topologically stable, (ii) favour fission into multiple membranes, or (iii) favour
the generation of holes and channels within the membrane without dividing.

On the actual value that the Gaussian modulus takes in biological membranes there
are no direct experimental measurements of this Gaussian modulus. However there is
work and interest on measuring it and new methods are proposed to such end although
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still require trial [122]. What can be done are indirect measurements of this modu-
lus. Some of those indirect measurements give a negative value of about κ̄G ≈−15KBT
[123], and molecular dynamics simulations give similar results [124]. This value would
set that the bending and Gaussian moduli would have a similar order of magnitude but
the Gaussian modulus would be negative instead. The negative sign implies that the
energetic term of the Gaussian curvature favours fission, since fission increases the
Euler characteristic as can be seen in equation (6.2). Increasing the Euler character-
istic would in turn increase the negative contribution to the total membrane energy,
minimising the total energy.

6.2.2 Lagrange Multiplier with Gaussian contribution

The Lagrange multiplier for area has to be computed differently as before. In this case
we will not need additional Lagrange multipliers for area nor volume as the dynamics
are slower and less stressful for the membrane. Thus the conservation of both area and
volume is easier to maintain. The parameter σ [φ ] is a Lagrange multiplier that depends
on the field φ and assures area conservation [62]. One can determine σ [φ ] in a similar
manner to how we showed in Chapter 2, but in this case the functional derivative of the
bending energy does not only contain the curvature contribution but also the Gaussian
contribution

σ [φ ] =−
∫

Ω
∇φ ·∇[∇2

(
δFSC
δφ

+ δFG
δφ

)
]dV∫

Ω
∇φ ·∇[∇2(∇2φ)]dV

. (6.12)

We end up with the same results as the explicit computation of the Lagrange multiplier
of Chapter 2 with the change of the free energy functional derivative of the energy to
a sum of two functional derivatives.

6.3 Numerical implementation
Computing this things will not be trivial, as the Gaussian contribution of the dynamic
equation (6.10) has in the denominator two terms that go as (1−φ 2) which will go to
zero at the bulks. The denominator going to zero will diverge to infinity, so we will
have to be smart and careful to be able to compute this numerically. To such end we
will use the complex plane, something similar to the Residue Theorem, with which we
can exploit the complex plane to compute a integral that diverges at a point.

6.3.1 Technical details

To compute the system, we define a 3D grid space with an equal distance between the
points in the grid of ∆x = ∆y = ∆z. In this grid we can compute the temporal evolution
using an Euler method for the integration of time with the appropriate time step of
dt = 10−5, small enough to avoid artefacts [125].
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6.4 Fission of membrane tubes

The initial conditions for the membrane we choose a cylindrical shape of radius R
and length L whose base is in contact with the wall of the domain where we are using
zero flux boundary conditions. We will give the system a few time-steps to produce
the diffuse interface before start computing the Gaussian contribution of the system.
Moreover, to lead the deformation we introduce a spontaneous curvature term C0 which
will have a constant value all over the space. However, by design, this spontaneous
curvature will only act on the membrane.

The tricky part is computing the contribution

12φ

1−φ 2 FK1 +
2(3φ 2 +1)
(1−φ 2)2 FK2 ,

as in the bulk (1−φ 2)→ 0 and this would go towards infinity. However, adding a very
small imaginary contribution to φ . With the complex order parameter field φC we can
compute the two contributions

φC

(1−φ 2
C)

and
(3φ 2

C+1)
(1−φ 2

C)
2

without the denominator diverging. After that we simply take the real part of the result
and with that we can compute the Gaussian contribution to the chemical potential
δFG/δφ .

The work presented in this chapter consists of three dimensional calculations using
an Euler integration for the integration of the energy functional derivative. This is the
same integration as of previous chapters, with the difference being that the functional
derivative δF/δφ has been computed as

δF
δφ

=
δFB

δφ
+

δFG

δφ
,

where the Gaussian functional derivative has been computed by the addition of a small
imaginary contribution. As the previous chapter we also use a finite-difference scheme
for the spatial discretisation. The Euler integration method for the temporal derivatives
has been computed with the appropriate time step of dt = 10−5, small enough to avoid
artefacts [125].

6.4 Fission of membrane tubes
There are countless membrane shapes that could be used to study the vesicle formation
process. Some of them can make the fission easier or more difficult, as depending on
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the initial shape of the membrane you can have a big energy barrier to surpass to reach
the equilibrium state. For example, a flat infinite membrane is very hard to induce to
form vesicles, even when it is energetically favourable, as the membrane needs very
high curvature to fission and a flat membrane has by definition zero curvature. There-
fore, we will study a shape that has more affinity with the vesicle fission than a flat
membrane.

Contrary to a flat membrane, for which even a very high spontaneous curvature
will not induce spontaneous deformation, a membrane tube is very sensitive to the
spontaneous curvature term. It is known that for a membrane tube in the presence
of a constant spontaneous curvature you obtain a pearled tube as has been seen in
simulations [57, 126, 127] and experiments [128, 129] This pearling instability does
not fission the tube if you only compute the curvature contribution of the bending
energy. The membrane pearls are connected by very thin membrane necks that avoid
the complete fission of the membrane. So, we can exploit this system morphology to
study vesicle formation from tubes.

Figure 6.1: Time evolution of the interface φ = 0, the time increasing from left to right. (A)
without considering Gaussian curvature (κG = 0). (B) Considering the Gaussian curvature
contribution with κG = −10, the last snapshot depicts the exact moment when the vesicle
breaks from the main membrane. The parameters used were R = 5 and L = 26 in grid units,
κ = 1, and C0 =−0.3.

We will start with a short membrane tube, so that the tube divides from one into
two closed membranes. We can see the difference in Figure 6.1 when (A) the Gaussian
curvature term is not included in the free energy, and (B) solving the complete dy-
namical equation (6.10) including the Gaussian contribution. For the case (A) when
the Gaussian curvature is not considered (κG = 0) a single neck forms, but there is no
fission of the membrane. In the Figure 6.1 (B) we can see the membrane up to the
instant where the membrane splits in two, which can be easily seen in the Gaussian en-
ergy contribution which drops. The addition of the Gaussian contribution makes fission
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energetically favourable and a vesicle is formed from the initial cylinder for a Gaussian
modulus of κ̄G ≈−κ̄ [130].

This model has no problem with multiple fission events. To study this we will start
with a longer cylinder. In Figure 6.2 we can see the results for a cylinder of length
45∆x. In this Figure we are seeing the axial cut of the three-dimensional cylinder, to
be able to plot both the initial and final state of the membrane. The vesicles formation
of a long tube is sequential, going one at a time. This can be easily seen in the Figure
6.2 (b) where the Gaussian energy can be seen to drop four times, each of these drops
happen at the time that a fission occurs. The Gaussian energy can be seen to rise before
dropping, however why stated that the model is based on minimisation of the energy,
so why is this happening? Well, this rise on the Gaussian contribution energy is lead
trough the curvature term bending energy (6.11). The deformation that the membrane
is undergoing lowers the term (C−C0)

2 from equation (6.11) more than the increment
that the Gaussian term suffers. Therefore, thanks to the curvature C getting closer to
the spontaneous curvature value C0 the total bending energy is dropping even when
the Gaussian contribution is increasing.

The first vesicle start at the tip of the cylinder and this follows downwards to the
last one. Shape changes start simultaneously through the entire tube, however the
rate at which they are pearling is not equal. This happens because the spherical cap
of the tube is promoting the pearling instability leading to faster pearling near the tip.
When seeing Figure 6.3 where we have the sequence of a very long tube it can be more
easily seen that the spherical cap of the cylinder is promoting the pearling deformation.
This happens because the tip is already more curved than the rest of the cylinder, so
it deforms faster into a bud, which due to the Gaussian contribution fissions from the
tube. Therefore, we have a interplay between the time that takes to pearl the tube and
the time that takes to fission it. In our model, fission is practically instant in comparison
to the pearling time-scale and that is why before reaching a tube with two pearls we
already have the vesicle formed.

We can see a similar process in the experiments of Sanborn et al [105] in Figure
6.4. In these experiments they have membrane tubes attached to a Giant Unilamelar
Vesicle (GUV). They induce a change in ion concentrations to produce an osmotic shock
to the system. This osmotic shock pearls the tube and ends up cutting the pearls into
individual vesicles. In this case they have a faster time scale to pearl the tube than to
scission the vesicles from it.

6.4.1 Volume and area conservation

When looking at both Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, one can realise that the enclosed
volume by the membranes and the total surface area of the system is not conserved.
This is necessary for systems in which the initial and final shapes do not maintain the
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Figure 6.2: Time evolution of a longer tube with Gaussian curvature. (A) Contour plots on
the plane x,z of the initial (red) and final (black) φ = 0. (B) Time variations of the volume
(yellow dashed line), the area (red dotted line) and both energy contributions. The open
black diamonds represent the times where bifurcations occur. The parameters used were:
R = 6 and L = 45, ε = 1, κG =−10 and C0 =−0.5.

reduced volume. We have already addressed the fact that these geometrical parameters
should be conserved, but they should be conserved over an entire closed membrane.
Here we have a membrane tube that is connected to the system boundary, considering
that this tube should be connected to a much larger membrane, which is acting as a
reservoir of both surface area and volume. So, if the tube has extra volume that needs
to get rid of, or needs extra membrane to produce the vesicles, it can dump or take
from the rest of the cell and membrane.

On the conservation of area and volume, while it is true that it is not necessary
to conserve the global volume and area, its another story for the area and volume of
the vesicles after fission. In this case, the model maintains size and surface area over
time of the multiple vesicles. This is more apparent in Figure 6.3 where from the first
formed vesicle to the last we have a long simulation time but still the size of the first
vesicle seems to hold up. It is not trivial that the model would behave like this, as it
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Figure 6.3: Snapshots of the evolution of the pearling instability in a long cylinder. Vesicles
fission in sequence from the tip to the base. The parameters used were: R= 6, L= 75, ε = 1,
κ = 1, κG =−10 and C0 =−0.5.

Figure 6.4: Adapted from Sanborn et al [105]. Selected epifluorescence images from a
movie obtained for GUVs. GUVs are subjected to an initial negative osmotic gradient by
dilution in deionized water. The images are taken 45 min after the dilution when osmotic
gradient has reversed due to evaporation of bulk water. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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could be possible in a phase field model to have the different droplets cannibalise one
another to grow. However, it is necessary for the formed vesicles to maintain size for
the simulation to be physically and biologically realistic.

6.4.2 Dispersion relation

To understand the pearling instability and the influence of the Gaussian curvature on
this instability we will make use of the dispersion relation. To obtain the dispersion
relation, we start with the effects of small perturbations around a flat interface. For
perturbations at the interface, therefore φ = 0, taking plane waves in the shape of
φ = φ0eiq·x−ωt where, for small amplitudes, φ0� 1. Considering isotropic perturbations
we can take all this into the complete dynamic equation (6.10) to obtain the following
dispersion relation

ω(q) = 3q2
κ
[
(1−2ε

2C2
0)+12δεC0

]
−9q4

κε
2[2(1+4δεC0)

]
−9q4

κσ +27q6
κε

4.
(6.13)

Here, δ represents terms of order O(φ 2). As we can see in equation (6.13), the
Gaussian contribution of the dynamic equation (6.10) is not present in the dispersion
relation. The main contribution to the instability comes from the first term in the dis-
persion relation. This term depends on the spontaneous curvature, which will dominate
and decide whether the pearling instability happens or not. Therefore, the Gaussian
contribution does not alter the region of unstable wavelengths. We can see how the
dispersion relation behaves for different spontaneous curvatures C0 in Figure 6.5.

  ω

q

Figure 6.5: Dispersion relation with different values of spontaneous curvature. The pa-
rameter values are: κ = 1, ε = 1, δ = 0.001 and σ = 0.1.

We can compute the critical length of the instability, by using lc = π/qc where qc
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is the critical wave-length. The critical wave-length qc is taken as the value of q taken
when ω(q) = 0 for a q greater than zero. We can see how qc changes with C0 in Figure
6.5. This critical length lc gives the spatial scale for the pearling instability, which in
turn will give us the scale of the size of the produced vesicles. For example we obtain
for C0 = −0.3 that lc ≈ 7.6 and for C0 = −0.5 that lc ≈ 10 which is in agreement with
the vesicle sizes obtained. For instance, in Figure 6.3 eight vesicles can be formed in a
tube of length L = 75 and a spontaneous curvature of C0 = −0.5, as the critical length
is lc ≈ 10 in this case.

6.4.3 Gaussian modulus phase diagram

As stated before, we have three possible stable results for a membrane when taking into
account the Gaussian bending modulus κG. We can have either fission for a negative κG

big enough in relation to the bending modulus κ. If κG is negative but not big enough
respect to κ we will have a stable membrane with no fission. Lastly, for positive κG we
will result with a multiple self-connected membrane, where many holes are developed
by the membrane but it does not fission. This last case we end up with a continuous
single membrane with multiple holes.

This all depends on the sign of κG and the ratio κG/κ. A representation of the
resulting phase diagram can be seen in Figure 6.6, where we also have represented
the equation

8ε
4
κ +κG = 0 (6.14)

which defines the transition between the two phases for negative Gaussian modulus.
Equation (6.14) is obtained from Helfrich and Harbich [130] and then translated to
our diffuse membrane model.

This phase diagram is obtained for a geometry that helps the formation of vesicles
and their scission. The resulting phase diagram would change for different membrane
geometries. For example, starting with a flat infinite membrane the end result for any
κG would still be a flat membrane. With the Gaussian contribution and spontaneous
curvature you can only do so much. If the system is set up so that fission requires a
big energy contribution before happening, sometimes the spontaneous curvature can
be not enough to bring the system to the minimal energy state. However, there are me-
chanics to surpass this difficulties and a specific case will be addressed in the following
chapter.

6.5 Conclusions
A model to study membrane fusion and fission is presented. This model is developed by
addition of the Gaussian term to the bending energy of a three-dimensional membrane
phase field. This is done by expanding on already existing membrane phase-field mod-
els [24, 50, 59, 131], which has been used to study a variety of systems based on the
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�

�

Figure 6.6: Membrane shape diagram for the (κ, κG) landscape with ε = 1. (A) Multiple
self-connected membrane with positive κG, (B) neck formation without fission for κG >
−8κ, and (C) vesicle formation with a magnitude of κG <−8κ.

Helfrich theory for cellular membranes [22]. This novel phase field model can be used
to explore fission events and other topological transformations of membranes, where
the Gaussian curvature is relevant.

The model has been applied to the study of the pearling mechanism on tubes, where
a spontaneous curvature on the membrane transforms a membrane tube in an array of
spherical beads still attached together. Pearling instability has been already studied in
simulations [57, 126, 127] and experiments [128, 129]. However the results reported
here show how the inclusion of the Gaussian curvature term leads to the fission of
the pearls from the tube. However, this only happens for some values of the Gaussian
modulus κG

Moreover, we have obtained the dispersion relation that can be used to obtain the
preferred size of the vesicles given a spontaneous curvature. Both the size of the final
vesicles and the size predicted by the dispersion relation match. With increasing spon-
taneous curvature one obtains smaller vesicles, as the relation between curvature and
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radii is inverse like C0 = 1/R0.
Therefore, fission and vesicle formation from a membrane tube can be modelled

using this methodology. Not only that but this model can be used to study what would
happen if the Gaussian bending modulus were positive instead of negative. A positive
Gaussian modulus could be a way to model what happens in the Golgi apparatus where
membrane fenestration creates "handles" and holes at some areas of the organelle. In
the case of the cell not finding a mechanism to reverse the sign of this energy modulus
then one can say with certainty that the Golgi apparatus is going against the Gaussian
curvature. The only way to do this would be by working against the Gaussian energy
term with the use of molecular motors to create its characteristic handles and channels
even with a negative Gaussian bending modulus κG. In any case, the study of the
membrane fission dynamics is crucial to be able to identify the mechanisms that drive
the topological transformations in the Golgi apparatus and membranes in general.
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Chapter 7

Vesicle formation induced by
thermal fluctuations

7.1 Introduction

Vesicles are a biological component that are crucial for many biological processes, e.g.
transport vesicles [132], secretory vesicles [133], and endocytosis [134]. Many of
these biological processes require to create and destroy vesicles constantly. Even red
blood cells are known to loose membrane when they became old through shedding of
microvesicles and leading to a change in the surface-volume ratio [135]. Thus, there is
great interest in getting insight on the mechanics of vesicle formation (or vesiculation).

In the previous Chapter 6 the vesiculation of a membrane tube was studied. The
membrane tube is a geometry that aids the formation of vesicles and the fission of the
membrane into multiple vesicles [121] and that is why such geometry was chosen.
However, there are some membrane geometries that instead of aiding the vesicle for-
mation they hinder the membrane evolution towards vesiculation like for example a
flat membrane.

Prior to vesiculation the membrane will change shape and form buds through a
process which is, very originally, called budding. These buds are deformations of the
membrane and they look like a membrane sphere fused with the rest of the membrane
line in the representation of a bud in Figure 7.1. These mushroom-like deformation of
the membrane are what typically happens prior to the vesicle scission from its original
membrane where the attachment point to the main membrane is cut.

A perfectly flat membrane example is a geometry that hinders this budding process
as this geometry lacks any curved region, which difficulties membrane budding and
therefore difficulties vesiculation. However, in nature vesiculation happens in wide
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of a bud formed through the budding of a biological membrane.

variety of situations and with plenty of membrane geometries for the “mother” mem-
brane. Therefore there is much to gain in studying which mechanism can promote –or
even induce– the formation of a vesicle from a non-favourable geometry.

This is exactly what will be addressed in this chapter by using thermal fluctuations
as a mechanism to promote vesicle formation. By adding a thermal noise of enough
intensity, one would expect to be able to deform the membrane enough as to randomly
be able to obtain a membrane shape that could vesiculate. Or maybe there is a energy
wall that is impeding the flat membrane to change shape and form buds, in which
case the thermal energy might help cross this barrier to achieve success. Using the
previously shown model that introduces the Gaussian curvature term to the energy,
one can study this topological transitions properly.

In previous experimental works, temperature has been used to produce fission of
vesicles in Giant Unilamelar Vesicules (GUVs) [136] although they used the first order
phase transition in GUVs between their gel and fluid membrane states. For long it
has been known that vesicle formation is temperature-dependent [134, 137] but here
will be studied the energetics and the dynamics of vesiculation and its dependence on
temperature.

7.2 Model
The basis for this model will follow the Canham-Helfrich free energy explained in Chap-
ter 2 as well as the addition of the Gaussian curvature energy term from the previous
chapter. Then the most important parameters will be the total curvature C, the Gaus-
sian curvature K and the two physical constraints: a conservation of the total area of
the surface and of the volume contained within. This free energy is written as following

F =
∫

A

(
κ̄

2
(C−C0)

2 + κ̄GK + γA

)
dA +

∫
V

∆pdV , (7.1)

where C is the total curvature, K the mean Gaussian curvature, C0 is the spontaneous
curvature.
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In this chapter we will not forgo the Gaussian contribution as we are interested

in studying the formation of vesicles. This process changes the number of objects in

the system, a big closed membrane will split into multiple closed membranes. This in

turn changes the Euler characteristic, thus the system will be undergoing topological

transitions.

As in previous chapters, the minimisation of this free energy in equation (7.1) will

be computed numerically by using a phase field model. The resulting free energy as

a phase field will be split into two different contributions F = FC0 +FG, where FC0 is a

bending free energy for a spontaneous curvature, which reads

FC0 = κ

∫
Ω

(
(φ − εC0)(φ

2−1)− ε
2
∇

2
φ
)2

dV, (7.2)

where κ = 3
√

2κ̄/16ε3 and C0 = c0/
√

2. And, as we have seen in the previous chapter,

the energy density for the Gaussian curvature contribution will end up looking like

FG =
κG

2ε2

∫
Ω

∑
α<β

(1−φ
2)2
[
QααQββ −Q2

αβ

]
dV, (7.3)

where κG = 3
√

2εκ̄G/4. This contribution has already been presented in Chapter 2

and Chapter 6. For the sake of convenience let us refresh a couple of concepts on the

curvature tensor. The curvature tensor can be defined using the vector normal to the

surface normal vector n̂ as

Qαβ = ∇α nβ . (7.4)

This tensor represents changes in the orientation of the normal vector along the surface.

These changes are directly related to the curvature of such a surface. This curvature

tensor in turn can be defined in terms of the gradients of the order parameter φ as [62],

Qαβ =

√
2ε

1−φ 2

[
∂αβ φ +

2φ

1−φ 2 ∂αφ∂β φ

]
, (7.5)

where ∂α = ∂/∂xα , and ∂αβ = ∂ 2/∂xα∂xβ .

We can compute the dynamic equation by doing the functional derivative of both

of the free energy contributions

∂φ

∂ t
= ∇

2
(

δFC0

δφ
+

δFG

δφ

)
. (7.6)

This dynamic equation can be written explicitly in terms of the phase field order
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parameter φ which results in

∂φ

∂ t
= M(κ∇

2 ((3φ
2−1−2φεC0)Φ− ε

2
∇

2
Φ+ γ∇

2
φ
)

−κG∇
2
(

12φ

1−φ 2 FK1 +
2(3φ 2 +1)
(1−φ 2)2 FK2

)
),

(7.7)

where Φ = (φ − εC0)(φ
2− 1)− ε2∇2φ . In this dynamic equation the bending and the

Gaussian contributions can be differentiated by their energy moduli κ and κG respec-
tively. There is no need for a volume Lagrange multiplier as the dynamic equation is
written as a diffusive equation (also known as model B), however we introduce a La-
grange multiplier for area γ. The terms FKi represent the Gaussian curvature effect and
are

FK1 = ∂ααφ∂ββ φ − (∂αβ φ)2,

and
FK2 = ∂ααφ(∂β φ)2 +∂ββ φ(∂αφ)2−2∂αβ φ∂αφ∂β φ .

7.2.1 Thermal fluctuations without fluid coupling

To add a thermal behaviour to the membrane it will be necessary the use of noise. The
noise will represent the displacement generated by the random impacts of molecules on
to the membrane due to their random Brownian motion. Those impacts will displace
constantly the membrane from its average position as sketched in Figure 7.2 moving
different points of the membrane to different directions and displacements. This noise
cannot be chosen lightly and a few things have to be taken into consideration, however
the method will be independent on the explicit free energy taken so the equations will
be written in a more general way.

Average position Membrane displacement
due thermal in�uence 

Figure 7.2: Sketch of a membrane shape due to thermal displacement.

So there are many ways to add a noise to a dynamic equation, either additive or
multiplicative correlated or uncorrelated et cetera. However, as we are interested in a
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thermal behaviour this will constrain how can we add up this noise.
Thermal fluctuations, which are generated by thermal noise, are uncorrelated thor-

ough space and time, also known as delta-correlated. This means that when comparing
two different points of space the fluctuations over a long enough time require to have
no correlation between them, therefore being independent. So it is necessary to have a
noise that its intensity independent of time and space. From the Fluctuation Dissipation
Theorem we can obtain the relation between the noise variance and the temperature
via its auto-correlation which, for a noise ξ , takes the form

〈ξ (x, t)ξ (x′, t ′)〉= 2kBT
κ

δ (x−x′)δ (t− t ′), (7.8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Its inverse dependence on
the bending modulus κ comes from the fact that a higher rigidity reduces the thermal
fluctuations of a membrane. Similarly sometimes in the literature one defines an effec-
tive temperature that encompasses both T and κ and changes on the rigidity are taken
as changes on the effective temperature. The noise will be delta-correlated in time and
space, which means that there will be no correlation for the noise value between two
different points of time or space. This noise will be acting on the membrane position
through the order parameter φ .

Therefore the noise ξ will be an uncorrelated white noise with a mean 〈ξ 〉 = 0, a
standard deviation σ as Gaussian probability distribution,

P(ξ ) =
1√

2πσ2
exp
(
−(ξ −〈ξ 〉)2

2σ2

)
, (7.9)

This probability density distribution is represented in Figure 7.3. Probability densities
must vanish at ξ →±∞ as their integral over all the space must be equal to one. The
variance is the first moment of a single random variable X is defined by

σ
2 ≡ 〈[ξ −〈ξ 〉]2〉 (7.10)

and is the measure of how much the values of X deviate from the mean value 〈X〉
[138] which is also represented in Figure 7.3. Thus the intensity of the noise can be
measured with the variance σ2 and from the Fluctuation Dissipation theorem we know
that for a thermal noise this variance will be proportional to the temperature by

σ
2 =

2kBT
κ

. (7.11)

This variance, as we said before, is the measure of how much the values of ξ will
deviate from the mean, which in this case is zero. Thus we can identify in equation
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Figure 7.3: Gaussian probability distribution and its standard deviation σ . In the case of
a thermal noise this σ will be proportional to the temperature.

(7.8) that the magnitude of the auto-correlation is the variance σ2. Therefore we
can modulate the intensity of this noise via the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian
distribution.

Now to add this delta-correlated noise into the system. One has to take into account
that we are working on a phase field model, and that the position of the membrane is
obtained for the points in space with φ = 0. Using this and the fact that the system
interface will relax fast to the hyperbolic tangent profile one can simply add a noise to
the φ value around the points of the diffuse interface where −1 < φ < 1. This would be
written like

∂φ(x, t)
∂ t

= M
(

∇
2
(

δF [φ ]

δφ

)
+ξ (x, t)(1−φ

2)/ε
2
)
, (7.12)

where ξ (x, t) is a noise that has a different value at each point in space and is multiplied
by (1−φ 2) so that only the points of the membrane are perturbed while the fluid bulks
are left alone.

This noise directly added to the order parameter φ as it is a Gaussian distributed
noise with mean zero the value of φ at a given point can either go up or down. So
for a membrane point where ξ increases the value of φ positively, one shall see that
point of the membrane to move from the vesicle inside (φ = 1) outwards to the external
fluid (φ = −1) and vice-versa. That is how this phase field noise translated to spatial
fluctuations of the membrane.

In other phase field models involving liquids and interfaces the noise has been de-
fined for the flux of a volume of fluid. To to this one writes the dynamic equation like
a divergence of a flux and then introducing the noise inside this divergence [139, 140]
like ∇ξ (x, t). However we are not studying a flow, we are studying the vibration of a
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membrane inside a motionless fluid. Therefore no gradient nor divergence has been
considered for the noise.

Although the noise has a Gaussian distribution with a mean zero, the conservation
of volume and area can be violated. That is because for the distribution having mean
zero translates to an the average of the displacements is zero over long periods of time.
However between two points in time one could see a variation of either volume or
area. In this chapter we should distinguish from the start between general area/volume
conservation (for the whole system) and the area/volume conservation of each single
vesicle.

The general area however will be maintained by the Lagrange multiplier γA, so
one should only worry about volume for noises that are not too extreme. The general
volume and area conservation depends first of all on the noise intensity, so all volume
conservation will end up breaking down for noises that are too intense. To understand
the influence of the noise on the general volume conservation we have to understand
that each point of the membrane gets a different φ displacement. As the noise is only
applied on the volume of membrane, the bigger a vesicle we have the lower the ratio
of "membrane" to "intracellular volume" we have. This is due to the fact that the ratio
of the surface area vs enclosed volume gets bigger for smaller vesicles, as the width
of the membrane is constant. If the interface occupies a space of similar volume to
the enclosed intracellular volume one will have problems of volume conservation very
easily. Thus, the bigger the vesicle, the bigger the number of points that are influenced
by the noise and the closer the average of all these fluctuations is to zero. This makes
so having big enough vesicles should correct the largest part of the volume fluctuations.

Therefore for big simulations is easy to ensure the general conservation of volume
and surface area for the whole system. However, this is more difficult to ensure for
each individual vesicle, as its size will depend on the spontaneous curvature of the
membrane in most cases the resulting vesicles are small. This could be addressed by
adding complex Lagrange multipliers to the model, however with the model as is one
can study whether vesiculation happen or not, its energetics, and the dynamics that
bring a membrane to vesiculate. The proper modelling of the vesicles after they have
scissioned from the mother membrane would add little or nothing given our goals.

7.3 Vesicle formation promoted by thermal fluctuations
Vesicle formation can be studied by using the complete bending energy that takes also
into account the Gaussian curvature term. However, for some geometries we will find
that even for values of the Gaussian rigidity modulus κG that should produce fission,
sometimes nothing happens. This is due to the fact that while some geometries pro-
mote fission, like a membrane tube as seen in the previous chapter, some others do the
opposite and difficult the fission of the membrane. An example of this is a flat infinite
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membrane, where the curvature is zero and even if the membrane has a spontaneous
curvature C0, there is a barrier of energy that you need to surpass to be able to reach
fission. Therefore for cases where fission brings the system to a lower energy configu-
ration, if geometry is not promoting the fission, the membrane will need another way
to promote fission. This is where the temperature can come in and play a role.

Figure 7.4: Left: Snapshot of a flat membrane under conditions where fission is energet-
ically favourable, however due to the starting geometry we see no change over time on
the membrane shape. The parameters used T = 0, ε = 1, κ = 1, κG = −10 and C0 = −0.5.
Right: Snapshot of a fluctuating flat membrane under conditions where fission is energeti-
cally favourable and with low temperature. The parameters used T = 1.33 ·10−5(IU), ε = 1,
κ = 1, κG =−0.5 and C0 =−0.25.

Thermal energy can be measured with the kB Boltzmann constant and the relation

ET = kBT, (7.13)

where kB a value of kB = 1.38065 ·10−23J K−1 [141]. If we introduce a Gaussian white
noise on the membrane position, we can mimic the temperature. With enough thermal
energy we expect the membrane to have enough energy to produce fission. This will
depend on the interplay between temperature and the bending and Gaussian rigidi-
ties κ and κG respectively. If the temperature is not enough, for a given spontaneous
curvature C0, κ and κG we will find that even though the membrane can fluctuate the
fluctuations will not be enough to bend the membrane enough so that a bud can be pro-
duced. If a bud is produced even for a short amount of time, the Gaussian contribution
will scission the membrane in two producing a vesicle.
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7.3 Vesicle formation promoted by thermal fluctuations

This process can be modelled using our stochastic phase field model with the ad-
ditional Gaussian contribution. However, our goal with this method is not to simulate
physics that model perfectly the dynamics of the vesicles after scission as we are only
interested in the process that brings us to the fission event itself. The true wonder is to
obtain vesicle formation starting with a geometry that difficults fission.

From Chapter 6 we know that, for a Gaussian curvature modulus that satisfies
κG > −8ε4κ (for the phase field bending and Gaussian moduli) we know that we can
get fission. When adding temperature to the flat membrane one could start to see fluc-
tuations that take the shape of something like Figure 7.4 B. In this case we have a
flat membrane in the presence of a white noise generating thermal fluctuations. This
thermal fluctuations however are not big enough to produce vesicle formation.

If we keep cranking up the temperature for a given C0 and κG and κ we shall find
vesiculation. This vesiculation process is a random process, so it can be hard to know
for sure if with more time a simulation would actually fission or would not. Therefore
an amount of time has to be chosen so that is long enough as to be able to say that if
no vesiculation has happened up to that point then vesiculation is not possible for that
combination of parameters.

Figure 7.5: The parameters used T = 3.6 ·10−5(IU), ε = 1, κ = 1, κG =−5.0 and C0 =−0.25.
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With enough temperature we change phase into the vesiculation phase, where we
can obtain vesicles from a flat membrane like in Figure 7.5. If we keep the simulation
running we can see vesicles keep forming until they fill all the simulated space. How-
ever, the simulated vesicles after detachment do not behave rigorously. In the end we
have small volumes with a Gaussian white noise, which has an average value of zero
but still this white noise makes so that the vesicles volume fluctuates over time, even
is the average over time of change is zero. This is why one has to take into account
that this model and simulations intend to simulate and study the process up to fission,
including the fission itself, but has no interest in continuing the simulation much longer.

One could expand the model so that the scissioned vesicles behave more rigorously,
however this would be complex and computationally costing. This would require do
distinguish between local volume conservation for each vesicle, and the phenomenol-
ogy would not change. The phenomenology of this system is all contained by the pre-
sented model for this kind of geometry. It has been proven that the even a membrane
with a geometry unfavourable for fission, if it is combined with a temperature, one can
obtain fission and vesicle formation. The only remaining question left is how the phase
space looks in function of the free parameters, and how the transition between vesicle
formation phase and fluctuating phase looks like.

7.3.1 Positive Gaussian modulus

Changing the sign of Gaussian modulus κG to a positive one completely changes the
results. Getting the system to vesiculate seems impossible, even for unrealistically high
noise the Gaussian contribution can hold the membrane together. The morphology of
the membrane also changes, for very big noises like in Figure 7.6 we can see huge de-
formations and valleys much bigger than the vesicles produced with negative Gaussian
modulus κG but without losing the membrane coherence.

Figure 7.6: Left: Membrane fluctuating with T=6.4 ·10−5IU and C0 =−0.25. Right: Mem-
brane fluctuating with T=256 · 10−5IU and C0 = −0.25. Little matters the intensity of the
noise, for positive Gaussian modulus we find no topological transitions. For very high
noises the membrane curves and stays curved, but does not go further than that.
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Some of the temperatures introduced in Figure 7.6 are two orders of magnitude
over the previously simulated temperatures. Nonetheless, even if the spontaneous cur-
vature term would prefer to have spheres of radius R0 = 1/C0 it seems to not matter
how much thermal energy we introduce. In the end the Gaussian term seems to dom-
inate the fate of the membrane, holding it together and not reaching by far not even
the formation of a bud.

Usually the Gaussian contribution is thought of only influencing the system when
small membrane necks and other shapes close to topological transitions happen. How-
ever, the results obtained seem to suggest that the Gaussian term is changing radically
how the membrane deforms at all stages and membrane geometries, at least for ther-
mal fluctuations.

The lack of vesiculation makes sense given the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, which as
seen in Chapter 2 states that ∫

Ω

K dS = 2πχ(Ω), (7.14)

where χ(Ω) is the Euler characteristic as we have already seen in Chapter 2 and is a
topological invariant. Therefore, the energy contribution of the Gaussian curvature is a
constant unless the topology of the system changes. The Euler characteristic describes
the system as

χ(Ω) = 2(N−g), (7.15)

where N is the number of objects and g is the number of holes. Given that the Gaussian
energy term is

κG

∫
Ω

K dS,

and κG is taken positive in these cases, one would expect that increasing the number
of holes would lower the energy of the system. And even if the configuration is hard to
achieve the high temperatures used should be giving the necessary energy to produce
any membrane deformation necessary.

Therefore, maybe the most intriguing of all is not reaching a self-connected mem-
brane like we see in Chapter 6. One would expect with this level of noise to maybe go
through topological transitions but in the direction of increasing the number of holes
and thus decreasing the Euler characteristic and the Gaussian contribution. This might
be point to the plane membrane being a geometry even worse for obtaining multiple
self-connected membranes than for vesicle formation, and maybe this could be even
quantified.

7.3.2 Vesiculation Phase diagram

The parameters that play a role in whether fission happens or not are the temperature
T , the bending and Gaussian modulus κ and κG and the spontaneous curvature C0.
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However, from the equation
8ε

4
κ +κG = 0, (7.16)

we know that the important factor on the moduli values is the ratio between them
κG/κ. So using this we can reduce the number of parameters by one, down to three:
T , κG/κ, and C0.

If we want to plot the phase diagram as a function of the three free parameters we
would need to do a 3D plot, and that could be hard to read. Therefore, one way can
be to plot the phase diagram of two free parameters fixing the third one. We can see a
phase diagram for a fixed spontaneous curvature C0 =−0.25 and C0 =−0.10 in Figure
7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Phase diagram of vesicle formation from a flat membrane depending on tem-
perature T and the energy moduli ratio κG/κ for a fixed spontaneous curvature C0. The
simulations had a size of 40×40×44 and a membrane width of ε = 1.

The spontaneous curvature value helps the vesiculation process. The bigger C0

the bigger the drop in energy between a flat surface (with curvature zero) and the a
spherical vesicle of literally any curvature value, as it will reduce the bending energy
contribution

κ(C−C0)
2.

We can see when comparing the two plots in Figure 7.7 that when decreasing the
spontaneous curvature to C0 =−0.10 there are areas in the phase diagram that change
phase. It is be more pronounced for lower energy moduli ratios of κG/κ.

What we are seeing in the results is that there is an energy barrier that one has
to surpass to obtain vesicle formation. This energy barrier is being surpassed with
the temperature. So for any combination of C0 and |κG/κ| there is a energy barrier
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of a given magnitude, which decreases when increasing either C0 or |κG/κ|. So for
a given energy barrier we are seeing in the phase diagrams of in Figure 7.7 how we
need a minimum temperature to be able to pass from the fluctuating phase into the
vesiculating phase.

7.3.3 Estimating the real temperature

In this chapter we will be using the internal computational units (IU) for the parame-
ters. This is due the fact that those are the actual numbers running inside the simula-
tion, and a translation from internal units to real units involves estimation and approx-
imation to a degree. So it is more accurate to give the parameters with their internal
units. However, let us see which kind of temperatures are we simulating and how do
we obtain them.

For the estimation on the temperature we will be using the Mean Square Displace-
ment (MSD) 〈|h|2〉. To this end we need to compute the exact position of the membrane
over time. We will do this by interpolating the position φ(x,y) = 0 to obtain h(x,y). For
a flat membrane is easy as we only need to go through the direction z until finding
the φ value closest to zero for each position (x,y). This value z will be our height
h(x,y) = z(x,y).

With this information we can use the following equation [142]

〈|h|2〉 ≈ AkB T
4π3κ

, (7.17)

where A = L2 is the surface area of the system and L its length. However, previous
literature report a slightly different expression for this [34]

〈|h|2〉= kBT
2πκ

q−2
min =

AkB T
8π3κ

, (7.18)

where qmin is the lower cutoff wave-vector and has a value qmin = 2π/
√

A. We will stick
with the first one but it should be pointed out that there could be an extra factor 2.

Using this expressions we can compare the numerically obtained 〈|h|2〉 with the
temperature T and the bending modulus κ. So, we can easily know A and 〈|h|2〉 from
a simulation and we can also fix κ. Therefore we can find the thermal energy of the
system from equation (7.17)

kB T = 4π
3
κ
〈|h|2〉

A
, (7.19)

this will be independent on the scale that we are simulating. The importance is not if
we are simulating a L = 400µm or L = 1µm system in length, but the ratio between the
surface area and the MSD. Moreover, the final temperature depends strongly on the
rigidity κ. The bending modulus can take a wide range of values, from κ ≈ 10kBTa to
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T = 0.1 ·10−5 IU T = 1.6 ·10−5 IU T = 3.6 ·10−5 IU
κ = 10kBTa 28 K 444 K 1000 K
κ = 70kBTa 225 K 3600 K 8100 K

Table 7.1: Temperatures from IU to Kelvin for different internal values and different rigidi-
ties measured in kBTa where Ta = 298K and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

κ ≈ 100kBTa where Ta = 298K. From this expression we can see that for a membrane
with double the bending modulus κ we will need double the temperature to have the
same MSD.

So to understand if the simulated temperatures are too high we take a simulation
with a fairly high temperature where we define that Tinternal = 3.6 · 10−5IU . From that
simulation we study the MSD and obtain it to be 〈|h|2〉= 0.5∆x2 for a flat square mem-
brane of area A = 40× 40 = 1600∆x2. Introducing this information in equation (7.19)
results in

kB T ≈ 0.39κ. (7.20)

Therefore, the final temperature for this simulation will depend in whether are we
simulating soft giant unilamelar κGUV = 10kBTa vesicles or a bit more sturdier red blood
cells κRBC = 70kBTa. The resulting thermal energy for each κGUV and κRBC respectively
is

kB T ≈ 4kBTa,

and
kB T ≈ 27kBTa.

So depending on the bending modulus of the membrane κ at Tinternal = 3.6 ·10−5IU we
are simulating around T = 1000K and T = 8100K. This is a huge range of temperatures
available to simulate depending on κ. However, the results here range mainly from
Tinternal = 0.1 ·10−5IU up to Tinternal = 1.6 ·10−5IU , which result in the wide temperature
ranges represented in Table 7.1. Looking at the temperature range form this table one
can see that our results do not seem to represent adequate temperature ranges for more
rigid membranes, like the ones of red blood cells. So our simulations can be used to
represent a range of real biological membranes of low-medium bending rigidity κ with
realistic temperatures.

With these results we can plot the region where water is liquid in the previous phase
diagram. Looking at Figure 7.8 we can see how depending on the bending modulus
we should look at different regions. With this we can look for a given bending if a
transition to vesiculation or fluctuation regimes is possible by changing T , C0, or κG.
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Figure 7.8: Phase diagram of vesicle formation depending on temperature T and the
energy moduli ratio κG/κ for a fixed spontaneous curvature C0. In colours we find different
regions where water is liquid depending on the bending modulus κ. Simulations size of
40×40×44 and membrane width ε = 1.

7.3.4 Energy evolution

Overall these simulations are driven mainly through the decrease in the Gaussian en-
ergy term FG from equation (7.3), which we can see how it decreases over time in
Figure 7.9. This energy term starts decreasing once the first vesicles fission from the
main membrane. However, there seems to be an energy barrier to surpass, so the simu-
lations that do not have a high enough temperature cannot get to lower their Gaussian
energy term.

There is also the Curvature term per unit area (or curvature energy density) plotted
in Figure 7.9. This term is obtained from FC0/A by using equation (7.2) and the surface
area of the membrane. This term in general decreases or remains constant, depending
on whether we have vesicle formation or not. In simulations where we have a normal
vesiculation process the vesicles formed get a curvature closer to C0 than when they
where flat (C = 0) and thus reduce the term (C−C0)

2 from the free energy.
So let us address the reason for studying the energy density of the curvature term

instead of the total energy term. To understand it we should look at Figure 7.10
where the Curvature term integrated over all the space is plotted next to the area
evolution. We can see how both energy and area increase almost identically. This
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Figure 7.9: Evolution over time of the two energy contributions for a series of simulations,
in some there is vesiculation and in some there is not. From the bending free energy we
have the Gaussian energy term and the Curvature term energy density. In the plot there
are both simulations where vesiculation occurs and some simulations where it does not.

happens because in the end having membrane has an energy cost in the Curvature
term of the free energy, thus any increase in surface area increases the Curvature term
of the free energy. Meanwhile, the Gaussian energy term due to the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem is proportional to the number of objects and holes as seen in equation (7.14).
Therefore the Gaussian energy contribution should not increase due an increase in
area. In conclusion the best way to understand the evolution of the membrane in a
vesiculation scenario where area is not conserved is to plot the complete Gaussian term
and the Curvature term per unit area.

Finally we have studied the chemical potential term squared
∫

µ2dV where the
chemical potential is defined with the functional derivative

µ =
δF
δφ

and is represented in Figure 7.11. This term clearly shows that the changes on the
membrane are driven by a very specific thermal energy, we can see a clear offset on µ2

at each different temperature. The value of this offset is clearly related to the tempera-
ture of the system and all simulations at the same temperature overlap as can be seen
in Figure 7.11. In cases where there will be vesiculation this term starts climbing up,
before vesiculation starts.

Different values of κG will make so that the energy contribution of each vesicle
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Figure 7.10: Evolution over time of the complete Curvature energy term and the mem-
brane area. This system has a reservoir of area so it can increase or decrease the area to be
able to create vesicles.
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Figure 7.11: Evolution over time of the chemical potential squared or µ2 for different
simulations. In the plot there are both simulations where vesiculation occurs and some
simulations where it does not.

created is bigger. Thus the slope of the Gaussian energy term over time will depend on
both temperature T and the Gaussian modulus κG. The effect of κG on the simulations
that vesiculate can be seen in Figure 7.12. In this Figure one can see how the rate
of change over time of the energy is very dependent on the Gaussian modulus κG.
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The temperature can be seen to change also that rate between the two simulations of
Figure 7.12 that share the same modulus κG =−0.30. However, κG seems to be more
influential on the energy terms than the temperature.
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Figure 7.12: Evolution over time of the two energy contributions for a series of simula-
tions. From the bending free energy we have the Gaussian energy term and the Curvature
term. In all simulations there is vesiculation and the main change in the rate at which the
energy changes is mediated by the Gaussian modulus κG.

For the curvature energy density in Figure 7.12 we can see a similar behaviour as
in previous plots for all the range of κG. In some cases the curvature term climbs back
again. In these cases the κG is so big that its dominating over the curvature term and
the vesicles deform in non-spherical ways to try to fit more vesicles.

In Figure 7.12 one can also see how after a long time of vesiculation the Gaussian
and Curvature energy terms stop changing and plateau again. This happens because
in these simulations that have been left to run a long time the system reaches a point
where all the space is full of vesicles and there is no room to put any more.

7.3.5 Turning off the noise

The noise (or temperature) is necessary to kick-start the fission process, however there
is no need to maintain it after a certain point. Even for simulations where there has
still not been a single fission event, if the membrane is already curved enough due to
the temperature, even after turning off the noise it will end in multiple fission events.

Another consequence of the noise is that the vesicle shape and dynamics are a bit
rough. One can see edges that one would not expect under normal circumstances as
the resulting vesicles sometimes deform into rough shapes. This can be seen in the left
plot of Figure 7.13. This happens because the vesicles are rather small and when in
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comparison with the thermal fluctuations the latter are big enough to deform a lot the
vesicles. As the fluctuations are rather big at the size scale of a vesicle, it also makes
more difficult to conserve area and volume and, most importantly, to be dominated by
the bending. However as stated earlier, the point of these simulations is not to have a
rigorous description of the vesicles after the fission but to study the process that leads
to fission.

Figure 7.13: When thermal noise is present the membrane shape has more rough edges
and might stick to new vesicles if there is no more room left. After turning the noise off,
the vesicles take their preferred spherical shape.

To prove that this weird behaviour after fission is due to the noise and not to mis-
takes in the computation or the model we study what happens if we turn the noise
off mid-way through a simulation. One can see that after an initial kickoff where the
membrane starts to be deformed enough to generate vesicles, even if turning off the
temperature one will still get vesiculation. We can see this case in Figure 7.13, where
after reaching a point where the membrane starts to generate vesicles we turn off the
temperature and the vesicles behave more properly and vesiculation continues. This
happens because the fluctuations made the system reach a much better geometry to
fission and until reaching the steady state more vesicles will be formed only due to the
Gaussian energy contribution.

7.4 Conclusions
There are some geometries that are harder to deform than others. A flat infinite mem-
brane for example is one, as even with a high spontaneous curvature the membrane
does not deform and stays in the meta-stable flat state. But only studying fission of
geometries that aid the vesiculation process seems limiting.
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Thus, here we study the vesiculation of a flat membrane by introducing a thermal
noise to the membrane. This thermal noise is used to promote vesiculation, as if we
introduce big enough fluctuations the system is able to start the vesiculation process. In
the end the thermal energy related to this noise by kBT is helping the system overcome
an energy barrier and achieve a lower energy state.

For vesicles with a positive Gaussian modulus κG there is no intensity of noise (or
temperature) that can make the system vesiculate. This does not change even when in-
creasing the spontaneous curvature, which makes even more energetically favourable
to have spherical vesicles of radius R0 = 1/C0. We also do not observe the membrane
to use this thermal fluctuations to create handles or passages to become what we have
called in the previous chapter a multiple self-connected membrane like we see in Chap-
ter 6. One would expect with this level of noise to maybe go through topological tran-
sitions by increasing the number of holes. The increase in the number of holes would
decrease the Euler characteristic and therefore the Gaussian contribution. This might
be point to the plane membrane being a geometry even worse for obtaining multiple
self-connected membranes than for vesicle formation.

A phase diagram for a couple of different spontaneous curvatures are obtained as
function of the temperature T and the ratio of the bending and Gaussian modulus
κG/κ. This is done to show how the spontaneous curvature, the temperature and
the ratio κG/κ facilitate or hinders vesiculation. The temperature shows to module if
vesiculation will be able to happen or not for a given ratio κG/κ. The results clearly
show how higher spontaneous curvatures help the vesiculation process by lowering
the energy barrier to overcome, however also changing the final size of the produced
vesicles.

The model does not perfectly model the physics of the resulting vesicles, as the
noise can be big enough to make their area and volume fluctuate. This could be fixed
by making the model more complex, however we see no point in doing it. The spirit of
this work is to study whether vesiculation can happen or not given some mechanical pa-
rameters and use it to further our knowledge of vesiculation processes and mechanisms
in nature.

We have studied the energetics of fission and one can see how the Gaussian term
decreases during vesiculation, as-well as the curvature term at the start. Moreover we
have discovered how the chemical potential squared is useful in predicting both the
temperature and whether vesiculation will happen or not. This is so because this term
is a very straight line that is proportional to the temperature and only deviates from
this plateau if vesicle formation will happen.

One could expand the model so that the scissioned vesicles have a more rigorously
description, with a better conservation of area and volume for each formed vesicle.
However, this would be complex and computationally costing and is out of the scope
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of our work, as our main goal is to study how the vesicles are created. This would
require do distinguish between local volume conservation for each vesicle, and the
phenomenology would not change. The phenomenology of this system is all contained
by the presented model for this kind of geometry. It has been proven that the even a
membrane with a geometry unfavourable for fission, if it is combined with a tempera-
ture, one can obtain fission and vesicle formation.
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Chapter 8

Flickering and fluctuation spectra

8.1 Thermal fluctuations in membranes
The combination of the soft mechanical properties of the cellular membrane with its
small scale generates a very dynamic structure that undergo constant shape fluctua-
tions mostly due to thermal noise. This quasi two-dimensional interface of the cell is
in some cases crucial for the function of such organism, like the case of the red blood
cells or the muscle tissue cells. However, due to its nanometric thickness the study
its properties and dynamics can be difficult but their fluctuating behaviour can be ex-
ploited to characterise and extract information about the cell. The experimental study
of membrane fluctuations to study the cell characteristics is typically done with Red
Blood Cells (RBC) as its a simple cell without nucleus, which makes easier to study just
the membrane. Moreover there is a big interest in this cell as the active behaviour of
the red blood cell seems modify how the membrane fluctuates.

Some experiments on red blood cell deformation consist on using optical tweezers
combined with the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem [11, 12] or micro-pipette tech-
niques [31]. But the red blood cell has also been studied by observing its thermal fluc-
tuations, either in flickering microscopy (also called video microscopy) experiments
[10, 32, 33, 34] where they use an optical microscope or with more sophisticated
Diffraction Phase Microscopy [13, 35, 36]. These last approaches may have some re-
strictions in the information available to obtain but it also ensures that the results
obtained are intrinsic to the membrane, independent of the experimental method and
not altered by scale-dependent effects of the cell. Recent studies on red blood cells are
focused on disease diagnosis through understanding of the cell mechanics [67, 68, 69].

8.1.1 Experimental works

There are many experimental works studying the thermal fluctuations of the red blood
cell membrane and other works on induced fluctuations studying the response of the
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red blood cell. Most of these studies have the main goal to study the active nature of
the red blood cell membrane or to obtain mechanical properties of the cells, like the
bending rigidity κ. To understand better the fluctuating nature of the red blood cell
lets look at data from the literature on red blood cell membrane fluctuations.

8.1.1.1 Flickering microscopy

Flickering microscopy is the experimental technique where red blood cells are filmed
using a microscopy and using image detection software one tracks and studies the
position of the membrane over time. This technique is completely passive and do not
involve interaction with the studied cell.

In Figure 8.1 we can see the results from Rodríguez-García et al. [10] where they
study the membrane fluctuations of membranes with different rigidities. In these re-
sults one can see the scale of the average membrane displacements h over all the points
in membrane where ∆h is the standard deviation measuring how big they are. To
change the rigidity of the red blood cells they either drug them with stiffening drugs
(Figure 8.1 C) or deplete them of ATP (Figure 8.1 B).

Figure 8.1: Characteristic membrane-fluctuation time traces tracked at an arbitrary point
in the equatorial profile of RBCs. The data correspond to RBCs with a discocyte shape at
different activity states. (A) A healthy flicker (dysh) upon cytoskeleton activity. (B and
C) Passive cases include drugged RBCs (dysd) after ATP depletion in PBS buffer (B) and
cells fixed with glutaraldehyde (dys f ) (C). Although most RBCs in the passive conditions
appeared as nonfluctuating speckled echinocytes, some retained their discocyte shape and
continued to fluctuate (dysd and dys f ). The normalised histograms at right represent the
probability distributions of the membrane displacements averaged over all the points in
the equatorial profile (∆h is the standard deviation). Adapted from Rodríguez-García et al.
[10].

The changes in rigidity are shown to change the standard deviation of the fluctu-
ations, therefore decreasing the average amplitude of the membrane fluctuations (de-
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creasing how much they move). They report Gaussian distributions for the membrane

displacements h when looking at a single point in the membrane in all cases.

8.1.1.2 Quantitative Phase Imaging

While flickering microscopy can only measure the position of the cell equator, Diffrac-

tion Phase Microscopy (a quantitative phase imaging technique) measures the position

of each point of the membrane for a single side of the cell, giving a 2D map of the

membrane position. In Popescu et al [143] we see an example of use of this technique

adapted in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Dynamic images of RBCs provided by the DPM instrument. (a) Physical map
of a normal RBC. (b) Instantaneous displacement map of the cells in panel a shows areas
with relatively little displacement over time (red circle), while other areas show net positive
(blue circle) or negative (green circle) displacement over the course of these measurement.
(c) The instantaneous restoring force f and (d) the temporal (τ) coherence map. Adapted
from Popescu et al. [143].

This technique gives similar results to microscopy flickering but the data is more

complete, being a whole 2D displacement map instead of only the cell equator. How-

ever, it is more challenging to implement. Nonetheless, data obtained from these ex-

periments properly show how soft is the membrane of the red blood cells. One can see

in Figure 8.2a how bumpy the membrane is, instead of an idealised smooth surface,

and that is because of the temperature coupled to this soft mechanical properties of the

membrane.
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8.1.1.3 Optical tweezers

Using optical tweezers one can manipulate the red blood cells. For example in Turlier
et al [11], as can be seen in Figure 8.3, they fix four beads to a red blood cell and
manipulate them using optical tweezers. They do both experiments and simulations
and Figure 8.3 is a simulation that is mimicking their experimental setup. What they
do in this work is fixing the position of three of the beads in space and move the fourth
one.

Figure 8.3: Simulations mimicking the experimental conditions. (a) Simulation setup
with a RBC and four beads attached. Three beads (marked by crosses) are used as handles
via a harmonic potential, while the fourth probe bead (marked by a two-side arrow) is
sinusoidally driven to measure the mechanical response or let free for monitoring its fluc-
tuations. (b) Illustration of a bead, whose centre-of-mass is held in a harmonic potential.
The harmonic potential mimics the optical tweezer trap in experiments and assumes the
same strength for this trap. Adapted from Turlier et al [11].

With the fourth bead they can either let it free and measure its position to analyse
membrane displacement at that single point the bead is attached or move it by using
an optical tweezer. Using the optical tweezer they induce fluctuations to the membrane
using this moving bead, and measure the required strength to move the bead.

8.2 Model

8.2.1 Topologically invariant Helfrich membrane with noise

As in the previous chapters, the model is based in the well known Canham-Helfrich
energy [22, 39] for a 2D surface with two physical constraints: a conservation of the
total area of the surface and of the volume contained within. For convenience lets
rewrite the free energy for a membrane without surface tension

F =
∫

A

(
κ

2
(C−C0)

2 + κ̄K + γA

)
dA +

∫
V

∆pdV , (8.1)
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where H is the mean curvature, K the mean Gaussian curvature, H0 is a possible spon-
taneous mean curvature. The equation previously been shown but is repeated here for
convenience. To simplify the results and to have one less free parameter the sponta-
neous mean curvature will be taken as zero. There is γA and ∆p which are the Lagrange
multiplier that ensures the area and volume conservation respectively and κ the bend-
ing modulus of each curvature. In addition, taking into account that the mean Gaussian
curvature is a topological invariant, as stated by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [144], its
contribution is constant. Therefore the Gaussian curvature K will not be taken into
account during the formulation.

This will be the total energy used for the computation of the temporal evolution,
therefore we will not be taking into account any kind of cytoskeleton or spectrin net-
work effect. The reason being that an attached spectrin network will be considered
to just add an in-plane shear resistance having a negligible influence on bending re-
sistance. Therefore, as the scales of thermal deformations is small and there is no big
nor fast shape transitions in the system the elasticity and shear resistance from the
cytoskeleton will be neglected.

As can be seen in Chapter 2 the Canham-Helfrich bending free energy written in
function of our order parameter φ , as done by Campelo and Hernández-Machado [24],
leads to the following free energy

F [φ ] =
κ

2

∫
V

([
−φ +φ

3− ε
2
∇

2
φ
]2
+ γAε

2(∇φ)2
)

dV , (8.2)

for a membrane of width ε. Again, as the dynamic equation will be written as a model
B there is no need to use the Lagrange multiplier for volume conservation. The final
dynamic equation for this chapter will be the same as the one obtained in Chapter 7

∂φ(x, t)
∂ t

= M
(

∇
2
(

δF [φ ]

δφ

)
+ξ (x, t)(1−φ

2)/ε
2
)
, (8.3)

however in this case, the free energy F [φ ] will forgo the Gaussian curvature term. De-
tails on the noise ξ (x, t) are mostly addressed in Chapter 7. There is a function added to
shorten the result, which is Φ[φ ] = (−φ +φ 3− ε2∇2φ) as in previous chapters. The sys-
tem following this equation will conserve its volume thanks to its diffusive formulation
and the area by the Lagrange multiplier γA.

How we introduce this noise will be of great significance for the model, as we have
to make sure it does not break neither of the system constraints while mimics a thermal
behaviour. As in Chapter 6 noise term ξ will be a Gaussian white noise with mean zero
and also has to be delta-correlated in space and time. From the Fluctuation Dissipation
Theorem, and from Chapter 6 we obtain the relation between the noise variance and
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the temperature via its auto-correlation. We rewrite the equation for convenience,
which takes the form

〈ξ (x, t)ξ (x′, t ′)〉= 2kBT
κ

δ (x−x′)δ (t− t ′), (8.4)

where kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature of the system. Consequently,
as the noise auto-correlation (8.4) is equal to the variance σ2 for x = x′ and t = t ′,
obtaining the direct relation σ2 = 2kBT/κ. Therefore we can modulate the intensity of
this noise via the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian distribution.

We have to keep in mind that is a noise for the position of the interface and the
interface is defined by the points of space which take values −1 < φ < 1. Thus the noise
is only applied at the membrane points thanks to the term (1−φ 2) of equation (8.3).
As stated in Chapter 6, in other phase field models the noise has been defined like a
noise for the flux of a volume of fluid and therefore introducing the noise inside this
divergence [139, 140]. However we are introducing a spatial non-conserved noise,
which overall will balance itself out across the membrane but is not conservative by
itself. The aim of this noise is to simply mimic a change in position on a membrane
point due to temperature. Finally during the computation of the evolution the state
of the system is printed every some tens of thousand of time-steps. Therefore the
change generated by the noise at each time-step does not enter into the analysis of the
evolution, just its accumulative effect over a moderate time length.

8.3 Power Spectrum

To understand the underlying mechanics of a fluctuating system, we can study its dis-
placements in the Fourier space to study the fluctuation separated in wave-vectors. The
power spectrum represents the weight that each wave vector q has when we decompose
the membrane fluctuations in simple waves.

We work with the membrane displacement from its equilibrium position h(x, t).
Transforming this membrane displacement h(x, t) to the Fourier space, results in h(q, t)
where q is a wave-vector or wave number of a fluctuation. Then the power spectrum
will be computed by averaging over time t the product of membrane displacement h(q)
times its conjugate so

〈h(q)h∗(q)〉t = 〈hqh−q〉, (8.5)

as in this case h∗(q) = h(−q).

However, before starting to compute the power spectrum of the numerical results,
lets see from the literature and by analytical means which spectra can one expect for a
biological membrane. From literature we know that –in the limit of small fluctuations
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and for a infinitely large membrane– is known to usually be

〈|hq|2〉=
kBT

κq4 + γq2 , (8.6)

as can be seen in Brochard and Lennon famous article on red blood cell flickering [145]
although this expression can vary for more complex membranes [146]. So, knowing
which is the final result let us see how one obtains this.

8.3.1 Prove of the Power Spectrum with the Oseen tensor

For this prove we use the relaxation rate ωq, for a membrane displacement that behaves
in the Fourier space as

h(q, t) = h0e−iqx+ωqt , (8.7)

where a fluctuation with a mode q will decay with a time-scale following the relaxation
rate ωq. Thus the time-scale of the relaxation for a fluctuation will be τq = 1/ωq.

Starting off from the over-damped Langevin equation for the equation of motion of
a membrane for the displacement h and transform it to Fourier space. The first half of
the derivation follows Turlier and Betz work [142]. The starting Langevin equation

ḣ(x, t) =
∫

d3x′Λ(x−x′)
[
− δH

δh(x′, t)
+ξ (x′, t)

]
, (8.8)

with thermal noise ξ and the Oseen tensor Λ and the functional derivative of the Hamil-
tonian H in the Monge representation. Doing the Fourier transform of this equation
leads to

ḣq(t)+Λq(κq4 + γq2)hq(t) = Λqξq(t). (8.9)

Now the term multiplying hq can be identified as the relaxation rate ωq. For mem-
brane coupled with the fluid by Navier-Stokes through the diagonal part of the Oseen
tensor in the Fourier space Λq = 1/4ηq for a viscosity η . Therefore the relaxation rate
is

ωq = (γq+κq3)/4η = Λq(γq2 +κq4). (8.10)

This is the relaxation rate obtained by Brochard and Lennon [145] and is also known
as the Slow Mode. Introducing it to the Langevin equation

ḣq(t)+ωqhq(t) = Λqξq(t). (8.11)

Now transforming to frequencies by Fourier ends giving a displacement h in the fre-
quency space as

hq(ω) =
Λqξ (ω)

−iω +ωq
.
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This last expression leads to the Power Spectrum or Power Spectral Density by

〈|hq(ω)|2〉=
Λ2

q〈|ξ (ω)|2〉
ω2 +ω2

q
, (8.12)

getting the Spectrum of the frequency by integrating the modes or vice-versa. This is
combined with the auto-correlation of a thermal noise obeying the Fluctuation Dissipa-
tion Theorem gives [142]

〈ξq(t)ξq′(t ′)〉= 2kBT Λ
−1
q δ (q+q′)δ (t− t ′). (8.13)

Combining all of the above we reach the modes Power Spectrum

〈|hqh−q|〉=
∫

∞

−∞

dω
Λ2

q〈|ξ (ω)|2〉
ω2 +ω2

q
=

2kBT Λq

ωq
, (8.14)

that finally leads to the expression

〈|hqh−q|〉=
2kBT

γq2 +κq4 . (8.15)

So following this procedure we obtain the same equation (8.6).

8.4 Parametrisation

To study the spectrum of the simulated membrane we have to define how do we obtain
the membrane position. The easiest geometry to study will be circular cells. It will be
easier to study this membranes as the parametrisation will be simpler, as it is much
easier to define the radial position of each point in the membrane for a circle than a
discoid. In addition, for a circle it will be also easier to define the distance between two
points in the membrane than for any other shape.

The parametrisation chosen for a 2D circular membranes is represented in Figure
8.4B, where the position of the membrane is described by r(t,θ) where θ is the angle
between the point position and the axis origin. For the case of a 3D discoidal membrane
the same parametrisation will be used, however only the equator of the membrane will
be obtained and analysed, similar to how it is done in flickering microscopy experi-
ments [10].

The points θi and θi+1 will be spaced by ∆θ . Even though the parameter used is an
angle θ the angular distance ∆θ will be proportional to a distance on the membrane d
by d ' ∆θ · r. Therefore the angle θ can be used as the coordinate for position as well
as for distances on the membrane.
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5 μm

A

Figure 8.4: A Image obtained in a flickering microscopy experiment of a Red Blood Cell
with a discoidal shape. B Sketch of the parameters used to describe the membrane shape
for a circular symmetry cell.

With the position of the membrane defined, one can define then the displacements
of the membrane h respect its average position as

h(θ , t) = r(t,θ)−
〈
r(θ)

〉
t . (8.16)

For this, the mean of the position r over the time
〈
r(θ)

〉
t =

1
T ∑

T−1
i=0 r(θ , ti) is used. With

this displacement parameter, one can mimic the analysis of the experimental works so
the comparison of the results is straightforward.

To obtain the position of the membrane and the evolution over time of such the data
is interpolated to obtain the position of the point φ = 0. As the interpolation is done on
a well-behaved smooth field the interpolation should give a proper result in terms of
accuracy. Similarly, in flickering microscopy experiments a video is obtained with the
cell shape over time and the position of the interface, the membrane, is computed from
the image.

8.4.1 Correlation and spectrum

To get an insight into the fluctuations properties it is necessary a range of mathemat-
ical tools to study these random displacements. Most of the information obtained of
the membrane characteristics will be obtained by studying the spectral profiles of the
membrane displacement h.

The Power Spectrum or Power Spectral Density of the modes q is computed as〈∣∣h(q)∣∣2〉= ∑
i

∣∣h(q, ti)∣∣2, (8.17)

where h(q, t) is the Fourier Transform of the original computed h(θ , t) using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The Fourier transformation is be defined as

h(q, t) = FTθ [h(θ , t)] =
1
S

∫
S

h(θ , t)e−2πiqθ dθ , (8.18)
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for a membrane of surface S. Where q is the fluctuation mode, defined from λ/λ0

where λ is the wavelength of the fluctuation and λ0 the lowest wavelength possible
in a circular cell 1/2π〈r〉. Therefore q just takes integer values. This unit-less mode
q can be easily related to a wavelength via q/〈r〉 as the shapes studied have circular
symmetry.

The correlation function can also be used to study the reach of the influence of a
single fluctuation. The auto-correlation function –or simplified as correlation in this
chapter– along a surface with S spatial points is defined as

〈h(θ ′, t)h(0, t)〉θ =
1
S ∑

S−1
i=0

(
h(θi, t)−〈h(t)〉θ

)(
h(θi +θ ′, t)−〈h(t)〉θ

)
σ2

θ
(t)

, (8.19)

which is normalised using the variance σ2
θ

of the random variable h over the parameter
θ . The variance is defined as σ2

θ (t) = 1
S ∑

S
i=1
(
h(θi, t)−〈h(t)〉θ

)2.
Additionally the dependence of the correlation with the frequency can be studied

by Fourier Transforming the correlation to 〈h(θ ′,ω j)h(0,ω j)〉θ . This is done by applying
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the data and results can be seen in the Numerical
Results section. The frequencies ω j = j/(∆t T) are defined as fractions of the total time
elapsed ∆t T, and ∆t is the constant time resolution between ti and ti+1 where ti = i∆t.

Moreover, the correlation can also be computed via the relation between Power
Spectra and correlation established by the Wiener-Khinchin theorem

〈h(θ ′, t)h(0, t)〉= FT−1
q
[〈∣∣h(q)∣∣2〉], (8.20)

where FT−1 stands for the inverse Fourier Transform. This method is the usual way of
obtaining the correlation and will be the method used in the results section, as it can
be useful for correcting some fluctuating modes q that are related to noise.

8.4.2 Corrections and filters

As the nature of these simulations is noisy and stochastic, some some corrections to
improve the clarity of the results will be used. In this subsection each correction will
be explained, when has it been used and which criteria has been followed. A total of
two different corrections have been used.

The first the erasing of the fluctuating modes q = 0 and q = 1 of the displacement h
[32, 34]. The mode q = 0 is erased because is the mode related a change of the total
area of the membrane, as we constrain changes in this parameter, the contributions
to this wave-vector come only from small fluctuations around the initial value of total
area. The mode q = 1 is erased because its the mode related to the movement of
the centre of mass of the system, which is not a shape fluctuation. The variation of
both the area and position value is very small during the simulation, with a standard
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deviation an order of magnitude below the simulated spatial resolution. Even though,
the spectrum of these modes is non-zero because of the constant variation at each
time-step ends stacking up.

The second correction has been the use of a Low-pass Filter applied to the Power
Spectrum aiming to erase the noise without altering its shape. The most important cri-
teria is to never change the dependence of the Power Law exponent that characterises
the Spectra. The filter for smoothing the low−q regime has to be applied with the data
in the Fourier space to avoid artificial results of the spectra as previously mentioned by
Brandt et al. [147]. Therefore no filter is applied directly to the correlation. Results of
the simulation analysis before any filter is applied can be seen in the Numerical Results
section.

8.4.3 Equatorial loss in a 3D membrane

For experiments on 3D membranes it is impossible to obtain the position of all the
surface points of a cell or vesicle. Usually one finds that has to study either a single
point, a curve –like the equator–, or a patch of the membrane. This, can be proven
to change the power spectrum by a q−1 factor, and is what will be called here the
equatorial loss.

Through flickering microscopy experiments one can see how the dependence ob-
tained of the power law exponent gives q−3 [33, 148] instead of q−4 as in the theo-
retical expression equation (8.6). This effect arises from the fact that these kind of
experiments just analyse the equator of the cell, which ends up being just a single line
on the surface of the membrane. This single line does not have to behave the same
exact way as the whole membrane, which has more restrictions like volume and area
conservation. It can be proven this drop of a q−1 factor, starting from a mode q that
belongs to a 2-Dimensional space and which square modulus is q2 = q2 = q2

x + q2
y . By

integrating one of the two components, in this case qy as

〈|h(qx,y = 0)|2〉=
∫

∞

0
dqy〈|hq|2〉=

∫
∞

0
dqy

kBT
γ(q2

x +q2
y)+κ(q2

x +q2
y)

2 . (8.21)

For simplicity lets consider two cases: a) in which the membrane is tension-less
γ = 0 and the second one, b), in which the bending modulus is zero κ = 0.

a) Tensionless membrane γ = 0, purely bending

By removing the surface tension one reaches

〈
∣∣h(qx,y = 0)

∣∣2〉σ=0 =
∫

∞

0
dqy

kBT
κ(q2

x +q2
y)

2 =
kBT
κ

∫
∞

0
dqy(q2

x +q2
y)
−2, (8.22)
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which has a solution

kBT
κ

∫
∞

0
dqy(q2

x +q2
y)
−2 =

kBT
κ

[ qy

2q2
x(q2

x +q2
y)

+
1

2q3
x
arctan(

q2
y

q2
x
)
]∞

0

〈
∣∣h(qx,y = 0)

∣∣2〉|σ=0 =
kBT
2κq3

x

π

2
. (8.23)

This is the result for a case where if we look a the Power Spectrum for a normal mem-

brane, if we take into account a single line on the 2D surface we lose a q−1
x contribution.

b) Purely surface tension case κ = 0

Similarly starting with

〈
∣∣h(qx,y = 0)

∣∣2〉κ=0 =
∫

∞

0
dqy

kBT
γ(q2

x +q2
y)

=
kBT

γ

∫
∞

0
dqy(q2

x +q2
y)
−1 (8.24)

which has a result

kBT
γ

∫
∞

0
dqy(q2

x +q2
y)
−1 =

kBT
γ

[ 1
qx

arctg(
qy

qx
)
]∞

0

which results in an arc-tangent which has a value zero at qy = 0 and for qy = ∞ gives

π/2

〈
∣∣h(qx,y = 0)

∣∣2〉κ=0 =
kBT
γqx

π

2
. (8.25)

This way is proven that the loss of a q−1
x contribution does not only happen for a

bending membrane, but also for a surface tension case. Therefore this is a global result

of taking into account a single line on the 2D surface. One also has to take into account

that the equator line does not require either to conserve area nor volume as its the

whole surface which has this constraints. Therefore a single line on such surface, the

equator included, is effectively non-conservative.

8.5 Numerical Results

The results of the numerical integration and the computed temporal evolution can be

observed in Figure 8.5A for a 2D simulation for starting conditions of a circular cell and

in Figure 8.5B for a 3D simulation of a discocyte shaped cell. The results resemble the

data from flickering microscopy experiments [10, 32, 33, 34, 148], as can be observed

by comparing Figure 8.5A and Figure 8.4A.
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Figure 8.5: A Snapshot of a 2D simulation of a circular membrane with thermal noise in a
lattice of 250×250 points. Colorbar corresponds to the value of the the phase field order
parameter φ . B Snapshot of a 3D simulation of a discoidal membrane within a lattice of
90×90×45 points.

8.5.1 2D Results

From the displacement of the interface h over time one can obtain the results from
Figure 8.6 where equations (8.17) and (8.20) averaged over time are represented for a
2D circular cell. The Power Spectrum of Figure 8.6A presents two different behaviours
when using log-log scale. The power spectrum consists of a plateau in the small-q
regime, followed by a small peak at the maximum mode q and then falls as a straight
line which will be called high-q regime. The small-q regime is not influenced by a
surface tension term as this is a tension-less simulation. Therefore this region develops
a plateau either because of finite-size effects or because of not having a long enough
simulation.

The high-q regime is characterised by a straight line, which in the in a log-log
representation implies a Power-Law behaviour qβ , where β is the slope of the straight
line in log-log representation. By fitting the Power Spectrum in this high-q regime
to obtain the exponent β . The obtained dependence is q−5 with an exponent β =

−5.0±0.1. The obtained spectra for all the different simulations are good enough with
just one simulation worth of data to fit the exponent of the high-q regime. Being able
to fit the results and obtaining a good and clear dependence is very relevant as many
experimental works simply draw a straight line alongside the results as data is not good
enough to obtain a good fit.

The dependence obtained is different to the one in equation (8.6). This happens
due to the non-local behaviour of the phase field methodology, which gives the q−5

fluctuation spectra. This has been seen in previous works on phase field membranes
when studying relaxation of a deformed membrane [59]. Using the same method
of membrane studying relaxation it has been shown that when coupled with Navier-
Stokes the spectrum changes to a dependence q−4 like in Brochard and Lennon [145].
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A B

Figure 8.6: A Power Spectrum of a 2D simulation of a circular membrane after using a
Low-pass filter. The discontinuous line is the fitted Power-Law. B The correlation obtained
using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem from the spectrum.

Therefore we know from the literature that our resulting power spectrum would change
from q−5 to q−4 like in equation (8.6) by introducing an hydrodynamic coupling to the
membrane [59].

The correlation in Figure 8.6B is computed by the use of the Wiener Khinchin
theorem to be able to profit from the filter applied to the Power Spectrum as explained
before. From Figure 8.6B one can see how the influence of a fluctuation is transmitted
along the surface of the membrane. After the initial fluctuation, an anti-correlated
region appears, probably due to the pull by the local area and volume conservation.
This peak and valley is repeated until the fluctuation dies out with enough distance.
These results come from a single simulation with a given set of parameters, but its traits
and characteristics are replicated in various simulations using similar parameters.

8.5.2 Results before filtering

Before obtaining the final results shown previously in this section, one applies the two
corrections already mentioned in Section 8.4.2. Here some results before applying the
corrections and filters will be shown. Using the raw data for the membrane position
over time one can directly proceed to compute the correlation and the spectrum ob-
taining the results in Figure 8.7.

Looking at Figure 8.7 the presence of a noise can be seen in the Power Spectrum
at the low-q plateau. This is thought to be result of the finite-system effects plus the
randomness of the events. This noise leaks to the correlation giving a result of a cor-
relation that fluctuates around zero for longer distances. To obtain the final results a
Low-pass filter will be used to erase such noise in the spectra. The filtering of this noise
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A B

Figure 8.7: A Normalised Correlation and Power Spectrum of a simulation without the
low-pass filter. The discontinuous line of the spectrum curve is the fitted Power Law. B The
correlation obtained from the spectrum.

in the spectra and the removal of the modes q = 0,1 will change completely the final
correlation.

8.5.3 Dependence on frequency

One can compute the power spectrum and correlation as a function of the frequency
ω instead of time t. To do this one would simply do the time Fourier Transform of the
spectrum 〈|h(q, t)|2〉 or of the displacements h(q, t). The results can be seen in Figure
8.8, where even if we applied the previously mentioned filters, noise is still apparent
in the results. This is so because in the end we lack the average over time that we were
doing up until now to be able to plot the different frequencies ω.

The Power Spectrum plateau of the low-q regime has a dependence with frequency
as can be seen in Figure 8.8A. This could mean that system-size effects could have a
dependence on frequency. Also, the Power-Law exponent its not exactly −5 for all the
frequencies neither does give a −4 dependence. This dependence is hard to study as
with the plateau advancing, in some cases comprising almost all of the spectrum. So
with the increasing frequency the proportion of Power-Law-like behaviour shortens,
and the harder it is to get a good fit for a power-law.

Moreover at high q when one reaches the order of q = 100 the resolution effects
of the lattice start to kick in making the study of the Power-Law with the frequency
more difficult. The resolution problems appear much sooner when decomposed in
frequencies in comparison to for example Figure 8.7. As expected when integrating
over all the frequencies to obtain the Power Spectrum just in function of the wave-
vector we recover the previous result from Figure 8.7.
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A B

Figure 8.8: A Spectrum of the modes q for different frequencies ω with a Low-pass filter
applied, parameter T is the total number of time-steps of the simulation, in this case T =
108. B The normalised distance correlation in function of ω obtained from the spectrum.

The distance correlation represented in function of a frequency ω can be seen in
Figure 8.8B. The frequency dependence of the correlation and obtained results that
qualitatively resemble the ones from Brochard and Lennon and Park et al.. The shape of
the curve is maintained although there is a drop in the correlation value with increasing
frequency ω.

8.5.4 3D Results

As already shown in Figure 8.5 this model can be used to simulate membranes and
cells in three dimensions and we can choose any shape, whether discoid or spheroid
like in Figure 8.9.

Figure 8.9: Snapshot of a 3D simulation of a spheroid in a 90×90×90 lattice.

In the case of spheres the parametrisation used are spherical coordinates. Still the
studied variable was the angle θ as has more resemblance with the other data studied
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and behaves similarly. However the spherical angle φ ⊂ [0,π] has a weirder behaviour
as it has no periodic boundaries.

In the case of studying the equator fluctuations of the 3D discocyte-shaped mem-
brane, as in RBCs experiment of flickering microscopy, we obtain the results in Figure
8.10. As with the 2D results the Figure represents Equation (8.17) and equation (8.20).
The results of the analysis for a Spheroidal cell in Figure 8.10 are similar to the ones
of the discocyte-shaped cell. These results are obtained for the displacement h of the
equatorial plane of the spheroid. Therefore what we are doing here is computing the
Spectrum of a single line along the membrane.
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Figure 8.10: A Power Spectrum of a 3D simulation of a circular membrane after using
a Low-pass filter. The discontinuous line is the fitted Power-Law and the obtained expo-
nent value. B The correlation obtained using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem to the filtered
spectrum.

The Power Spectrum in Figure 8.10A has the most relevant changes in comparison
with the 2D simulation results. While one could expect that the system should fall with
a power-law exponent q−5 as the 2D simulation the 3D case falls as q−4. However,
this is not due to recovering the behaviour of equation (8.6) but due to another effect.
Then, as the membrane behaves like the previous 2D simulations, we expect that by
introducing an hydrodynamic coupling to the membrane, our resulting power spectrum
would change from q−5 to q−4 [59].

The change in the spectrum is related to what we have called the equatorial loss
and derived it in Section 8.4.3. This is done by integrating over one component of
the modes q2 = q2

x + q2
y and looking at the remaining component. The change of a

q−1 contribution when studying the equator of a 3D membrane is an effect that also
happens in experimental results of flickering microscopy [33, 148]. In experiments the
dependence obtained of the power law exponent gives q−3 [33, 148] instead of the
expected dependence q−4 predicted from the equipartition theorem [145]. Meanwhile
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the correlation in Figure 8.10B is similar as the 2D case but for a simulation with a
lower noise intensity. The high statistical variability seem to make the anti-correlation
less intense.

8.6 Phase Field model Power Spectrum
For small interface width ε we have that the order parameter φ is proportional to its
chemical potential which in turn due to Gibbs-Duhem equation is proportional to the
pressure p. Therefore, we can change from the phase field parameter φ to the pressure
p and make an asymptotic expansion to obtain the macroscopic equations of the system
[149]. With this equations we obtain the relaxation rate ωq [59] and use it to obtain
the Power Spectra.

We have a membrane which is subjected to a thermal noise ξ , whose fluctuations
relax following the macroscopic equations of the pressure p around the membrane and
its velocity v

∇
2 p = 0 (8.26a)

∆p = 2γH−4κH(H2−K)−2κ∇
2
SH (8.26b)

v =−M
2
(∇p++∇p−). (8.26c)

Where the equation for ∆p derived by Zhong-Can and Helfrich [150], which presents
a surface tension γ, and ∇2

S is the Laplacian on the membrane surface. We will also be
taking the ansatz that for a single mode of deformation will decay in an exponential
way with the following profile

h = h0eiqx−ωqt (8.27a)

p = p0 +Aeiqx+kz−ωqt . (8.27b)

This profiles are for a system where the direction z is the normal direction to the
membrane and the wave-vector k defines how the pressure falls along the bulk in this
normal direction and x is the plane along the membrane and q its wave-vector. With
the two previous sets of equations we can solve ωq.

From equation (8.26c) and equation (8.27a). The velocity can be written as v = ḣ
where h is the membrane displacement from equilibrium, this plus the profile for the
pressure from Eq. 8.27b ends up giving

ωqh0 =
M
2

A2k ekz. (8.28)

This last equation gives the relation between the relaxation rate and the pressure profile
in the normal direction to the membrane. Therefore the next step is studying the
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relation between the normal and tangential pressure profiles With the pressure profile
p we can obtain its Laplacian

∇
2 p = Aexp [iqx+ kz−ωqt](−q2 + k2)

which when set equal to zero gives

−q2 + k2 = 0 (8.29)

for q2 = q2. For the last macroscopic equation, ∆p, we use the small scale deformations
approximation, giving a curvature H '−δ 2

x h = q2h therefore

∆p = Aexp[iqx+ kz−ωqt]' 2γq2h+2κcq4h−4κcq6h3.

Supposing that at low curvatures the lower contribution order is much larger that the
following one we can reduce the curvature contribution to just the first one.

Aekz = 2h0(γq2 +κcq4) (8.30)

Finally we just solve for ωq using the last 3 equations, giving the relaxation rate

ωq = 2M |q|(γq2 +κq4) = 2M (γq3 +κq5) . (8.31)

This relaxation rate, different than Brochard and Lennon Slow mode [145], will be
one of the factors changing the final result of the Power Spectrum. The difference
between both relaxation rates is due to the Navier-Stokes coupling. Now that we have
this relaxation rate for a non-local Helfrich fluctuation we have to obtain its spectra.

Now following one of the previous methods to obtain the power spectrum we
shall obtain the new power spectrum, starting from the Langevin equation of an over-
damped membrane. Without the Navier-Stokes coupling the equation is

ḣq(t)+ωqhq(t) = ξq(t),

where ḣ is the temporal derivative of the displacement h. We now Fourier transform
this equation to frequency and solve for hq(ω) and obtain the Fluctuation Spectrum as
function of the frequency ω and the mode q

hq(ω) =
1

(−iω +ωq)
ξq(ω),

〈|hq(ω)|2〉= 〈hq(ω)h−q(ω)〉=
〈ξq(ω)ξ−q(ω)〉

ω2 +ω2
q

.
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For this we need the noise spectrum 〈ξq(ω)ξ−q(ω)〉 that we will obtain with the
noise correlation in time and space from Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem in Fourier
space

〈ξq(t)ξq′(t ′)〉= 2kBT Mδ (q+q′)δ (t− t ′). (8.32)

Combined with the previous obtained relaxation rate the modes power spectrum is

〈|hq|2〉= 〈|hqh−q|〉=
∫

∞

−∞

dω〈|hq(ω)|2〉,

which after integrating gives,

〈|hq|2〉=
kBT

γq3 +κq5 . (8.33)

The noise spectrum 〈ξq(ω)ξ−q(ω)〉 and the relaxation rate ωq will be different de-
pending on the coupling of the Navier-Stokes equations, that is the reason the spec-
trums in equation (8.6) and equation (8.33) are different.

8.7 Conclusions
At first sight, the additive white noise to the order parameter of the phase field seems
to mimic the thermal fluctuations present at a membrane. We obtain a q−5 fluctua-
tion spectra due to the non-local behaviour of the phase field methodology. This has
been seen in previous works on phase field membranes when studying relaxation of
a deformed membrane [59] and in the same work is shown that when coupled with
Navier-Stokes the spectrum changes to a dependence q−4 like in Brochard and Lennon
[145]. Therefore we know from the literature that our resulting power spectrum would
change from q−5 to q−4 by introducing hydrodynamic coupling to the membrane [59].
However, adding the hydrodynamic coupling is not trivial using a membrane phase
field with a coherent and thermal noise.

This begs the question, if the main difference is the hydrodynamic coupling, are
there membranes that somewhat are uncoupled from the fluid? It is not necessary to be
either coupled or completely uncoupled, but maybe porous membranes or other mem-
branes that are somewhat uncoupled to the hydrodynamics could have a behaviour
between q−5 to q−4.

There is a methodology to analyse and study the fluctuating interface computed
with the phase field model like they do in flickering microscopy. Some behaviour
observed in experimental data is reproduced by the simulations, like what has been
referred here as the "equatorial loss".
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and the future

9.1 Conclusions
This thesis was driven to study the dynamics of membranes and the interplay between
the membrane mechanical properties with external perturbations. The goal is to fur-
ther our understanding on the influence of the membrane mechanical properties during
different phenomena both by analytical and numerical means. This is done in hopes
that this better understanding could be applied for real-life applications either for mem-
branes characterisation or clinical diagnosis.

To this end we have studied membranes by expanding on previous membrane phase
field models. We will be starting by studying membranes inside a fluid flow and with
this purpose we will be solving the Navier-Stokes equation. We develop a new method-
ology more simple to implement and to understand by using the stream function and
the vorticity. With this stream function formulation we can also use new ways to char-
acterise the hydrodynamic interaction between cell and fluid. New shapes like the
"anti-parachute" have been obtained using our model. We also study a non-inertial lift
that occurs for red blood cell shaped membranes in a Couette flow.

Then we implement the Gaussian curvature to the free energy of the membrane,
which is necessary to study topological transitions. Topological transitions in mem-
branes are of great importance in biology, and with our model have been able to repro-
duce the fission of a membrane tube in presence of a spontaneous curvature. Then we
move to study how temperature can promote topological transitions by introducing a
thermal noise. There are some geometries that without this thermal noise do not un-
dergo topological transitions. This effect has been studied and we have found a phase
transition between a topologically constant state and a state that undergoes fission. We
then focus on the study of the membrane fluctuations without topological transitions.

All our results revolve around membranes in non-equilibrium conditions and the
stationary state under those conditions. Thorough the thesis we have studied the in-
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terplay between the membrane and external influences, like the temperature or a fluid
flow.

9.1.1 Part II - Stream Function Membrane Phase field Models

Chapter 3: Stream function formulation

A membrane interacting with the fluid is a sensible goal, as membranes are immersed in
fluid. However, most models to compute a membrane inside a fluid are highly complex
to implement. Thus, to avoid some complications of solving the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions we have used the vorticity ω and the stream function ξ . With this we can solve
easily a 2D system of a membrane and a fluid interacting with each other. An additional
benefit of this method will be fulfilling the incompressibility condition regardless of the
accuracy of the solving method; also physical scales are explicit in the model. The im-
plementation of this model in 2D results in the integration of two Poisson equations;
one for the stream function ξ and other for the vorticity ω. This model results in the
final system of equations seen in equation (3.16). With these three equations we will
compute all the results of membranes in flows.

Both hydrodynamic variables ω and ξ have been found to give insight to the fluid
and membrane interactions and influence one on the other. And there is no loss for
using them, as the pressure and velocity can be computed within this framework. With
this vorticity and stream function we propose W =

∫
(ω −ω0)

2dV in equation (3.24)
and X =

∫
(ξ − ξ0)

2dV in equation (3.25) as two scalar parameters that are useful for
the study of the stability of the membrane and its convergence to a stationary state.

A very important advantage of the model is its adaptability. Any kind of flow that
has an analytical expression for its velocity (even if it changes over time) can be sim-
ulated. Although commonly thought not possible, one can expand this model to three
dimensions by using a vector potential stream function ~ξ with a bit of work on the
Boundary Conditions. We show how this model can be expanded and adapted to

- Inertial flows (see Section 3.4.1)

- Time-dependent flows, like oscillating flows (see Section 3.4.2)

- Expanded to three dimensions (see Section 3.4.3)

The expansions to inertial flow and the 3D case we have to update the system of
equations to solve, while time-dependent flow only relies on changing the Boundary
Conditions. As the new systems of equations are similar to each other with a bit of
work all these expansions can be combined with each other if needed.

The main points of the model are
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• A model for membranes inside a low Reynolds flow has been developed. Us-
ing the stream function ξ and the vorticity ω one can solve the membrane-flow
system using a set of three equations (3.25).

• The system of equations (3.25) is easy to implement, consisting of a dynamic
equation for the phase field plus two Poisson equations to solve the stream func-
tion ξ and the vorticity ω.

• The formulation makes changing the different mechanical parameters of the mem-
brane and flow very easy. Moreover, the incompressibility condition is ensured to
be fulfilled regardless of the solving method accuracy.

• With W =
∫
(ω −ω0)

2dV and X =
∫
(ξ − ξ0)

2dV one can study numerically how
the system reaches the stationary state.

• The proposed model is very easy to expand in a variety of ways. The system of
equations for inertial flow is derived and shown. Time-depentend flows can also
be studied using this methodology.

• The system can be adapted to 3D by generalising the stream function into a vector
potential.

Chapter 4: Membranes in a Poiseuille flow

In Chapter 4 we provide proof of the validity of the newly introduced mathematical
formulation for two-dimensional deformable cells flowing in a channel. There are some
well-known shapes that red blood cells (RBC) take inside a confined micro-channel
that have been studied thoroughly in the literature: the parachute, the slipper, and the
discoid shapes. This shapes have been the first to be replicated to prove the validity
of the model by simulating RBC-shaped inside a micro-channel slightly bigger than the
cells itself. All the mentioned shapes –the parachute, slipper, and discoid shapes– are
reproduced with our model for high-velocity to low-velocity regimes.

Aside of the cell shape morphology we study the cells by exploiting the hydrody-
namic parameters that we introduced to solve the fluid flow, the stream function ξ and
the vorticity ω. By studying the deviations of these parameters with respect a channel
with an ideal Poiseuille flow (without any obstacle inside) one can study the flow de-
formation, the cell deformation, and its stationary position. One of the most important
results is the ability to study the convergence and stability of a cell shape and position
by studying the squared integral of the deviations for the stream function and vorticity
W and X presented in equations (3.24) and (3.25) respectively. These two parame-
ters change while the cell is still not in its stationary position or the membrane is still
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deforming to its stationary shape. We study this behaviour in the evolution form the
starting initial conditions up to parachute and slipper shapes.

After ensuring the veracity of the results the same model and methodology have
been applied to study two different confinement levels: the super-confinement of a
channel smaller than the cell inside and the very low confinement of a channel around
ten times the size of the cell.

For the very wide channels a novel meta-stable shape has been obtained: the anti-
parachute. This shape requires the cell to start at the centre of the channel, although
there is no need for a perfect centering. This shape is only obtained because for a
very wide channel (in comparison to the size of the cell) the Poiseuille flow has a big
enough region at the centre of the channel with an approximately constant velocity.
Under specific conditions this shape is maintained forever, however this shape is lost
after a time for simulations where the channel is medium-sized or the velocity is too
high. All this points to the anti-parachute shape being a meta-stable shape.

The anti-parachute shape should be able to be obtained experimentally, although it
requires a very centred cell and a very ideal flow, so it might be very hard to achieve.

There is also the parameter known as viscosity contrast, which measures the ratio
between viscosity of the cell internal liquid divided by the viscosity of the surrounding
liquid. To further prove the validity of the model previous results for 2D cell simula-
tions where the cell tumbles for high viscosity contrasts [80, 82] is also replicated using
these wide channels.

Finally, cells in a super-confined channel have been studied, where the channel
was smaller than the cell size. In this case, the shapes obtained are quite different
to parachutes and slippers, and agree with previous experiments [91] and simulations
[93]. For these range of confinements, the resulting shape is very sensitive to changes
in reduced volume and confinement.

To summarise, for cells in a Poiseuille flow

• Reproduce known experimental and numerical results, including parachute and
slipper shapes, to prove the validity of the stream function formulation.

• Show that the parameters X and W can be used to study the convergence of a
membrane cell to its stationary state.

• A novel meta-stable cell called anti-parachute is obtained, which we predict that
could be reproduced in experiments (although with difficulty).
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• Show tumbling for high viscosity contrasts (where the viscosity of the cell internal
liquid is greater than the viscosity of the surrounding liquid)

• Super-confined cells, where the channel is much smaller than the cell inside them,
are studied and the shapes resemble previous experimental and numerical works.

Chapter 5: Membranes in a Couette flow

Having a moving wall in an otherwise still fluid generates what is called a Couette flow.
This flow can be induced for example by moving a cylinder inside a recipient with fluid
and cells, as for example in a blood rheometry. Thus studying what happens in this
type of flow has real life relevance.

The previously presented stream function membrane phase field model is shown
to simulate properly a Couette type of flow. A channel with a Couette flow will be
characterised by two parameters: i) the velocity of the moving wall vwall ii) the rate at
which the velocity increases when approaching the wall (the gradient). This last term
will be the velocity gradient, which is non-zero only in the perpendicular direction to
the flow and, for a Couette flow, has a value of ∂vx/∂y = vwall/H.

At first sight it seems that the cells in a Couette flow simply align in a very specific
way, which looks dependant on the flow characteristics. However if one looks closely
and for long enough, it can be seen that the cells display a net movement perpendicular
to the flow, this is called lateral migration. This displacement does not lasts forever, as
cells in a Couette flow display an stationary position (or distance) with respect to the
walls. The final stationary position depends on both the reduced volume of the cell and
the viscosity contrast. In fact, for high viscosity contrasts one finds that the cell will
go up towards the top moving wall, and only stop its perpendicular displacement by
collision with the wall itself.

Moreover, the viscosity contrast also induces sometimes a tumbling regime to the
cell, although it happens with less frequency than for Poiseuille flows. The reason might
be the fact that tumbling in Poiseuille flows the rate of change in the flow velocity along
the channel is parabolic. This change is faster and more sudden when moving perpen-
dicular to the the channel. Due the velocity profile of a Couette flow being linear its
gradient is constant and takes a value of ∂vx/∂y= vwall/H. This constant gradient along
all the points of the cell seems to be more stable against tumbling than the parabolic
velocity profile of a Poiseuille flow.

To summarise, for cells in a Couette flow

• Stationary shapes can be characterised by both the velocity of the moving wall
vwall and the velocity gradient ∂vx/∂y = vwall/H.
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• Cells display a stationary position respect to the wall, to which the cell will move
perpendicularly to the flow until reaching it. This is also known as lateral migra-
tion and the stationary position depends on both the reduced volume of the cell
and the viscosity contrast.

• The lateral migration comes from a non-inertial lift. The results reproduce previ-
ous theoretical [95] and numerical results [99].

• May display tumbling, however with less frequency than Poiseuille flows.

9.1.2 Part III - Helfrich models

Topological transitions in membranes are of great importance in biology and by addi-
tion of a Gaussian curvature term in the energy we can study both fission and fusion. As
fusion of cells is a more complex mechanism, we started with membrane fission. The
most common fission event is vesicle formation, which will be the biological process
that we will take for reference.

Chapter 6: Fission purely by the Gaussian curvature term

By addition of the Gaussian term to the bending energy a three-dimensional membrane
phase field model with the ability to properly study topological transitions is presented.
This is done by expanding on already existing membrane phase-field models [24, 50,
56, 58, 59, 119, 120, 131], which has been used to study a variety of systems based
on the Helfrich theory for cellular membranes [22]. More specifically, in this chapter
fission of membrane tubes is studied.

When one has a membrane tube with an intrinsic spontaneous curvature a process
known as pearling happens. The pearling instability consists on a membrane tube that
becomes an array of spherical beads attached together by very small tethers, visually
similar to a pearl-necklace. Pearling instability has been already studied in simula-
tions [57, 126, 127] and experiments [128, 129] here we started by reproducing this
pearling instability.

The results reported here show how the inclusion of the Gaussian curvature term
leads to the fission of the pearls from the tube. We study the area and volume variation,
as we have this membrane attached to a reservoir so it can either give or suck volume
and membrane if necessary. The energetics of the process is also studied. We see how
the Gaussian term increases between fission events, and when the fission happens it
falls. This increase in energy is driven then through the curvature energy term, which
decreases enough as to drive this increase in the Gaussian energy. Fission is reported to
start at the spherical tip of the tube and travel downwards. This happens because the
spherical tip of the tube is working as a catalyst for the pearling, and thus as the first
pearl is produced at the tip this in turn helps forming the second pearl next to the first
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one and so on. Thus, we prove that fission and vesicle formation can be studied using
this methodology.

Additionally, we have obtained the dispersion relation that can be used to obtain
the preferred size of the vesicles given a spontaneous curvature. Both the size of the
final vesicles and the size predicted by the dispersion relation match. With increasing
spontaneous curvature one obtains smaller vesicles, as the relation between curvature
and radii is inverse like C0 = 1/R0.

With all this, we study the phase diagram and the dynamics of vesiculation in func-
tion of the bending modulus κ and the Gaussian (or saddle-splay) modulus κG. The
Gaussian modulus is measured as a negative parameter in experiments and therefore
we start there. For negative Gaussian modulus, the results depend on whether the
Gaussian modulus is big enough in comparison to the bending modulus. For a big
Gaussian modulus the membrane undergoes fission splitting in a number of vesicles
that will depend on the length of the tube and the spontaneous curvature. However,
if the Gaussian modulus is too small compared to the bending modulus no topolog-
ical transition will occur, even if we are computing the Gaussian energy term in the
simulation.

For a positive Gaussian modulus the membrane also undergoes topological topolog-
ical transition, but it is not the fission of the tube into several vesicles. In this case due
to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and the Euler characteristic the Gaussian energy term
favours the creation of membrane handles and passages. This leaves us with what we
call multiple self-connected membrane.

With all this, we predict that a positive Gaussian modulus could be a way to model
what happens in the Golgi apparatus where membrane fenestration creates handles
and holes at some areas of the organelle. In the case of the cell not finding a mecha-
nism to reverse the energy modulus sign then one can say with certainty that the Golgi
apparatus has to go against the Gaussian curvature. The only way to do this would be
by working against the Gaussian energy term with the use of molecular motors or other
active mechanisms. This is the only way, with a negative Gaussian bending modulus
κG, to create the characteristic handles and holes. In any case, the study of the mem-
brane fission dynamics it is crucial to be able to identify the mechanisms that drive the
topological transformations in the Golgi apparatus and membranes in general.

To summarise, in this chapter on membrane fission

• Expanded the membrane free energy by adding the Gaussian curvature term one
can study topological transitions.

• Fission of a membrane tube into multiple vesicles is studied. To this end we take
advantage of the pearling instability, which coupled with a high enough Gaussian
modulus κG produces multiple vesicles.
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• The Gaussian energy is found to increase until the fission event where it falls. The
increase in energy is driven through the bending energy due to the spontaneous
curvature which decreases more than what the Gaussian term increases.

• A dispersion relation is obtained, which we can use to compute the size of the
formed vesicles depending on the spontaneous curvature applied.

• We reproduce Helfrich prediction for a shape diagram in function of the bending
modulus κ and Gaussian modulus κG. This diagram displays three regimes: i) a
multiple self-connected membrane for positive κG ii) no fission for negative κG

that is relatively lower than κ iii) fission of the tube for big and negative κG.

• We propose that the mechanisms that regulate the Golgi apparatus shape could
be trying to change the value of κG to obtained the desired shape at different
regions of the organelle.

Chapter 7: Fission promoted by thermal noise

There are some geometries that are harder to deform than others. A flat infinite mem-
brane for example is one, as even with a high spontaneous curvature the membrane
does not deform and stays in the meta-stable flat state. It is limiting to only study
fission of geometries that aid the vesiculation process.

Thus, here we study the vesiculation of a flat membrane by introducing a thermal
noise to the membrane. This thermal noise is used to promote vesiculation, as if we
introduce big enough fluctuations the system is able to start the vesiculation process. In
the end the thermal energy related to this noise by KBT is helping the system overcome
an energy barrier and achieve a lower energy state.

For vesicles with a positive Gaussian modulus κG there is no intensity of noise (or
temperature) that can make the system vesiculate. This does not change even when in-
creasing the spontaneous curvature, which makes even more energetically favourable
to have spherical vesicles of radius R0 = 1/C0. We also do not observe the membrane
to use this thermal fluctuations to create handles or passages to become what we have
called a multiple self-connected membrane like we see in Chapter 6. One would expect
with this level of noise to maybe go through topological transitions by increasing the
number of holes. The increase in the number of holes would decrease the Euler char-
acteristic and therefore the Gaussian contribution. This might be point to the plane
membrane being a geometry where its more difficult to obtain multiple self-connected
membranes than for vesicle formation.

A phase diagram for a couple of different spontaneous curvatures are obtained as
function of the temperature T and the ratio of the bending and Gaussian modulus
κG/κ. This is done to show how the spontaneous curvature, the temperature and
the ratio κG/κ facilitate or hinders vesiculation. The temperature shows to module if
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vesiculation will be able to happen or not for a given ratio κG/κ. The results clearly
show how higher spontaneous curvatures help the vesiculation process by lowering
the energy barrier to overcome, however also changing the final size of the produced
vesicles.

We have studied the energetics of fission and one can see how the Gaussian term
decreases during vesiculation, as well as the curvature term at the start. Moreover we
have discovered how the derivative of the free energy squared is useful in predicting
both the temperature and whether vesiculation will happen or not. This is so because
this term is a very straight line that is proportional to the temperature and only deviates
from this plateau if vesicle formation will happen.

To summarise,

• Temperature is shown to promote fission and vesicle formation for a geometry
that difficulties fission.

• Phase diagrams for a different values of spontaneous curvature are obtained.

• The phase diagrams show how for higher spontaneous curvature the energy bar-
rier to start fission lowers. This is reflected in vesiculation happening at lower
temperatures.

• A positive value of the Gaussian modulus should lead to the creation of handles
or passages in the membrane. Therefore we expected this to be the case for a
high enough temperature. However, a modulus κG > 0 simply prohibits any kind
of topological transition for several orders of magnitude of the temperature.

• The energetics of fission show a clear decrease on the Gaussian term that at
the start is driven by the curvature term. Moreover the derivative of the free
energy squared is shown to reflect the temperature very well as well as whether
vesiculation is possible or not.

Chapter 8: Flickering

At first sight, the additive white noise to the order parameter of the phase field seems
to mimic the thermal fluctuations present at a membrane. We obtain a q−5 fluctua-
tion spectra due to the non-local behaviour of the phase field methodology. This has
been seen in previous works on phase field membranes when studying relaxation of
a deformed membrane [59] and in the same work is shown that when coupled with
Navier-Stokes the spectrum changes to a dependence q−4 like in Brochard and Lennon
[145]. Therefore we know from the literature that our resulting power spectrum would
change from q−5 to q−4 by introducing hydrodynamic coupling to the membrane [59].
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However, adding the hydrodynamic coupling is not trivial using a stochastic phase field
model with a thermal noise.

This begs the question, if the main difference is the hydrodynamic coupling, are
there membranes that somewhat are uncoupled from the fluid? It is not necessary to be
either coupled or completely uncoupled, but maybe porous membranes or other mem-
branes that are somewhat uncoupled to the hydrodynamics could have a behaviour
between q−5 to q−4.

Nonetheless, there is a methodology to analyse and study the fluctuating interface
computed with the phase field model like they do in flickering microscopy. Some be-
haviour observed in experimental data is reproduced by the simulations, like what has
been referred here as the "equatorial loss". This equatorial loss happens when analysing
the behaviour of a membrane by only studying the displacement of a single line of the
whole 3D membrane, one finds that the obtained spectrum loses a q−1 contribution.
This we have reproduced in 3D and in 2D by only analysing part of the membrane,
instead of the complete displacements information of the whole system.

To summarise,

• An additive white noise to the phase field order parameter mimic thermal fluctu-
ations for a non-local system uncoupled from hydrodynamics.

• The fluctuation spectra obtained has a power law dependence of q−5. This is due
to the non-local behaviour of the phase field methodology and had already been
observed in relaxation of membranes using phase field models [59].

• This is known to change to q−4 by introducing hydrodynamic coupling to the
membrane [59]. However, this is not trivial using a membrane phase field with a
thermal noise.

• If the only difference is the hydrodynamic coupling, this spectra should help ex-
plain cases of biological membranes partially or completely uncoupled from the
fluid.

9.2 Future perspectives

9.2.1 Part II - Stream function phase field models

The presented framework allows for the study of novel setups such as oscillating flows,
channels with a varying cross-section, or extremely-confined flows and will be the base
for future works. Expansion to add the inertia to the hydrodynamics, expansion to 3D,
or the addition of external fields will be possible under this methodology.
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Time-dependent flow

Studying the cell response to changes in a flow has biological relevance, as for example
in a circulatory system the flow is not stationary. In this case in fact, the flow is more
akin to an oscillating flow. Oscillating flows have been tested using our model and work
properly, but more research on the influence of the oscillating flow on the membrane
has to be done.

Moreover, time-dependent flows are not only of interest because they appear in
nature, but they could be exploited to study the mechanical properties of cells or for
clinical diagnose. Using micro-fluidic devices that put cells (for example red blood
cells) under non-stationary flows and study the response could be a huge tool for a me-
chanical characterisation of single cell membranes. Therefore using simulations would
be of great importance to study and understand how the response change depending
on the mechanical parameters will be of great importance.

Inertial flow and visco-elasticity

Working on inertial flows, even high Reynolds flows, is possible and should be studied.
To this end, as we explained in Chapter 3, we will be solving the complete Navier-
Stokes equation of an incompressible fluid instead of the Stokes equation. The theory
is already developed and the only thing left is the numerical implementation.

High Reynolds regimes could be studied and there are multiple biological instances
where this might be interesting. Vesicles encompass a big range of sizes, some Giant
Unilamellar Vesicles reach sizes of 200µm, roughly 30 times the size of a red blood cell.
When working in those sizes the low Reynolds regime might be an over-simplification,
and an inertial flow will ensure a proper hydro-dynamical behaviour. Other examples
are red blood cells in arteries, where the flow is completely different to a micro-capillar
as it behaves like a high Reynolds flow.

Other uses for this models could be the study of viscoelasticity. This equation with
inertial flows could be used combined with an oscillating flow to study the viscoelastic-
ity of cells.

Generalization to 3D

Expanding to 3D is possible, as we have already started working on it very recently but
found success. This area is the future, as new research on membranes is primarily done
in 3D nowadays. This does not mean that 2D is obsolete, as still doing a 2D model to
understand the phenomenology and help planning the research before jumping to 3D
can save a lot of time as 3D computation is still very time consuming.

With the 3D model implemented we should use the same characterisation methods
that we learned in 2D and study what differences the change in the model dimension-
ality generates.
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9.2.2 Part III - Helfrich models

One of the topics that require more study on membranes is topological transitions as
several researchers agree [30]. The presented model is a good base to go in that
direction.

Fission in other geometries

Studying fission in different geometries found in nature could enlighten us by showing
is some geometries are taken to promote or inhibit spontaneous fission. Moreover,
studying shapes where we know that fission happens, like geometries found in the
Golgi apparatus could help understanding this organelle better.

Following the results of fission promoted on a plane membrane by thermal fluctu-
ations, one could study how very low thermal fluctuations how much the temperature
can improved the process in geometries that are good for fission. Other geometries that
are better for vesicle formation than a plane membrane but still not good at promoting
fission could also be studied.

Finally, in this thesis we have worked with constant spontaneous curvatures, how-
ever studying membranes where the spontaneous curvature is heterogeneous should
be the next step. This heterogeneous curvature could mimic curvature-inducing pro-
teins that diffuse along the membrane, or even interact with each other by repulsion
or attraction. All the previously done work, and all the future perspectives proposed
could be studied with heterogeneous spontaneous curvature and see how it changes
the results.

Fusion

Fusion is less straightforward than fission, as biologically is usually a complex phe-
nomenon that require multiple specialised proteins. However, while this microscopic
mechanisms cannot be studied with a phase field methodology, the overall effects of a
fusion event can be studied. So, one could study how the fusion of a vesicle to a big or
small target membrane affects the overall energetics of the final membrane.

Influence of the Gaussian term in topologically invariant dynamics

The fact that for positive Gaussian modulus κG we do not find budding even for very
high temperatures is intriguing. Even if fission is not topologically favourable the bud-
ding still is, as there is an spontaneous curvature. However, for positive Gaussian mod-
ulus we do not see budding for any temperature. This seems to show that the Gaussian
energy term could alter topologically invariant dynamics. This could be studied with
our model by repeating previous research on topologically invariant systems but with
the addition of this Gaussian curvature term.
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Flickering

Coupling this fluctuating membrane to the hydrodynamics of the liquid is the next more
logical step. We expect this to align the results with the fluctuating spectra seen in the
literature.

Then, fluctuations in the presence of spontaneous curvature could be studied. Not
only an homogeneous constant spontaneous curvature but one that is heterogeneous
in space, either forming clusters or lines along the membrane or any geometry that
can be imagined. This could change the spectrum of the fluctuations or give an auto-
correlation that is heterogeneous along the different regions of spontaneous curvature
in the membrane.

One could study the active behaviour of membranes by adding heterogeneous spon-
taneous curvature that changes over time as if curvature-inducing proteins are firing
and relaxing over time. Seeing how this changes the final fluctuating spectra could be
used to identify what is happening in real active membranes of cells like the red blood
cell.
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Chapter 10

Resum en català

10.1 Introducció

10.1.1 La membrana cel·lular

La membrana cel·lular és present a totes les cèl·lules i inclús en alguns virus. Aquest
element és el que diferència la cèl·lula de la resta del món i, a part de fer de barrera,
té moltíssimes funcions biològiques. Aquesta tesi tindrà l’objectiu de descriure la mem-
brana cel·lular des del punt de vista físic per intentar entendre més bé alguns processos
biològics.

Aquesta membrana està formada per un tipus de lípids anomenats amphiphilics,
d’entre ells normalment estan compostes per phospholipids. Aquest tipus de lípids
tenen una estructura polar: una punta de la molècula és hidrofílica i l’altre punta és
hidrofòbica. Aquesta estructura fa que aquests lípids amphiphilics s’autoorganitzin en
diferents formats, com es pot veure a la Figura 10.1 on els lípids depenent de la forma
que tenen s’organitzen en micel·les o en bicapes lipídiques.

La membrana està formada per aquests lípids amphiphilics organitzats com a una
bicapa lipídica. En la membrana aquests lípids a més a més poden moure’s els uns
entre els altres formant una espècie de superfície 2D fluida, ja que els lípids flueixen els
uns entre els altres sense abandonar la membrana. Normalment, les membranes també
inclouen proteïnes que també poden fluir per la membrana, semblant a l’esquema de
la Figura 10.2. Aquestes proteïnes poden canviar les propietats de la membrana, o
donar-li diferents funcions noves. Moltes membranes tenen vàries proteïnes que es fan
servir per distingir-se les unes a les altres, o per agafar/tirar ions amb el seu entorn.

Hi ha diversos sistemes on la forma de la membrana és crucial per al funcionament
biològic, com els glòbuls vermells o l’aparell de Golgi.
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Figure 10.1: Diferents lípids s’organitzen en diferents geometries. Imatge obtinguda de
l’Alberts [4].

Figure 10.2: Diagrama d’una membrana cel·lular, en vermell veiem els lípids amphiphilics.
Mentre en blau veiem exemples de proteïnes que formen part de la membrana. Image by
LadyofHats, Public domain, obtained via Wikimedia Commons.

10.1.2 Glòbuls vermells

Hi ha cèl·lules en les quals la membrana és especialment important, com els glòbuls

vermells de la sang. Aquestes cèl·lules són les responsables de distribuir l’oxigen per

l’organisme i tenen una forma molt particular, com es pot observar a la Figura 10.3. En

aquest cas la cèl·lula té una estructura interna molt senzilla, i les propietats mecàniques

de la cèl·lula depenen únicament dels paràmetres físics de la membrana.

És per això que aquesta cèl·lula tindrà un interès particular quan un estudia mem-

branes cel·lulars. Donat que un canvi en les propietats físiques de la membrana canvia

molt com es comporta un glòbul vermell, incloent la forma que agafa.
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Figure 10.3: Glòbuls vermells amb la seva caràcteristica forma de discoide. Annie Ca-
vanagh, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Commons

10.1.3 Energia de curvatura

La membrana és coneguda per tenir una energia proporcional a la seva curvatura punt a

punt. Podem definir un punt d’una superfície mitjançant els radis de curvatura. Aquests

radis de curvatura són els de dos cercles que descriuen la forma que agafa la superfície

en el punt en el qual aquests dos cercles interseccionen, representats a la Figura 10.4.

La curvatura d’un punt es pot descriure utilitzant dos radis de curvatura de la següent

Figure 10.4: Diagrama dels radis de curvatura que caracteritzen un punt en una superfície.

manera,

C =
1

R1
+

1
R2

. (10.1)
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D’aquesta equació es pot veure que com més gran siguin aquests radis de curvatura
menys corbat estarà la membrana en aquell punt, i viceversa. També hi haurà una seg-
ona espècie de curvatura que definirà un punt de la membrana: la curvatura Gaussiana.
Aquesta curvatura té l’expressió

K =
1

R1

1
R2

. (10.2)

Usant aquestes dues expressions, de la literatura [22] sabem que una membrana té una
energia associada

F =
∫ (

κC2 +κGK
)

dS. (10.3)

Aquesta energia és proporcional al quadrat de la curvatura i linealment amb la cur-
vatura Gaussiana. La rigidesa de la membrana està definida per la constant κ també
anomenada mòdul de curvatura. Aquesta constant ens descriu com de fàcil o difícil
serà corbar la membrana. Per a valors molt alts de κ necessitarem fer més força per a
corbar la membrana.

El terme de la curvatura Gaussiana a l’energia, segons el teorema de Gauss-Bonnet,
és el que se li diu una constant topològica. Hem de tenir en compte llavors, que si
no hi han transicions topològiques no hi ha necessitat de calcular la contribució de
la curvatura Gaussiana K, ja que serà constant. La membrana sofrirà una transició
topològica només en el cas que aquesta sigui tallada o foradada, i si es manté sencera
la seva topologia no canviarà.

10.1.4 Model de phase field

El model de "phase field" (o camp de fases) és una tècnica que es fa servir habitualment
per a poder resoldre numèricament l’evolució de sistemes amb o varies superfícies que
es mouen al llarg del temps. En aquest cas la superfície serà la membrana, i aquesta
metodologia ja s’ha fet servir anteriorment per descriure membranes cel·lulars [24, 50,
52] i l’utilitzarem com a base pels nostres models.

L’energia en el cas del phase field l’escriurem en funció d’un paràmetre d’ordre
anomenat φ . En el nostre cas, aquest paràmetre tindrà un valor entre -1 i +1: en els
punts de l’espai que valgui φ =−1 formaran part del líquid extracel·lular i els punt que
es compleixi φ = +1 formaran part del líquid interior de la cèl·lula. Llavors, tots els
punts de l’espai amb un valor entre -1 i +1 són els que formaran la membrana cel·lular.
Amb aquest parametre d’ordre podem reescriure l’energia de la membrana i resoldre
l’evolució al llarg del temps d’una membrana cel·lular [62].

Per exemple podem veure simulacions de membranes amb forma de glòbuls ver-
mells en 2 i en 3 dimensions a la Figura 10.5. En aquestes simulacions 2D el que estem
simulant és un "tall" de la cèl·lula, com si hagués sigut laminada per una màquina de
tallar embotit. En aquest cas estem suposant que aquest tall es comportarà d’igual que
la cèl·lula sencera.
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Figure 10.5: Adalt: Membranes simulades en 3D, comença sent un disc (esquerra) però
evoluciona a la forma coneguda del glòbul vermell (dreta). Avall: Membrana amb forma
de discoide en una simulació 2D. Aquesta forma és igual a agafar un glòbul en 3D i tallar-lo
per la meitat. El color ens informa del valor del paràmetre d’ordre φ on vermell vol dir
cèl·lula, blau vol dir líquid extern i en blanc tenim la membrana.

Llavors farem servir aquests models com a base per afegir-li interaccions amb el
món exterior i explicar fenòmens i dinàmiques que succeeixen a les membranes i les
cèl·lules.
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10.2 Membranes dins d’un fluid en moviment

A la literatura un pot trobar molts treballs en els que s’estudia la forma de membranes
dins d’un fluid en moviment. Per exemple, a la Figura 10.6 tenim imatges d’un experi-
ment per G Tomaiuolo i S Guido a ón introdueixen glòbuls vermells dins de microcanals
i estudien com es deformen a diferents velocitats del fluid. Aquests micro-canals fan
la feina d’una canonada per on corre aigua i s’obtenen unes formes conegudes com a
"parachutes" (Figura 10.6 a i b) i "slippers" (Figura 10.6 c).

Figure 10.6: Varis glòbuls vermells movent-se a travès d’un micro-canal a causa del movi-
ment del fluid. Figure adapted from G Tomaiuolo and S Guido [9].

Membranes dins d’un fluid en moviment ja han sigut estudiades prèviament [59],
però normalment els mètodes que fan servir per calcular el moviment del fluid són
complexes d’implementar i de treballar-hi amb ells. Nosaltres hem desenvolupat un
model nou on el mètode per calcular el moviment del fluid i la influència que li suposa
la presència de la membrana és més senzill. Això ho hem fet mitjançant la funció
corrent ξ i la vorticitat ω.

Els detalls matemàtics estaran al text principal de la tesi, però hem de saber que
utilitzant aquestes dues variables el sistema és més fàcil de resoldre. A més, aquests
paràmetres funció corrent ξ i vorticitat ω ens ensenyen una cara de la hidrodinàmica
que normalment no s’estudia en simulacions de membranes cel·lulars.
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10.2.1 Flux de Poiseuille

L’anomenat flux de Poiseuille és el flux que s’obté a dins d’una canonada quan hi ha
una diferència de pressió del fluid entre l’entrada i la sortida. En aquest cas, com es
pot observar a la Figura 10.7 el fluid té una velocitat màxima al centre de la canonada,
mentre que degut al fregament la velocitat decreix a mesura que ens apropem a les
parets.

Figure 10.7: Perfil de la velocitat del fluid per a un flux de Poiseuille.

Començarem estudiant aquest tipus de flux en funció de la mida de la canonada (o
canal). Direm que com més estreta és aquesta canonada més confinada està la cèl·lula.
Aquest confinament tindrà un efecte molt important en com es comportarà la cèl·lula
dins d’aquest fluid en moviment.

10.2.1.1 Poiseuille Confinament mitjà

Definim com a confinament mitjà quan el nostre canal té unes mesures una mica su-
periors a la mida de la cèl·lula. Aquest cas és el que coincideix amb les condicions
experimentals de la Figura 10.6 i sobretot el farem servir per a comprovar que el nos-
tre model funciona correctament.

Per un canal i una cèl·lula de mida fixada hem simulat vàries velocitats del fluid com
es pot observar a la Figura 10.8. En aquestes imatges, igual que en els experiments
ensenyats anteriorment, les cèl·lules s’estàn desplaçant d’esquerra cap a la dreta. Aquí
reproduïm uns resultats que encaixen amb els experimentals. Per a velocitats molt
baixes del fluid la cèl·lula es mou molt lentament i quasi no es deforma romanent en
forma de dicoide (Figura 10.8A). A mesura que pugem la velocitat v del fluid passem
al règim de forma slipper (Figura 10.8B i C) i per les velocitats més altes obtenim la
forma de parachute (Figura 10.8D). Replicar aquests resultats de la literatura confirma
que el model funciona correctament.

A la Figura 10.9 podem observar alguns paràmetres hidrodinàmics que podem cal-
cular mitjançant el nostre model. Amb els nostres paràmetres podem calcular diversos
paràmetres hidrodinàmics com la pressió i el tensor de estrès de cisalla σxy.
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Figure 10.8: Diferents morfologies cel·lulars en canals de confinament mig. A-D: Diferents
velocitats pujant de v = 0.05 a v = 0.50.
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Figure 10.9: (A-B) Influència cel·lular a la velocitat del fluid a les figures vx− vx0 i vy− vy0
i (C) a la pressió del fluid. (D) Estrès de cisalla.
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10.2 Membranes dins d’un fluid en moviment

En aquesta Figura 10.9 podem veure també l’influència de la cèl·lula a la velocitat
del fluid a les figures vx− vx0 i vy− vy0. Aquestes gràfiques comparen la velocitat que
tindria el fluid sense la presència de la cèl·lula amb la velocitat de la simulació. El
que estan ensenyant aquests resultats és que la presència de la cèl·lula frena el fluid al
centre del canal, part del qual circula al voltant de la cèl·lula per poder-la esquivar.

10.2.1.2 Poiseuille Confinament baix: anti-parachute

Els resultats previs han servit per assegurar que el nostre model funciona, però ara
treballarem amb el que passa quan tenim un canal molt més ample que la cèl·lula,
d’entre 5 i 10 vegades la mida de la cèl·lula d’ample.

En aquest cas hem descobert una forma nova, que hem anomenat "anti-parachute".
Aquest nom prové del fet que en aquest cas la cèl·lula agafa una forma semblant al
parachute que hem vist abans, però es doblega en la direcció oposada a un parachute
com veiem a la Figura 10.10 A. En aquest figura les cèl·lules també estan desplaçant-se
d’esquerra cap a la dreta igual que en les simulacions anteriors.
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Figure 10.10: Dues simulacions d’una cèl·lula en cànals amples. (A) Manté la forma de
anti-parachute perquè el canal és més ample i va més lentament que (B).

Aquesta forma d’anti-parachute l’obtenim només per a canals força amples quan la
cèl·lula comença aproximadament al centre del canal. A més, aquesta forma és per al
llarg del temps per a canals que no siguin prou amples o per velocitats molt elevades
i esdevé una cèl·lula amb la forma de la Figura 10.10 B. Tot això apunta al fet que
aquesta forma sembla ser el que s’anomena meta-estable, és a dir no és completament
estable i si se la increpa suficient canviarà a una forma més estable.

Llavors perquè està agafant aquesta forma la cèl·lula? Pel que hem pogut observar,
la principal diferència entre canals molt amples i canals estrets es que quan la cèl·lula
està a un canal estret sent com a prop de la paret la velocitat és molt menys elevada
que al centre. En canvi, en un canal ample, la cèl·lula es troba, en l’espai que ocupa la
cèl·lula amb el seu mida reduïda en comparació, una velocitat que és aproximadament
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10. RESUM EN CATALÀ

constant al centre del canal. Això és el que canviarà la forma final de la cèl·lula, la qual
sentirà com aquest liquid amb velocitat aproximadament constant a la regió on s’hi
troba l’està aixafant en la direcció que flueix. Això està representat esquemàticament a
la Figura 10.11 on veiem que la membrana amb forma anti-parachute és lleugerament
més "aerodinàmica" que una cèl·lula plana.

Figure 10.11: Esquema de la deformació que pateix un anti-parachute.

També observem en aquests canals més amples que, en casos que el líquid de
l’interior de la cèl·lula sigui molt més viscós que el líquid extern (el que anomenem
contrast de viscositats sigui elevat), la cèl·lula es mourà una mica caòticament pel
canal fent tombarelles. Això està representat a la Figura 10.12, on veiem les formes
que agafa una cèl·lula a mesura que es mou a travès del canal.
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Figure 10.12: La simulació mesura en l’espai 301×350 i la cèl·lula que mesura 60.

Durant aquest fenomen de tombarelles la cèl·lula es desplaça d’un costat del canal
a l’altre, com es veu a la Figura 10.12 del centre de masses on representem la posició
vertical del centre de la cèl·lula al llarg del temps.
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10.2 Membranes dins d’un fluid en moviment

10.2.1.3 Poiseuille Súper-confinades

A més de fer el canal més gran, també el podem fer més petit. En aquest cas hem
estudiat que passa si fem el canal més estret que la mida de la cèl·lula. Les formes
obtingudes són completament diferents de totes les anteriors com s’observa a la Figura
10.13. En aquest cas hem trobat una fauna molt variada de formes, que depenen molt
de la mida de la cèl·lula, si està més o menys inflada (si s’assembla més a una pilota o
un glòbuls desinflat) a més de la velocitat del fluid.
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Figure 10.13: Cèl·lules en un flux super-confinat a diferents velocitats v.

10.2.2 Flux de Couette

Els líquids a primera instància acostumen a quedar-se enganxats a les parets dels canals.
Aquesta és la raó que fa baixar la velocitat a prop de les parets per un flux de Poiseuille,
ja que les parets estan quietes el fluid allà no es mou i la velocitat màxima és al centre
del canal.

En el cas del flux de Couette tenim que una de les parets del canal està en moviment.
Això produeix que el líquid que està en contacte amb aquesta paret es mogui a la
mateixa velocitat a la qual es desplaça. Aquesta velocitat decau a mesura que mirem
líquid més allunyat de la paret que està en moviment igual que s’observa a la Figura
10.14.

Una cèl·lula en aquest flux té un comportament molt particular. Primer de tot
s’orienta amb un angle i una forma que no només dependrà de la velocitat del fluid
sinó també de la grandària del canal com podem veure a la Figura 10.15.

Les cèl·lules dins d’un flux de Couette presenten una posició d’equilibri respecte
del centre del canal. Llavors les cèl·lules, a més de fluir amb el líquid, es desplaçaran
perpendicularment a la direcció del flux fins a arribar a l’alçada d’equilibri. Aquesta
alçada d’equilibri veiem que depèn de la diferència entre la viscositat de la cèl·lula i la
del fluid extern (contrast de viscositats ζ ) i del volum reduït de la cèl·lula (la quantitat
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10. RESUM EN CATALÀ

Figure 10.14: Perfil de velocitat del fluid d’un flux de Couette.
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Figure 10.15: Forma de la membrana de dues simulacions diferents, en les dues la paret
superior es mou a vwall = 0.6 però la mida del canal H és diferent. La forma resultant canvia
a causa d’això.

de líquid dins la membrana). Com varia la posició d’equilibri final del centre de la
cèl·lula ho podem veure a la Figura 10.16. Per als valors més alts de contrast de
viscositat les cèl·lules no es desplacen més amunt perquè simplement xoquen amb la
paret del canal.

Finalment, de manera semblant a Poiseuille també veiem que la cèl·lula farà tombarelles
per a valors alts de contrast de viscositat, com es veu a la Figura 5.8, però passa molt
menys sovint a Couette que a Poiseuille. La diferència entre la freqüència en la que es
donen tombarelles entre Poiseuille i Couette es pot deure al fet que el perfil de veloc-
itats en Poiseuille canvia de manera molt més radical (canvia més ràpidament al llarg
de l’espai) que en Couette.
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10.3 Curvatura Gaussiana i transicions topològiques
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Figure 10.16: Distància entre el centre de la cèl·lula i la paret inferior del canal al llarg
del temps.

Tumbling events

Figure 10.17: Posició i forma al llarg del temps de la membrana. Estan assenyalats els
moments on la cèl·lula dona una tombarella.

10.3 Curvatura Gaussiana i transicions topològiques
Com hem dit abans, les transicions topològiques són aquells processos que canvien
la forma de la membrana mitjançant talls, sigui dividir-se en dos o generar un forat.
Aquí veurem dos mètodes diferents de fissió de membranes, un procés elemental de la
biologia el qual no s’ha estudiat prou des de el punt de vista energètic.

Per a poder simular transicions topològiques ens caldrà afegir un terme nou a
l’energia de la membrana, l’anomenat terme de curvatura Gaussiana. Fins ara hem
pogut ignorar aquest terme perquè si no hi ha cap transició topològica no és neces-
sari calcular-lo. Després d’afegir aquest terme, les simulacions que inclouen fissió de
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10. RESUM EN CATALÀ

membrana seran estables i podran ser estudiades.

10.3.1 Fisió de tubs de membrana

Figure 10.18: Superior: Evolució temporal d’una simulació que comença sent una mem-
brana amb forma tubular i es divideix en moltes vesícules. Inferior: Experiments fent
servir vesícules artificials les quals els provoquen una curvatura espontània mitjançant un
xoc osmòtic. Barra d’escala es de 10 µm. Figura adaptada de Sanborn et al [105].

Hem començat per una geometria que afavoreix la fissió, en aquest cas una mem-
brana amb forma de tub amb la intenció de replicar processos del estil dels experiments
que es poden veure a la Figura 10.18. Perquè el tub formi vesícules també hem d’afegir
una curvatura espontània. Això significa que simulem una membrana que el seu estat
d’equilibri és estar corbada, en comptes de plana. Això combinat amb l’energia Gaus-
siana produirà fissió com es veu a la simulació de la Figura 10.18.

Depenent de si el terme d’energia Gaussiana tindrà un signe positiu o negatiu
obtenim diferents resultats. Per a valors força negatius tenim fissió, mentre que si
el valor és negatiu, però de baixa intensitat no passarà res (part inferior de la Figura
10.19). Mentrestant, com es veu a la part superior de la Figura 10.19 per a valors
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10.4 Fissió promoguda mitjançant la temperatura

positius del terme d’energia Gaussiana aconseguim un tub que en comptes de tallar-se
formarà múltiples forats i túnels. Això ja és el que s’esperava de la literatura [130].

�

�

Figure 10.19: Diagrama de formes de la membrana en funció del modul de rigidesa κ i
del modul Gaussià κG per a una membrana de gruix ε = 1. (A) Una sola membrana amb
túnels i forats per a κG positiva. (B) Es forma un coll estret però no acaba produïnt fissió
per a κG >−8κ. (C) El tub acaba tallant-se per a κG <−8κ.

10.4 Fissió promoguda mitjançant la temperatura
Hem comprovat que donada una geometria favorable podem obtenir fissió, ara el dubte
està en com obtenir fissió quan la membrana té una forma inicial que complica el procés
de fissió.

La geometria més complicada per produir fissió és una membrana completament
plana. Això passa perquè el procés de fissió necessita una zona corbada de la membrana
per iniciar-se, i en una membrana plana la curvatura és zero a tots els punts.

Llavors el que hem fet es afegir un soroll tèrmic, que imiti l’efecte de la temperatura
en la membrana. Dels experiments sabem que les membranes fluctuen i vibren a causa
de la temperatura. Això passa perquè són un sistema molt petit i a la vegada molt tou i
flexible. Aquest combinació de parametres mecànics produiex que la membrana fluctui.
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Hem demostrat que aquest efecte pot ser suficient per a produir fissió de vesicules
partint d’una membrana plana com es pot veure a la Figura 10.20.

Figure 10.20: Evolució al llarg del temps de una simulació que comencem amb una mem-
brana plana la qual per les fluctuacions tèrmiques acaba patint fissió deixant anar dues
vesicules.

Això si, hem trobat com necessitem una temperatura mínima per a poder produir la
fisió. Si no arribem a aquesta temperatura mínima el sistema no rep prou energia com
per a doblegar suficient la membrana per iniciar la fisió. Aquesta temperatura mínima
dependrà de les propietats mecàniques de la membrana, i si la membrana és més rígida
la temperatura necessària per a obtenir fissió pujarà.

Tot això és veu reflectit en el diagrama de fases de la Figura 10.21 on veiem si en
una simulació hem aconseguit fissió ("vesiculation") o no ("fluctuation") donada una
temperatura T i una rigidesa κ. Entre les dues regions del diagrama és dona el que
s’anomena una transició de fase.
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Figure 10.21: Diagrama de fases per a un valor de curvatura espontània de C0 = −0.25.
Els punts blaus indiquen simulacions que no han tingut fissió i les creus vermelles les que
sí. Anant més a l’esquerra en l’eix horitzontal disminueix la rigidesa de la membrana.

10.4.1 Estudi de la temperatura

També hem estudiat com són les fluctuacions d’una membrana cel·lular quan no hi ha
fissió. L’estudi ha inclòs observar la correlació i els espectres de membranes fluctuants
com les de la Figura 10.22. Per això s’obté la posició dels diversos punts que formen la
membrana i s’analitza com és desplacen al llarg del temps a causa de la temperatura.
Sembla important afegir la influència del moviment del fluid en aquestes simulacions
tèrmiques.

Figure 10.22: Simulació d’una membrana fluctuant en 3D.
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10.5 Conclusions
Hem desenvolupat diversos models nous per a estudiar la dinàmica de membranes
cel·lulars, hem comprovat que funcionen i els hem aplicat a estudiar processos biològ-
ics reals. Aquests models inclouen un model per a membranes a dins d’un fluid en
moviment, un model per a fissió de membranes, i un model de membranes fluctuants.

Amb aquests models hem obtingut una forma meta-estable nova per a membranes
dins d’un fluid en moviment, el "anti-parachute". A més hem estudiat el flux de Couette
i com les membranes senten un desplaçament vertical dins d’aquests fluxos. En ambdós
casos –Poiseuille i Couette– hem observat com depenent de la viscositat del fluid intern
de la cèl·lula podem observar com les cèl·lules fan tombarelles durant el seu moviment
pel canal.

Finalment, amb l’últim tipus de models hem pogut explicar la fusió de tubs de mem-
brana utilitzant el terme de curvatura Gaussiana de l’energia. A més hem aconseguit
com una geometria que té dificultat per a fer fissió, una membrana plana, pot donar
fissió en el cas d’afegir-li fluctuacions tèrmiques al model. Aquestes fluctuacions tèr-
miques estan representant la temperatura del sistema, i depenent de la temperatura a
la qual es troba veurem que el sistema pateix fissió o no. Això ens està representant
una transició de fase en funció de la temperatura, com la transició líquid-sòlid al pujar
o baixar la temperatura d’un material.
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Appendix A

Membrane stream function phase

field model implementation

With the spirit of sharing knowledge and facilitate for everyone the research on mem-
branes and interfaces in general we decided in sharing the numerical implementation
of our models on the world wide web.

There is a repository online with some of the models discussed implemented in
GitHub, a cloud for storing and sharing codes commonly used to host open-source
projects. The link to the repository for the membranes in a flow contains some pro-
grams that were used for an article [151] and were published with it [87]. The reposi-
tory of that article can be found in the following link:

https://github.com/fdzgallen/MemPhaseFlow

In the repository we can find a variety of simulations, an example code for a
Poiseuille flow under medium confinement is inserted below. This code has been sim-
plified a bit by removing the plotting functions, the whole code can be seen online.
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A. MEMBRANE STREAM FUNCTION PHASE FIELD MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

##############################################################################

# Author: Andreu Fernandez Gallen, contact email: fdzgallen@gmail.com

#

# This code implements the model presented in the article "Red Blood Cells in

# low Reynolds number flow: a vorticity-based characterization of shapes in two

# dimensions" in the Soft Matter Journal.

#

# This model simulates a biological membrane characterized by its bending

# energy and area+volume conservation inside a fluid flow in 2D.

# The fluid flow is computed by solving 2 Poisson equations to obtain the

# stream function and the voriticity, which we use to compute the flow.

##############################################################################

# Import libraries

import numpy as np

import os.path

import time

import os

from shutil import copyfile

from numpy import *

# Parameters that define this simulation

simulation = 'test' # name of the folder where the data will be saved

Pspeed = 0.1 # Poiseuille speed in dx/dt units

R1 = 40 # long ellipse radius for the initial conditions for the vesicle

R2 = 0.23*R1 #short ellipse radius for the vesicle. For RBCs taken as 0.23*R1

Tend = 15000000 # total number of steps for the simulation to end

t0 = 50000 #number of time steps to evolve the interface before the fluid flow

tdump = 25000 # data dump period

Nx = 300 # lattice size X

Ny = 120 # lattice size Y

Nx0 = 0.3*Nx # starting position of the cell in X axis
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Ny0 = 58 # "starting position of the cell in Y axis

eps = 2.0 #interfacial width, to increase eps its necessary to decrease "dt"

C0 = 0.0 # Spontaneous curvature

M = 0.1 # mobility

dt = 0.001 # temporal resolution

dx = 1 # spatial resolution

dy =1 # spatial resolution

alpha = 0.5 #Strength of the Lagrange multiplier effect for AREA

beta = -0.0001 #Strength of the Lagrange multiplier effect for volume

nit = 5 # number of iterations for the iterative Poisson solver

kappa = 1.0 # bending modulus of the membrane

viscosityliq = 1.0 # viscosity value of the liquid

viscositycell = 1.0 # viscosity value of the liquid inside the cell

# We will store this values on memory to not need to compute them each time

L=float(Nx-1)

H=float(Ny-1)

deltaPdl= Pspeed/(H**2)*6*viscosityliq

idx=1/dx

idy=1/dy

iH=1/(float(H))

iL=1/(float(L))

idx=1/dx

idy=1/dy

cte=deltaPdl/(viscosityliq)

print(simulation)

############# Library of Functions ###########

def lap(u): #laplatian of a given field U

return idx*idx*(np.roll(u,1,0)+np.roll(u,-1,0)+\

np.roll(u,1,1)+np.roll(u,-1,1)-4*u)
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def periodic_grad(u): #gradient of a given field U with perdiodic BC

return [-(np.roll(u,1,0)-np.roll(u,-1,0))*0.5*idx,

-(np.roll(u,1,1)-np.roll(u,-1,1))*0.5*idy]

def periodic_gradN(u): #gradient of a given field U with Neumann BC

gu = [-(np.roll(u,1,0)-np.roll(u,-1,0))*0.5*idx,

-(np.roll(u,1,1)-np.roll(u,-1,1))*0.5*idy]

gu[1][:,0]=0.0

gu[1][:,-1]=0.0

return gu

# Computes the parameter Psi, which is used to facilitate formulation

def compute_psi(phi0,lap_phi):

psi_sc=phi0*(-1.0+phi0*phi0)-eps*eps*lap_phi-eps*C0*(1-phi0*phi0)

lap_psi= lap(psi_sc)

return psi_sc,lap_psi

#This function computes the functional derivative of the free energy

def compute_mu(phi0,psi_sc,lap_psi):

mu=psi_sc*(-1.0+3.0*phi0*phi0-2*eps*C0*phi0)-eps*eps*lap_psi

lap_mu = lap(mu)

return mu, lap_mu

#Area expression 1

def get_area(phi):

# the bulk in the system has gradient 0 therefore only the membrane contributes

aux1 = np.gradient(phi)

return sum(aux1[0]*aux1[0]+aux1[1]*aux1[1])

#Area expression 2

def get_area3(phi):

# for the bulk the following expression is 0 only the membrane contributes

return ((phi**2-1)**2).sum()
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#Summing all values of phi>0 to get an idea of the vesicle volume

def get_volume(phi):

return phi.sum()

#computation of the lagrange multiplier for area

def compute_multiplier_global(A0,Area):

return alpha * (Area - A0)

#computation of the lagrange multiplier for area

def compute_multiplier_volume(A0,Area):

return beta * (Area - A0)

#function to be used in case you want to start with a tilted ellipsoid

def tilted_ellipse(a,R1,R2,x,y,x0,y0):

return ((x-x0)*np.cos(a)-(y-y0)*np.sin(a))**2/(R1**2) +\

((x-x0)*np.sin(a)+(y-y0)*np.cos(a))**2/(R2**2)

#function to write the data in txt files

def dump(t,start):

#time that took between dumps

print('Time t='+str(float(int(t/Tend*1000))/10)+'% and took '+\

str(1/100*float(int(100*(time.perf_counter() - start)/1)))+'s')

#Output of the system state at the given time t

file1=os.path.join('./'+simulation+'/phi/phi_t='+str(t)+'.txt')

file2=os.path.join('./'+simulation+'/vorticity/vorticity_t='+str(t)+'.txt')

file3=os.path.join('./'+simulation+'/stream/stream_t='+str(t)+'.txt')

with open(file1,'w+') as f1:

with open(file2,'w+') as f2:

with open(file3,'w+') as f3:

for i in range(0,Nx):

for j in range(0,Ny):

f1.write('{0} {1} {2}\n'.format(i,j,phi[i,j]))
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f2.write('{0} {1} {2}\n'.format(i,j,w[i,j]))

f3.write('{0} {1} {2}\n'.format(i,j,curr[i,j]))

#Code to solve the Poisson equation in 2D by an iterative solver,

#adapted from 2017 Lorena A. Barba, Gilbert F. Forsyth

#https://github.com/barbagroup/CFDPython

def vorticity_periodic(p, b):

pn = np.empty_like(p)

for q in range(nit):

pn = p.copy()

p[1:-1, 1:-1] = (((pn[1:-1, 2:] + pn[1:-1, 0:-2]) * dy**2 +

(pn[2:, 1:-1] + pn[0:-2, 1:-1]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[1:-1, 1:-1])

# Periodic BC Pressure @ x = 2

p[-1,1:-1] = (((pn[0,1:-1] + pn[-2,1:-1])* dy**2 +

(pn[-1,2:] + pn[-1,0:-2]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[-1,1:-1])

# Periodic BC Pressure @ x = 0

p[0,1:-1] = (((pn[1,1:-1] + pn[-1,1:-1])* dy**2 +

(pn[0,2:] + pn[0,0:-2]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[0,1:-1])

# Wall boundary conditions, vorticity

#This term defines the type of flow we have: Poiseuille, Couette, etc

p[:,-1] = cte*H # at y = Ny

p[:,0] = -cte*H # at y = 0
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return p

#Code to solve the Poisson equation in 2D by an iterative solver,

#adapted from 2017 Lorena A. Barba, Gilbert F. Forsyth

#https://github.com/barbagroup/CFDPython

def streamfunction_periodic(p, b):

pn = np.empty_like(p)

for q in range(nit):

pn = p.copy()

p[1:-1, 1:-1] = (((pn[1:-1, 2:] + pn[1:-1, 0:-2]) * dy**2 +

(pn[2:, 1:-1] + pn[0:-2, 1:-1]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[1:-1, 1:-1])

# Periodic BC @ x = Nx

p[-1, 1:-1] = (((pn[0, 1:-1] + pn[-2, 1:-1])* dy**2 +

(pn[-1, 2:] + pn[-1, 0:-2]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[-1, 1:-1])

# Periodic BC @ x = 0

p[0, 1:-1] = (((pn[1, 1:-1] + pn[-1, 1:-1])* dy**2 +

(pn[0, 2:] + pn[0, 0:-2]) * dx**2) /

(2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) -

dx**2 * dy**2 / (2 * (dx**2 + dy**2)) * b[0,1:-1])

# Wall boundary conditions, stream function

#This term defines the type of flow we have: Poiseuille, Couette, etc

p[:,-1] = cte*H*H*H/6 # at y = Ny

p[:,0] = 0 # at y = 0

return p

def compute_multiplier_global2_withoutflow(gradphi,grad_lapmu,grad_laparea):

sigma_N2 = M*np.sum(gradphi[0]*grad_lapmu[0]+gradphi[1]*grad_lapmu[1])

sigma_D = M*np.sum(gradphi[0]*grad_laparea[0]+gradphi[1]*grad_laparea[1])

sigma = (sigma_N2)/sigma_D
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return sigma

def compute_multiplier_global2(gradphi,grad_lapmu,grad_laplapphi,gradcurr):

gradiii = periodic_gradN(-gradcurr[1]*gradphi[0]+gradcurr[0]*gradphi[1])

sigma_N1 = np.sum(-gradphi[0]*gradiii[0]-gradphi[1]*gradiii[1])

sigma_N2 = M*np.sum(gradphi[0]*grad_lapmu[0]+gradphi[1]*grad_lapmu[1])

sigma_D = M*np.sum(gradphi[0]*grad_laplapphi[0]+gradphi[1]*grad_laplapphi[1])

sigma = (sigma_N1+sigma_N2)/sigma_D

return sigma

def compute_visco(phi):

M=viscosityliq*0.5*(1-phi)+viscositycell*0.5*(1+phi)

return M

###########################################

############# MAIN CODE #################

## Fields that will define the cell and the fluid

phi = np.zeros((Nx,Ny)) #Initialization of our system matrix

w = np.zeros((Nx,Ny)) #Initialization of vorticity matrix

curr = np.zeros((Nx,Ny)) #Initialization of stream funct matrix

#to compute the inflence of the membrane on the fluid flow we also need

#the "unperturbed" stream function

#Stream function of a flow in the absence of cell, computed from the analytic expression

currin=np.zeros((Nx,Ny))

#Initial configuration for the system.

#Phi=+1 is the cell volume while phi=-1 is defined as the fluid that contains the cell.

#The membrane will form during the firsts temporal steps

for i in range(0,Nx):

for j in range(0,Ny):

#IF phase selection for each point (phase field)
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# ellipsoidal initial conditions1

if ((i-Nx0)*(i-Nx0)/(R2**2)+(j-Ny0)*(j-Ny0)/(R1**2)<=1.0):

# if(i<float(Nx)*0.66 and i>float(Nx)*0.33 ):

# if ( tilted_ellipse(2.2,R1,R2,i,j,Nx0,Ny0) <= 1.0 ):

phi[i,j]= 1.0;

else:

phi[i,j]=-1.0;

#stream function and vorticity for a poiseuille flow

curr[i,j]=-cte*float(j)**2*(2*float(j)-3*(Ny-1))/6 #stream function

currin[i,j]=curr[i,j] #initial stream function

w[i,j] = -cte*((Ny-1)-2*float(j)) #voricity

#folders to store data, in case of non-existing folder it will make a new one

print(os.getcwd())

if not os.path.exists('./'+simulation+'/'):

os.makedirs('./'+simulation+'/')

print('new folder '+simulation+'')

if not os.path.exists('./'+simulation+'/phi/'):

os.makedirs('./'+simulation+'/phi/')

print('new folder phi')

if not os.path.exists('./'+simulation+'/stream/'):

os.makedirs('./'+simulation+'/stream/')

print('new folder stream')

if not os.path.exists('./'+simulation+'/vorticity/'):

os.makedirs('./'+simulation+'/vorticity/')

print('new folder vorticity')

############# Temporal evolution of the system ##############

# First the relaxation of the interfase to a diffuse interfase then

#it goes into the normal temporal evolution with the addition of

#the Lagrange multiplier which conserves area and volume

#Lagrange multipliers start at 0 while the diffuse interfase is generated

Sigma=0.0
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Sigma2=0.0

Sigma3=0.0

#timer to track how long takes between each dump of new data

start = time.perf_counter()

#parameters used to track if the temporal evolution is going well

energy=[]

vt=[]

vol=[]

areat=[]

areat2=[]

#First few iterations from t=0 to t=t0 to relax the interface

#and start up the membrane and Lagrange multipliers

for t in range(0,t0):

#Compute parameters of the system (phi, psi, mu) and their derivatives

lap_phi = lap(phi)

laparea2=lap(phi*(phi**2-1))

lap_lap_phi=lap(lap_phi)

psi_sc,lap_psi = compute_psi(phi,lap_phi)

mu,lap_mu = compute_mu(phi,psi_sc,lap_psi)

# At the start we dont enforce the Lagrange multipliers

#to let the interface evolve from the hard step function

# that we set in the initial conditions to the smooth

#diffuse interface characteristic of the phase field

if(t < t0/2):

#area reference value for the pentaly approach lagrange multiplier

A0=get_area3(phi)

#area reference value for the pentaly approach lagrange multiplier

V0=get_volume(phi)

v=get_volume(phi)

area2=get_area3(phi)

if(t > t0/2): #after a while we start computing the Lagrange multipliers

gradphi = periodic_gradN(phi)
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gradmu = periodic_gradN(mu)

grad_lapmu = periodic_gradN(lap_mu)

grad_laplapphi = periodic_gradN(lap_lap_phi)

Sigma = compute_multiplier_global2_withoutflow(gradphi,grad_lapmu,

grad_laplapphi)

Sigma2 = compute_multiplier_global(A0,area2)

Sigma3 = compute_multiplier_volume(V0,v)

# Evolution of the membrane (phi) only by the membrane energy

#(Bending + Lagrange multipliers) with no flow interaction

phi[:,1:-1] += dt*M*(kappa*lap_mu[:,1:-1]-Sigma*lap_lap_phi[:,1:-1]+\

Sigma2*laparea2[:,1:-1]+Sigma3)

if (t % tdump == 0): #Dumping the data

dump(t,start)

start = time.perf_counter()

# Now the real simulation with fluid flow and membrane interaction,

# from t=t0 to t=Tend

for t in range(t0,Tend):

#Compute parameters of the system and their derivatives

lap_phi = lap(phi)

lap_lap_phi=lap(lap_phi)

psi_sc,lap_psi = compute_psi(phi,lap_phi)

mu,lap_mu = compute_mu(phi,psi_sc,lap_psi)

viscosity = compute_visco(phi)

area2=get_area3(phi)

v=get_volume(phi)

laparea2=lap(phi*(phi**2-1))

gradphi = periodic_gradN(phi)

gradmu = periodic_gradN(mu)

grad_lapmu = periodic_gradN(lap_mu)

grad_laplapphi = periodic_gradN(lap_lap_phi)

gradcurr = periodic_gradN(curr)
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#Computing the Lagrange multipliers sigma

#(it's not strictly necessary the 2nd Lagrange multiplier for area,

#depending on flow speed time resolution etc might be necessary or not)

Sigma = compute_multiplier_global2(gradphi,grad_lapmu,

grad_laplapphi,gradcurr)

Sigma2 = compute_multiplier_global(A0,area2)

Sigma3 = compute_multiplier_volume(V0,v)

#Computing the fluid evolution by computing the vorticity w and Stream function curr

w = vorticity_periodic(w, (gradmu[1]*gradphi[0] - gradmu[0]*gradphi[1])/viscosity)

curr = streamfunction_periodic(curr, - w)

#basic membrane temporal evolution of the order parameter

phi[:,1:-1] += dt*M*(kappa*lap_mu[:,1:-1]-Sigma*lap_lap_phi[:,1:-1] +\

Sigma2*laparea2[:,1:-1]+Sigma3)

#advection term

phi[:,1:-1] += -dt*(gradcurr[1][:,1:-1] *gradphi[0][:,1:-1] -\

gradcurr[0][:,1:-1] *gradphi[1][:,1:-1] )

if (t % tdump == 0): #Dumping the data to files

dump(t,start)

start = time.perf_counter()
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